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CORPORATE DISCLOSURE STATEMENT 
FED. R. APP. PROC. 26.1 

 
Amador County, California, appellant herein, is not a 

“nongovernmental corporate party.” 
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I. 

INTRODUCTION. 

Amador County, California, challenges an unlawful and results-

oriented determination of the Department of Interior (“Department”), 

which—if given effect—would take land in the County into federal trust on 

behalf of the Ione Band of Miwok Indians, intervener herein (“Ione Band” or 

“Band”), and permit the Band to establish a third large-scale, Las Vegas-style 

casino operation, which would overwhelm this small, rural County in the 

Sierra Nevada mountains and foothills, with a total population of less than 

39,000 persons, and with limited road and related infrastructure and public 

services. (AR005425.) The Department’s determination is arbitrary, 

capricious and contrary to law. 

There is already one large, Las Vegas-style Indian casino and hotel 

complex in the County at the Jackson Rancheria; consequently, the County 

has faced demands on County resources, including the traffic it generates on 

narrow local roads, which creates serious public safety problems and traffic 

delays. (Id.) A second tribe—the Buena Vista Rancheria—has also obtained 

permission from the federal government to open a casino in the County. (Id.) 

The addition of a third new casino would overwhelm the County with 

demands for public safety and other services, clog County roadways by 
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generating far more traffic than they can handle, and harm air and water 

quality, among other adverse impacts. (Id.) Fearing these impacts, more 

than 80% of the County’s voters recently voted to oppose any new casino in 

the County. (Id.) 

In the pursuit of its goal of bringing another casino to Amador County, 

the Band applied to the Secretary of Interior (“Secretary”)1 in 2005 to have 

certain lands in the County known as the Plymouth Parcels2 taken into trust 

on the Band’s behalf pursuant to the Secretary’s authority under Section 5 of 

the Indian Reorganization Act (“IRA”), 25 U.S.C. § 465 (AA1-3). (AR002751-

3482.) 

However, merely having lands taken into trust on its behalf is not 

enough to enable the Band to conduct gaming on the Plymouth Parcels. To 

prevent the opportunistic siting of casinos in unforeseen (and profitable) 

locales near population centers, the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, 25 U.S.C. 

§§ 2701-2721 (“IGRA”), prohibits gaming on Indian lands acquired in trust 

                                                 
1 The Secretary of Interior (“Secretary”) heads the Department, which 

is the executive department responsible for the federal government’s 
dealings with Indian tribes. Within the Department is housed the Bureau of 
Indian Affairs (“Bureau” or “BIA”). 

2  The Plymouth Parcels consist of several parcels of land totaling 228 
acres and located both within the City of Plymouth and in the unincorporated 
area of Amador County. These parcels are not currently owned or occupied 
by the Band. (See Dkt. #59, ¶ 17, sentence 1; Dkt. #46, ¶ 17, sentence 1.) 
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for an Indian tribe after October 17, 1988, unless one of several exceptions 

applies. 25 U.S.C. § 2719(a) (AA11-12). Since the Plymouth Parcels would be 

acquired in trust for the Ione Band after that date, gaming is prohibited 

unless one of the IGRA exceptions applies. 

One such exception permits Indian gaming on lands acquired after 

1988 if the Band complies with a two-part administrative process (the “Two-

Part Test”). This process requires that both the Secretary and California’s 

Governor conclude that gaming would be “in the best interest of the Indian 

tribe and its members” and would “not be detrimental” to the surrounding 

community. 25 U.S.C. § 2719(a) and (b)(1)(A). By imposing these 

requirements, IGRA protects local interests like those of Amador County, 

which as a small rural county will be drastically and adversely affected by 

additional large-scale gambling operations, by requiring the Secretary to 

“consult with the Indian tribe and appropriate State and local officials, 

including officials of other nearby Indian tribes.” 25 U.S.C. § 2719(b)(1)(A). 

This “Two-Part Test,” designed to give affected local interests a role in the 

process for authorizing additional gaming, is the exception that must, as a 

matter of law, be satisfied before the Plymouth Parcels may be used for 

gaming.  
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The Ione Band, however, refuses to satisfy the Two-Part Test. Instead, 

it has sought to invoke another exception, which permits gaming on lands 

that are taken into trust after October 17, 1988, as part of the “restoration of 

lands for an Indian tribe that is restored to Federal recognition.” 25 U.S.C. § 

2719(b)(1)(B)(iii). To this end the Band also filed a request for an “Indian 

Lands Determination” (“ILD”), asserting that the Plymouth Parcels should 

be deemed “restored lands” in connection with its Fee-to-Trust Application 

for those parcels. (AR001401-2532.) Were it applicable (and the County does 

not believe it is), this “restored lands of a restored tribe” exception would 

permit gaming on the Plymouth Parcels without affording Amador County 

and its residents the protections of the Two-Part Test.  

This action challenges the Record of Decision (“ROD”), issued on May 

24, 2012, by Donald E. Laverdure, Acting Assistant Secretary of Indian 

Affairs, that, among other things: 

• determined to take the “Plymouth Parcels” into trust for the 

Band; and 

• determined that the Plymouth Parcels qualify as “restored lands 

of a restored tribe” on which the Ione Band may conduct gaming 

under IGRA, without proceeding through the Two-Part Test. 
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(PER139-141.) Both decisions are abuses of discretion, arbitrary, capricious 

and contrary to law.  

First, the Department’s determination is contrary to Congress’s plain 

intention in adopting IGRA, which the Department has acknowledged was to 

preclude informally-recognized “tribes” like the Band from being deemed a 

“restored tribe.” Such tribes may only obtain off-reservation gaming by 

proceeding through the Two-Part Test. 

The Department’s determination also exceeds the Secretary’s authority 

to take land into trust under Section 5 of the IRA. That statute only 

authorizes the acquisition of land on behalf of tribes that were both 

“recognized” and “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934, when the IRA was 

enacted. Carcieri v. Salazar, 555 U.S. 379 (2009) (“Carcieri”). The Band was 

neither “recognized” nor “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934. 

II. 

JURISDICTIONAL STATEMENT. 

The district court had jurisdiction pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331 and the 

Administrative Procedure Act. See Match-E-Be-Nash-She-Wish Band of 

Pottawatomi Indians v. Patchak, 132 S. Ct. 2199, 2202-03 (U.S. 2012). 

This appeal is from the final judgment, entered October 13, 2015, 

disposing of all claims. This Court has appellate jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. 
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§ 1291. The appeal was timely filed November 10, 2015. FED. R. APP. PROC. 

4(a)(1)(B). 

III. 

ISSUES PRESENTED. 

1. Whether the district court erred in upholding the Department’s 

decision to “grandfather” the 2006 Indian Lands Determination, 

where that court (a) refused to apply the factors that this Court has 

adopted for determining whether an agency may refuse to enforce new 

regulatory rules retroactively, when that refusal is contrary to 

congressional intent, and (b) improperly deferred to the Department’s 

determination on retroactivity, contrary to this Court’s precedents? 

 

2. Whether, applying the de novo review prescribed by this Court’s 

precedents, the Department’s decision to “grandfather” the 2006 ILD 

was contrary to law? 

 

3. Whether the Secretary exceeds his authority by taking land into trust 

under Section 5 of the IRA for a purported “tribe” that was admittedly 

not “recognized” in a formal, political way in 1934? 
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4. Whether the Band was “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934, in view of 

the fact that: (a) the federal government’s attempts to obtain land for 

the Band were unsuccessful, (b) Band members were purportedly 

“successors-in-interest” to Indians who were parties to an unratified 

treaty from the 1850s, (c) Band members were included on lists of 

landless, non-reservation individual Indians in 1906 and 1915, (d) 

Band members never received services or benefits from the 

government, and (e) the ROD relied exclusively on the failed efforts to 

acquire land, and not the treaty negotiations or 1906 and 1915 lists?  

IV. 

STATEMENT OF FACTS. 

It is undisputed that Amador County was home to a handful of Indians 

in the early part of the 20th Century. In 1905 and 1915, the BIA compiled two 

lists of landless, non-reservation Indian individuals in Amador County—the 

first by Special Indian Agent C.E. Kelsey, and the second by his successor, 

John Terrell. (PER334, PER556-559.) The 1915 list identified a 

genealogically and linguistically mixed population of 101 Indians, scattered 

at various locations around Ione and its vicinity, including on the Jackson 

Rancheria and “At Richey” (which became the Buena Vista Rancheria). 

(PER334, PER493, PER552, PER576-603, PER668-669, PER676-677.) 
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A. THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT’S UNSUCCESSFUL EFFORT TO 
PURCHASE A 40-ACRE TRACT OF LAND NEAR THE CITY OF IONE, 
PURSUANT TO CONGRESSIONAL APPROPRIATIONS FOR “LANDLESS” 
CALIFORNIA INDIANS (1916-1930). 

In the early 20th Century, recognizing the plight of Indians in 

California, Congress established a land purchase program to enable the BIA 

to purchase tracts of land throughout the State, upon which “landless 

Indians” could be settled. (PER311-333, PER335-336.) In 1990 Hazel Elbert, 

Deputy Assistant Secretary of Interior–Indian Affairs, described this 

program thus: 

The California land purchase program was aimed at buying 
acreage for miscellaneous, landless Indians, whether or not they 
then existed as part of a tribal entity or had previously been 
federally recognized. The purchase of land for these Indians did 
not, in and of itself, prove or establish the existence of a 
government-to-government relationship between an Indian 
tribe and the United States. 

(PER376; see also PER605.) 

Beginning around 1915, Special Agent Terrell determined to use funds 

allocated by Congress for “landless Indians” to purchase a 40-acre tract of 

land near the City of Ione, inhabited by several of the local Indians but owned 

by Ione Iron & Coal Company (the “Arroyo Seco property”). In part, this 

decision was motivated by a desire to keep landless Indians from being 

evicted from a site which they did not own, but where they had built homes 
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and lives; these early efforts also appear to have been related to the 

inadequacies of the nearby Jackson Rancheria. (PER566-567.)  

Because it was unable to obtain clear title to the Arroyo Seco property, 

the government ultimately abandoned its efforts to acquire the land. 

(PER341.) Instead, Buena Vista Rancheria, a 70-acre parcel of land four 

miles south of Ione, was purchased for Amador County Indians in 1928 

(PER570.)  

In the early 1930s, further desultory attempts at obtaining land for 

landless Indians near Ione were made, but they also failed. 

These abortive land-acquisition efforts were the extent of the federal 

government’s dealings with the Ione-area Indians during this period. In a 

1991 declaration, submitted to the Eastern District of California by the 

Department,3 former Ione Band chairman Harold Burris detailed the 

relationship between the Ione Indians and the federal government during 

the period of Mr. Terrell’s efforts to obtain the Arroyo Seco property.4 He 

declared that the Ione-area Indians “supported the efforts of the United 

States to purchase land for [them]” due to fears that they would lose their 

                                                 
3 The litigation in which that declaration was made is discussed below. 
4 The families living on the Arroyo Seco tract elected Mr. Burris to be 

their “chairman” in 1970, and he served in that position into the mid-1990s. 
He also lived on the Arroyo Seco property from 1924 to 1942, and 1945 
onward. (PER865-867.) 
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homes on land they did not own, but that “[t]here was never any expectation 

that any further relationship or further services would develop out of the 

government’s efforts to buy the land for [them].” (PER866.) There is no 

record that any federal aid or other benefits that are normally available to 

recognized tribes were ever provided to members of the “Ione Band” before 

1994. 

B. THE SECRETARY DID NOT ASK THE IONE BAND TO VOTE ON 
ACCEPTANCE OF THE INDIAN REORGANIZATION ACT IN 1934.  

In 1934, Congress enacted the Indian Reorganization Act. June 18, 

1934, ch. 576, 48 Stat. 988 (AA6-10).5 Section 18 of the IRA as originally 

enacted required the Secretary to hold a special election, within one year of 

the “passage and approval of the Act,” for each Indian tribe then under 

federal jurisdiction, to decide whether the tribe wished to be organized under 

the IRA, and adopt a tribal constitution. Id. § 18 (codified at 25 U.S.C. § 478). 

In Amador County, the Jackson and Buena Vista “tribes” each voted to accept 

the terms of the IRA (PER738), but the “Ione Band” held no such election, 

and there is no evidence it was ever invited to do so. (PER482, PER716-768.) 

Indeed, with the exception of a single inquiry in 1941 regarding the 

possibility of clearing title to Arroyo Seco (PER341-342), there was no record 

                                                 
5 Section 5 of that Act provides the statutory authority by which the 

Secretary purports to take land into trust for the Band. (PER141.) 
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of communication between the Ione-area Indians and the federal 

government from 1930-1970.  

C. FOLLOWING COMMISSIONER LOUIS BRUCE’S EQUIVOCAL 1972 
LETTER, ISSUED OUTSIDE THE NORMAL REGULATORY PROCESS AND 
WITHOUT CONSIDERATION OF THE TRADITIONAL “COHEN 
CRITERIA,” WHICH STATED THAT “FEDERAL RECOGNITION WAS 
EVIDENTLY EXTENDED TO” THE IONE BAND WHEN THE 
GOVERNMENT SOUGHT TO PURCHASE THE 40-ACRE ARROYO SECO 
PROPERTY, THE DEPARTMENT REPEATEDLY CONFIRMED THAT THE 
BAND WAS NOT RECOGNIZED AS A TRIBE, AND WAS REQUIRED TO 
SUBMIT A FORMAL APPLICATION FOR RECOGNITION. 

In 1970, the residents of the Arroyo Seco plot—who, according to 

Harold Burris, “had never acted as a tribe” (PER521)—decided to organize as 

a tribe for the purpose of seeking title to the land on which they had lived for 

decades. (PER521, PER867.) Mr. Burris was elected chairman of the Ione 

Band. (Id.) The residents filed a quiet title action in California state court, 

and obtained title to the Arroyo Seco property in 1972. (PER867.) Thereafter, 

several Band members sought to have the land taken into trust, to exempt 

themselves from property taxes. (Id.) 

In 1972, BIA Commissioner Louis Bruce sent a letter to Nicholas Villa, 

as the purported representative of the Band, in which Commissioner Bruce 

stated that “Federal recognition was evidently extended to the [Band]” at the 

time a purchase of 40 acres for the Band was contemplated between 

approximately 1915 and 1930, and stating that he intended to take the 40-
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acre parcel into trust. (PER344.) Various documents establish that 

Commissioner Bruce made his determination without undertaking any effort 

to assess “the so-called ‘Cohen criteria,’ which was the Department’s 

informal standard for recognition from 1942 to 1978.” (PER347 [1973 letter 

from Chief, Division of Tribal Govt Servs. to Sacramento Area Director 

inquiring into the factual basis for recognizing Ione Band]; see also, e.g., 

PER392.)6 Subsequent research, conducted in the early 1990s by the 

Bureau’s Branch of Acknowledgment and Research (which is responsible for 

researching the historical bases for claims of federal tribal recognition, see 

PER784-785),7 concluded that the Bruce letter was “an administrative 

anomaly,” because it was handled outside the normal administrative process 

                                                 
6 “In connection with the tribal reorganization established under the 

IRA, the Department of Interior, under the guidance of Felix Cohen, the first 
solicitor of the BIA, developed five hierarchical considerations (known as the 
‘Cohen criteria’) to determine whether a group constituted a tribe, including 
whether: (i) the group has had treaty relations with the United States; (ii) the 
group has been denominated a tribe by act of Congress or executive order; 
(iii) the group has been treated as having collective rights in tribal lands or 
funds, even though not expressly designated a tribe; (iv) the group has been 
treated as a tribe or band by other Indian tribes; and (v) the group has 
exercised political authority over its members, through a tribal council or 
other governmental forms.” Allen v. United States, 871 F. Supp. 2d 982, 990 
(N.D. Cal. 2012). 

7 See also Muwekma Ohlone Tribe v. Salazar, 708 F.3d 209, 218 (D.C. 
Cir. 2013). 
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(by Real Estate Services, rather than by Tribal Relations), and because it was 

based on “no evaluation of [the Band’s] history and ancestry.” (PER477.) 

In light of the “anomalous” circumstances surrounding the Bruce 

letter, the Department did not treat it as conclusive, even at the time it issued, 

and no action was ever taken to formally recognize the Band or take the 

identified parcels into trust.8 In fact, extensive correspondence—both within 

the Bureau itself, and between the Bureau and the Band—reflected the 

Bureau’s position that the Band’s status was under review and that the Band 

had the affirmative duty to establish that it was entitled to federal 

recognition. (See, e.g., PER345, PER346-349, PER351-356, PER390-393, 

PER469.)  

In December 1978, the Secretary of Interior promulgated regulations 

establishing procedures whereby groups of Indians could attain federal 

“recognition” as “tribes.” 25 C.F.R. §§ 83.1–83.13 (“the Acknowledgment 

Regulations” or “Part 83”) (AA56-73). The BIA concurrently issued two lists. 

The first identified all federally-recognized Indian tribes (the “1978 List”). 

(PER361-363.) The second identified all groups whose petitions for 

                                                 
8  In fact, no land was ever taken into trust by the United States for the 

benefit of the Ione Band. These 40 acres comprising the Arroyo Seco 
property are approximately 12 miles away from the Plymouth Parcels at issue 
here and are unrelated to the Band’s request. (AR005429.) 
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recognition were on file at the BIA, but that were not federally-recognized 

tribes. (PER356-357.) The Ione Band was placed on the second list. Though 

it had not formally submitted a petition for recognition when the two lists 

were published in 1978 (id.; see also PER359-360, PER368), in light of the 

government’s effort to purchase land in 1916, it was treated as having applied 

for acknowledgment at that time. (PER354-355.) 

There is no record of communications between the Band and the 

Department between January 1979 and 1989, though the record indicates 

that members of the Band sought to collect historical information to attempt 

to justify their recognition under the regulations. (PER364-371.) In mid-

1989, a faction of the Band’s membership unsuccessfully sought 

acknowledgement as a federally-recognized tribe by filing a “tribal” 

resolution with the Department, without proceeding through the regulatory 

acknowledgement process or providing the records and other materials 

required by those regulations. (PER372-374, PER406, AR000618-39.) 

In February 1990, the Department wrote an extensive letter to Glen 

Villa, Sr., concerning the Band’s informal request for acknowledgment, 

demonstrating in correspondence dated as early as October 1973 that the 

Band had not met the criteria for federal recognition. That letter further 

explained that the Band “was not recognized as an Indian tribe within the 
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meaning of Federal law,” and that the only option for the Band to achieve 

such federal status was through the acknowledgment regulations. (PER380-

384.)  

Hazel Elbert, Deputy Assistant Secretary of Interior–Indian Affairs, 

sent a similar letter to Harold Burris on February 15, 1990 (PER769-774), 

and to U.S. Senator Alan Cranston on the same date as the Villa letter 

(PER375-379). Among other things, the Cranston letter stated: 

• “After extensive research in our files regarding the Bureau 
of Indian Affair’s (Bureau) historic relationship with this 
group, we have determined that the Ione Band is not 
recognized presently to be an Indian tribe within the 
meaning of Federal law….”  

• “Even if the Bureau had been successful in its attempt to 
purchase land, this may not have constituted Federal 
recognition of the Ione Band as an Indian tribe. The 
California land purchase program was aimed at buying 
acreage for miscellaneous, landless Indians, whether or not 
they then existed as part of a tribal entity or had previously 
been federally recognized. The purchase of land for these 
Indians did not, in and of itself, prove or establish the 
existence of a government-to-government relationship 
between an Indian tribe and the United States.” 

• “Commissioner Bruce’s letter indicates clearly the intent of 
the Bureau to recognize and establish a trust land base for 
the Ione Band. However, the letter is of no legal effect, in 
and of itself, because these actions were never 
implemented. … The Ione Band had no acknowledged 
government-to-government relationship with the United 
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States prior to this letter, and there is no evidence that the 
Commissioner based his decision on the recognition 
criteria then being utilized by the Department.” 

• “Subsequent correspondence and memoranda in our files 
indicate that despite the Commissioner’s letter, the 
question of Ione recognition remained open.” 

(Id.) 

Sometime after April 8, 1990, Department staff prepared a 

memorandum entitled “Ione Acknowledgment Issues” (PER711), which 

relates much of the same history as the Villa and Cranston letters, and 

explicitly states, “[I]t is clear that the Ione Band had no acknowledged 

government-to-government relationship with the United States prior to” 

1972, and also, “Thus it is clear that the Ione Band was not considered by the 

Department to be a federally recognized tribe either before or after 1979.” 

(PER712-713.) Further attempts by the Band faction favoring federal 

recognition outside the acknowledgement regulations were rebuffed on 

August 20, 1990. (PER395-396.) 

D. THE “IONE BAND” UNSUCCESSFULLY SUES THE FEDERAL 
GOVERNMENT, DEMANDING TO BE RECOGNIZED AS A “TRIBE.” 

In August 1990, the Ione Band sued the Department in the Eastern 

District of California, seeking to require recognition of the Band as a “tribe” 

and to have the Arroyo Seco plot taken in trust. Ione Band of Miwok Indians 
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v. Burris, Civ. No. S-90-0993 LKK/EM (E.D. Cal.) (hereinafter “Ione Band 

Lawsuit”). Amador Countys’ Treasurer-Tax Collector was also named as a 

defendant in that action, because the Band sought a declaration that, as 

“Indian land,” the property was not subject to taxation by the County. 

(PER658-659, PER914.) The plaintiffs named the Burris faction of the 

group—which opposed federal recognition—as defendants too. (PER168-

192.) 

In Paragraph 3 of the complaint, the Ione Band alleged that it “has been 

recognized by the United States as being under federal jurisdiction.” 

(PER170.) The Band included similar allegations throughout the complaint. 

The Band sought a declaration from the Court that the Band had been and 

remains a federally recognized tribe with all the rights and sovereignty 

enjoyed by other Indian tribes. It also sought title to land held in common 

with the Burris faction of Ione Indians. And, the Band challenged the 

constitutionality of the Part 83 Regulations. (PER190-192.) 

The United States and the Burris faction of Ione Indians consistently 

disputed the Band’s claim to have been a federally-recognized tribe, 

including in their Answers (PER195 & PER212) and Status Reports (PER231 

[“The government denies that the Ione Band of Miwok Indians has ever been 

a federally-recognized tribe.”] & PER236). 
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In 1991, the United States moved for summary judgment in its favor on 

the ground that the Band failed to exhaust administrative remedies by 

applying for recognition through the BIA’s acknowledgment regulations, and 

that the regulations were the sole mechanism for the Ione Band to gain 

federal recognition. (PER397-437.) Throughout briefing on that motion, the 

government expressly disputed the Band’s claim to have been a federally-

recognized tribe, and further disavowed the notion that the Bruce letter 

evidenced “recognition” of the Band. (See, e.g., PER403 [“In 1972, the head 

of BIA, Commissioner Louis Bruce, was not entirely convinced that the Ione 

Band was federally recognized.”]; PER409 [“To the extent that plaintiffs 

viewed this decision as a change from recognition status to nonrecognition 

status, which change the government disputes, plaintiffs were bound to 

bring suit no later than 1985 pursuant to the statute of limitations set forth 

at 28 U.S.C. 2401(a).”]; PER459 [“the Commissioner did not make a 

determination or findings that the Ione Band was a tribe within the meaning 

of the IRA”].) 

The district court granted the United States’ motion for summary 

judgment, holding the Band must apply for recognition through the BIA’s 

acknowledgment regulations, and held that the acknowledgement 
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regulations were the sole mechanism for the Ione Band to gain federal 

recognition. (PER634-659.) 

Based on this decision, the BIA’s Sacramento Area Director refused to 

review an economic development agreement submitted by the Band. The 

Band appealed the Area Director’s decision to the Interior Board of Indian 

Appeals (“IBIA”), which upheld the refusal, further affirming that the Part 

83 Regulations were the “exclusive mechanism” for the Band to be 

recognized, and for the Department “to correct any errors it may have made 

with respect to the recognition of appellant.” (PER811-813.) 

Sometime after summary judgment was granted in favor of the federal 

government in the Ione Band Lawsuit, the Department issued a “Briefing 

Paper” addressed to the “President of the United States,” regarding the status 

of the Band, which unequivocally stated: 

It is the Department’s position that this group [the Ione Band] 
has never attained Federal tribal status and is not, therefore, 
eligible for restoration…. the Ione Band was never considered to 
be a federally recognized tribal entity. It never appeared on any 
lists of federally recognized tribes and was not asked to vote on 
acceptance of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934 as were the 
federally recognized tribes. 

(PER482-483.) 

On August 26, 1992, Eddie Brown, then-Assistant Secretary-Indian 

Affairs, wrote to Senator Inouye that “The Department has never viewed the 
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absence of the Ione Band from the Federal Register list of federally 

recognized tribes as a simple clerical error. This group has never attained 

Federal tribal status and is not, therefore, eligible for restoration of that 

status.” (PER916.) 

E. ASSISTANT SECRETARY ADA DEER ABRUPTLY REVERSES COURSE IN 
THE FACE OF CONGRESSIONAL PRESSURE, “AFFIRMS” THE BRUCE 
LETTER, AND ORDERS THE IONE BAND TO BE PLACED ON THE LIST 
OF RECOGNIZED TRIBES WITHOUT REQUIRING IT TO PROCEED 
THROUGH THE ACKNOWLEDGEMENT REGULATIONS. 

Having lost its federal lawsuit and IBIA appeal, the Ione Band engaged 

in an extensive political lobbying effort. As related in the Declaration of 

Michael Lawson, Ph.D., an historian in the BIA’s Branch of 

Acknowledgement and Research (“BAR”), members of the Band supporting 

recognition told him as early as 1990 that “the group was planning to ‘put the 

squeeze’ on the Assistant Secretary (through Congressional pressure) for a 

decision that the group was recognized.” (PER788.) It appears to have 

worked. The record between 1989 and 1994 shows extensive 

communications between the Department and members of Congress,9 and 

                                                 
9 See PER373-379 (Sen. Cranston); PER385-389 (Rep. Shumway); 

PER394, PER481 & PER485-486 (Rep. Miller); PER473-475 & PER484 
(Sen. Inouye); PER490 (Rep. Richardson), PER501-507 & PER509-512 
(Senate staff), PER508 (Sen. Inouye, Reps. Richardson & Doolittle), 
PER515-517 (Rep. Fazio); PER479 (meeting with staff for Sen. Inouye and 
House committee staff). 
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in early 1994, Assistant Secretary Ada Deer abruptly reversed the federal 

government’s long-held position and relieved the Band of the requirement to 

proceed through the acknowledgement regulations. (PER513.)  

Purporting to “clarify the United States’ political relationship” with the 

Band, Assistant Secretary Deer wrote that she was “reaffirming the portion 

of Commissioner Bruce’s letter which reads …. ‘Federal recognition was 

evidently extended to the Ione Band of Indians at the time that the Ione land 

purchase was contemplated.’” (Id.) The Deer letter contains no mention of: 

(1) the contrary positions taken by the United States in the Ione Band 

Lawsuit, (2) the contrary conclusion of the BAR, which is specifically 

responsible for researching the historical bases for claims of federal tribal 

recognition (PER784-785); (3) the decision of the IBIA that the Band was 

never recognized and that proceeding through the regulations was the sole 

means of becoming recognized, (4) the purposeful omission of the Band from 

the 1978 list of recognized tribes, or (5) the many detailed letters—only some 

of which are discussed above—expressly concluding the Band had never 

attained Federal tribal status.  

Notably, however, the Deer letter does mention meetings with 

members of Congress. (PER513 [“I am writing regarding our meeting on 

October 28, 1993 and subsequent discussions with Congressman 
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Doolittle.”].) A contemporaneous file memorandum shows that this 

determination was also an administrative anomaly. The Deer letter issued 

without “program review and surname” (a process by which the Solicitor’s 

office would review and endorse such communications, see PER350), and 

that “file copies were not prepared for distribution” in advance. (PER514.) 

F. THE INITIAL DETERMINATION IN 2006 THAT THE PLYMOUTH 
PARCELS WERE “RESTORED LANDS OF A RESTORED TRIBE” 
ELIGIBLE FOR GAMING; AND AMADOR COUNTY’S FIRST LEGAL 
CHALLENGE THERETO. 

In 2004, the Band petitioned the National Indian Gaming Council 

(“NIGC”) for an “Indian lands determination” regarding the Plymouth 

Parcels, under the “restored lands for a restored tribe” exception to the 

prohibition of gaming on lands acquired after 1988. 25 U.S.C. § 

2719(b)(1)(B)(iii). (AR001401-2549.) And in November 2005, the Band 

applied to the Secretary to have the Plymouth Parcels taken into trust. 

(AR002751-3482.) Amador County and the State of California opposed both 

requests. (AR004204-4414, AR004851-53, AR004862-4908, AR004915-

5012.) 

On September 19, 2006, then-Associate Solicitor, Division of Indian 

Affairs, Carl Artman opined—based on the actions of Assistant Secretary 

Deer—that the Plymouth Parcels are “restored lands for a restored tribe”; 
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then-Associate Deputy Secretary James Cason concurred on September 26. 

(PER604-609, AR005094-95.) 

Amador County and the State of California appealed the 

Artman/Cason determination to the IBIA (AR005119-38, AR005150-51), 

and following that body’s determination that it lacked jurisdiction over the 

appeal, Amador County filed suit in federal court challenging the ILD. 

County of Amador v. United States Dep’t of Interior, Case No. 2:07-cv-

00527-LKK-GGH (E.D. Cal. filed Mar. 16, 2007). The Band intervened in the 

action, waiving its tribal immunity as a condition of the County’s non-

opposition to intervention. (PER627.)  

The federal defendants and the Ione Band moved to dismiss that suit 

on the ground that the Artman/Cason memoranda did not constitute “final 

agency action” under the APA, and that judicial review of the ILD had to wait 

until a final decision was made to approve the Band’s trust application. 

(PER610-611.) The district court granted the motion to dismiss but stated, 

“If and when DOI approves the trust application, final agency action will 

exist, and the county will be able to sue.” (PER621.) 

G. REVERSAL AND WITHDRAWAL OF THE 2006 INDIAN LANDS 
DETERMINATION BY THE SOLICITOR IN 2009. 

In January 2009, Department Solicitor David Bernhardt sent a 

memorandum to George Skibine, Acting Deputy Assistant Secretary for 
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Policy and Economic Development, withdrawing the 2006 Artman/Cason 

memorandum. (PER633.) That letter stated in part, “We are now in the 

process of reviewing the preliminary draft Final Environmental Impact 

Statement for the Plymouth parcel. As a result, I determined to review the 

Associate Solicitor’s 2006 Indian lands opinion and have concluded that it 

was wrong. I have withdrawn and am reversing that opinion. It no longer 

represents the legal position of the Office of the Solicitor. The opinion of the 

Solicitor’s Office is that the Band is not a restored tribe within the meaning 

of IGRA.” (Id.) 

H. THE SUPREME COURT DECIDES CARCIERI AND THE COUNTY 
SUBMITS A LETTER EXPLAINING HOW THAT DECISION PRECLUDES 
THE SECRETARY FROM ACCEPTING LAND IN TRUST FOR THE BAND. 

In 2009, the Supreme Court decided Carcieri, holding that § 19 of the 

IRA, 25 U.S.C. § 479 (AA4-5), “limits the Secretary’s authority to taking land 

into trust for the purpose of providing land to members of a tribe that was 

under federal jurisdiction when the IRA was enacted in June 1934.” 555 U.S. 

at 382. On July 15, 2009, Amador County wrote to Larry EchoHawk, then-

Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs, explaining why Carcieri precludes the 

Department from taking land into trust on behalf of the Ione Band. 

(AR007757-97.) 
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I. THE RECORD OF DECISION REVERSES COURSE YET AGAIN. 

On May 24, 2012, Defendant Laverdure made a final decision to take 

the Plymouth Parcels into trust on behalf of the Ione Band. (PER88-155.) 

The ROD reversed the Bernhardt opinion, reinstated the Artman opinion, 

and rejected the conclusion that Carcieri precludes the Secretary from taking 

land into trust for the Ione Band. Flip-flopping once again, the ROD stated 

that the Parcels are “restored lands of a restored tribe.” (PER139-149.) 

V. 

STATEMENT OF THE CASE. 

Amador County filed its complaint on June 27, 2012, naming the 

Department, then-Secretary of Interior Ken Salazar, and then-Acting 

Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs Donald Laverdure as defendants. (Dkt. 

#1.) A group of local citizens filed a parallel lawsuit, which was designated as 

“related” to the case on appeal herein. No Casino in Plymouth v. Jewell, No. 

2:12-cv-01748-TLN-CMK (E.D. Cal.) (“NCIP”). 

The County filed a First Amended Complaint on September 20, 2012, 

and moved to file a Second Amended Complaint, but pursuant to a 

stipulation between the parties, certain contested documents were included 

in the administrative record, the First and Second Amended Complaints 
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were withdrawn, and the original complaint was revived as the operative 

pleading (Dkt. #45). 

The district court granted the Ione Band’s unopposed motion to 

intervene on September 13, 2013. (Dkt. #55.)  

Following the lodging of the administrative record on May 7, 2013 

(Dkt. #42), and lodging of the supplemental administrative record on 

February 19, 2014 (Dkt. #64), the County moved for summary judgment 

pursuant to a court-ordered briefing schedule, and the Federal Defendants 

and Ione Band filed cross-motions. (Dkt. #s 65, 82, 84.) Briefing on those 

motions was completed in October 2014, and a hearing set for November 6. 

(Dkt. #s 85-87, 89-90, 92). 

On November 3, 2014, the district court vacated the November 6 

hearing, taking the cross-motions under submission without oral argument. 

(Dkt. #91.) On September 30, 2015, the district court entered an order 

denying summary judgment to Amador County and granting it to the Federal 

Defendants and Ione Band. (Dkt. #95.) That same day, the court issued a 

parallel order denying summary judgment to the plaintiffs in NCIP and 

granting summary judgment to the Federal Defendants and Band in that case 

too. (PER54-87.) The order in this case cross-referenced the order in NCIP. 
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Judgment was entered in both cases on October 13, 2015, and timely 

appeals were filed. 

VI. 

STANDARD OF REVIEW APPLICABLE ON APPEAL. 

This Court reviews a district court’s grant of summary judgment de 

novo, “applying the same standards that applied in the district court.” Pit 

River Tribe v. U.S. Forest Serv., 469 F.3d 768, 778 (9th Cir. 2006). It owes 

no deference to the district court’s ruling. Univ. of Wash. Med. Ctr. v. 

Sebelius, 634 F.3d 1029, 1033 (9th Cir. 2011). 

Under the APA, this Court will set aside an agency’s decision if it is 

“arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance 

with law” or “in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or limitations, or 

short of statutory right.” 5 U.S.C. § 706(2). Applying this standard, “[t]he 

APA requires meaningful review; and its enactment meant stricter judicial 

review of agency factfinding than Congress believed some courts had 

previously conducted.” Dickinson v. Zurko, 527 U.S. 150, 162 (1999). When 

determining whether an agency’s action was arbitrary, capricious, or 

contrary to law, courts “engage in a substantial inquiry … a thorough, 

probing, in-depth review of [the] discretionary agency action.” Citizens to 

Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971). “Courts must 
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carefully review the record to ensure that agency decisions are founded on a 

reasoned evaluation of the relevant factors, and may not rubber-stamp … 

administrative decisions that they deem inconsistent with a statutory 

mandate or that frustrate the congressional policy underlying a statute….” 

Friends of Yosemite Valley v. Norton, 348 F.3d 789, 793 (9th Cir. 2003) 

(quoting Pub. Citizen v. DOT, 316 F.3d 1002, 1020 (9th Cir. 2003)) (ellipses 

in original). 

The Court “must consider the entire record as a whole, weighing both 

the evidence that supports and the evidence that detracts from the [agency]’s 

conclusion, and may not affirm simply by isolating a specific quantum of 

supporting evidence.” Lingenfelter v. Astrue, 504 F.3d 1028, 1035 (9th Cir. 

2007) (citation and internal quotation marks omitted). 

VII. 

SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT. 

First, the Secretary of Interior has expressly recognized, in adopting 

regulations in 2008 to govern the process of taking land into trust for gaming 

purposes, that when Congress enacted IGRA it did not intend for tribes to be 

able to take advantage of the “restored lands” exception when those “tribes” 

were informally recognized outside the formal acknowledgement 

regulations, as the Ione Band indisputably was.  
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The ROD, however, relied on a “grandfather” provision in the 2008 

regulations that exempted tribes from plain congressional intent if they had 

received an opinion from the Department or the NIGC, prior to the 

regulations’ effective date, that they did qualify as a “restored tribe,” even if 

no final agency action had been taken based on that opinion. The 

Department’s circumvention of congressional intent was contrary to law. The 

D.C. Circuit has articulated the narrow circumstances in which an agency 

may “grandfather” past administrative practices that run contrary to 

congressional intent, in Natural Res. Defense Council, Inc. v. Thomas, 838 

F.2d 1224 (D.C. Cir. 1988) (hereafter “NRDC”), and Retail, Wholesale & 

Dept. Store Union v. NLRB, 466 F.2d 380, 390 (D.C. Cir. 1972) ( “Retail 

Union”), and this Court has “adopted the framework set forth by the D.C. 

Circuit in Retail Union” and NRDC. Garfias-Rodriguez v. Holder, 702 F.3d 

504, 518 (9th Cir. 2013) (en banc). 

The district court, however, refused to apply the NRDC factors, due to 

a demonstrable misreading of that case. It also deferred to the Department’s 

decision to grandfather pre-2008 decisions that were not the basis of any 

final agency action, which is contrary to this Court’s precedents prescribing 

de novo review for such decisions. 
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Moreover, as discussed more fully below, applying that de novo review 

leads to the conclusion that grandfathering the Ione Band’s 2006 ILD was 

improper. In adopting and applying Regulation 292.26(b), the Secretary 

failed to address any of the NRDC criteria but one (reliance), and it applied 

that criterion incorrectly, failing to require actual, reasonable reliance, 

instead of hypothetical reliance. Any reliance by the Band on the preliminary 

ILD, prior to final agency action, could not have been reasonable, especially 

in light of the course of events in this case. 

Second, the ROD itself notes that the Ione Band was not “recognized” 

until 1972 (at the earliest), and in fact, as late as the 1990s the Department 

asserted in litigation that the Band was not and never had been federally 

recognized. Ione Band of Miwok Indians v. Burris, No. S-90-0993-LKK/EM 

(E.D. Cal.); PER397-467, PER775-889. That being so, the Secretary lacks 

authority to take land into trust for the Band under Section 5 of the IRA, 

which only authorizes trust acquisitions for a tribe that was a “recognized 

tribe” in 1934. 

And finally, though the ROD takes the position that the Band was a 

“tribe” that was “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934, as Carcieri 

unquestionably requires, the ROD’s assertion relies solely on the federal 

government’s failed attempts to acquire land for the Band between 1915 and 
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1930, which does not remotely rise to the level of establishing “federal 

jurisdiction” over the Ione Band in 1934. The government’s efforts to acquire 

land for many landless California Indians did not create “jurisdiction” over 

groups of Indians and convert them into “tribes” under the IRA. In fact, long-

standing case law, the legislative history of the IRA, and contemporaneous 

administrative practice reflect the understanding that “federal jurisdiction” 

over an Indian tribe in 1934 went hand-in-hand with the federal 

government’s ownership and superintendence of land on the tribe’s behalf, 

which undisputedly did not occur here. 

Nor is “federal jurisdiction” established by two other facts that the 

ROD notes (but does not ultimately rely on): 

1. That certain Ione Band members are purportedly successors-in-

interest of signatories to an unratified treaty from the 1850s; and 

2. That ancestors of present Band members were included on two 

lists of landless, non-reservation Indians in California in 1906 

and 1915. 

An unratified treaty is a nullity, and cannot give rise to obligations or 

rights on the part of the federal government or the Band. And there is no 

authority to support the premise that the appearance of individual, landless 

Indians on a list establishes federal jurisdiction over that Indian’s “tribe.” 
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Again, in 1934 it was understood that—with respect to Indian tribes—federal 

jurisdiction meant federal land. 

VIII. 

THE DISTRICT COURT APPLIED THE WRONG LEGAL 
STANDARDS IN UPHOLDING THE DEPARTMENT’S 
ILLEGAL DECISION TO “GRANDFATHER” THE 2006 
INDIAN LANDS DETERMINATION (“ILD”). 

If the Ione Band were to initiate a land-to-trust application today, there 

is no question it would be unable to take advantage of the “restored lands” 

exception under IGRA, because in 2008 the Secretary of Interior adopted 

regulations (25 C.F.R., Part 292, the “Part 292 Regulations”)  that foreclose 

a “tribe” that was administratively recognized outside the formal Part 83 

Acknowledgment Process from availing itself of that exception.  

Specifically, 25 C.F.R. § 292.10 (AA13), provides that to qualify as a 

“restored tribe” the tribe must have been restored by (1) congressional 

legislation, (2) a judgment or settlement agreement in a federal court case, 

to which the United States is a party, or (3) recognized “through the 

administrative Federal Acknowledgment Process under § 83.8 of this 

chapter [Part 83.]” It is undisputed that the Band does not fit within any of 

the foregoing provisions; instead the ROD asserts the Band was informally 
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“recognized” by Ada Deer in 1994 outside of the “Federal Acknowledgement 

Process under § 83.8.” (PER139-141, AR007156.)  

The exclusion of informally-recognized tribes from Section 292.10’s 

definition of “restored tribe” was no oversight; it was a conscious choice, 

designed to implement Congress’s acknowledged intention in adopting 

IGRA. 

Following publication of the draft Part 292 regulations, the Secretary 

received comments suggesting that the regulations be amended to include 

tribes (like the Ione Band) that were purportedly “restored” pursuant to 

agency action outside the Part 83 regulations. The Secretary rejected those 

suggestions, stating: “We believe Congress intended restored tribes to be 

those tribes restored to Federal recognition by Congress or through the part 

83 regulations. We do not believe that Congress intended restored 

tribes to include tribes that arguably may have been 

administratively restored prior to the part 83 regulations.” 73 

Fed. Reg. 29354, 29363 (May 20, 2008) (emphasis added) (AA38). The 

Secretary further elaborated: 

In 1988, Congress clearly understood the part 83 process 
because it created an exception for tribes acknowledged through 
the part 83 process. The part 83 regulations were adopted in 
1978. These regulations govern the determination of which 
groups of Indian descendants were entitled to be acknowledged 
as continuing to exist as Indian tribes. The regulations were 
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adopted because prior to their adoption the Department had 
made ad hoc determinations of tribal status and it needed to 
have a uniform process for making such determinations in the 
future. We believe that in 1988 Congress did not intend to 
include within the restored tribe exception these pre-1979[10] ad 
hoc determination. [sic] Moreover, Congress in enacting the 
Federally Recognized Indian Tribe List Act of 1994 identified 
only the part 83 procedures as the process for administrative 
recognition. 

Id. (emphasis added). 

Despite acknowledging that treating informally-recognized tribes like 

the Ione Band as “restored tribes” contravenes congressional intent, the ROD 

concluded that the Band could avail itself of the “restored tribe” exception 

pursuant to 25 C.F.R. § 292.26(b) (AA14), which provides: 

These [2008] regulations apply to final agency action taken after 
the effective date of these regulations except that these 
regulations shall not apply to applicable agency actions when, 
before the effective date of these regulations, the Department or 
the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) issued a 
written opinion regarding the applicability of 25 U.S.C. 2719 for 
land to be used for a particular gaming establishment, provided 
that the Department or the NIGC retains full discretion to 
qualify, withdraw or modify such opinions. 

(PER139-141.)  

In applying this grandfathering provision, the Department acted 

contrary to law. The district court erred in holding otherwise. 

                                                 
10 The ROD states that “in 1972, Commissioner Bruce sent a letter that 

amounted to recognition for the Tribe in accordance with the practices of the 
Department at the time.” (PER141.) 
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A. THE DISTRICT COURT ACTED CONTRARY TO THIS COURT’S 
PRECEDENTS IN (1) REFUSING TO APPLY THE “NRDC FACTORS” 
FOR DETERMINING THE NARROW CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH AN 
AGENCY MAY GRANDFATHER PAST REGULATORY ACTIONS THAT 
ARE CONTRARY TO CONGRESSIONAL INTENT, AND (2) DEFERRING 
TO THE DEPARTMENT’S DETERMINATION ON RETROACTIVITY. 

It is black-letter law that administrative agencies must apply statutes 

in accordance with congressional intent. Chevron, U.S.A., Inc. v. NRDC, Inc., 

467 U.S. 837, 843 n.9 (1984). However, the courts have held that, in some 

narrow circumstances, past practices that were inconsistent with 

congressional intent can be “grandfathered” for equitable reasons. In NRDC, 

the D.C. Circuit articulated the following “considerations governing an 

agency’s duty to apply a rule retroactively”: 

(1) whether the new rule represents an abrupt departure from 
well established practice or merely attempts to fill a void in an 
unsettled area of law, (2) the extent to which the party against 
whom the new rule is applied relied on the formed [sic] rule, (3) 
the degree of the burden which a retroactive order imposes on a 
party, and (4) the statutory interest in applying a new rule 
despite the reliance of a party on the old standard. 

838 F.2d at 1244 (quoting Retail Union, 466 F.2d at 390). 

Again, this Court has “adopted the framework set forth by the D.C. 

Circuit in Retail Union” and NRDC. Garfias-Rodriguez, 702 F.3d at 518 (en 

banc). 

The district court, however, concluded that the NRDC factors were 

inapplicable because (1) it determined that NRDC only applied to cases 
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where the agency “refused to provide any grandfathering,” rather than cases 

like this one where it chose to do so (PER48), and (2) it concluded that, 

though “[t]here is some inconsistency between the Department’s position in 

the final rule that administrative restoration of tribes—at least prior to 

promulgation of the Part 83 regulations—be foreclosed as a route to being a 

‘restored tribe’; and the Department's position that administrative 

restoration is permitted in the Ione Band’s case” (PER44), it was proper to 

“afford[] deference to the Department in its decision to promulgate the 

grandfathering provision as part of the Part 292 regulations.” (Id.) Both 

determinations were wrong as a matter of law. 

First, the district court appears to have simply misread NRDC, insofar 

as it concluded that case dealt only with an agency’s refusal to grandfather. 

In fact, NRDC addressed challenges to both an agency’s refusal to 

grandfather and its decision to do so. See 838 F.2d at 1243 (“The agency has 

in several cases grandfathered stacks … NRDC attacks several elements of 

the grandfathering as too generous ….” (emphasis added)). The D.C. Circuit 

identified the factors listed above as “[s]ome general principles [that] are 

applicable to all these issues.” Id. at 1244.  

Nor is NRDC the only case the County cited that applied those criteria 

to overturn an agency’s refusal to apply a new rule retroactively. See, e.g., 
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Sierra Club v. EPA, 719 F.2d 436, 467 (D.C. Cir. 1983) (applying NRDC 

factors to overturn EPA rule that grandfathered-in stack heights). 

In other words, contra the district court, the NRDC factors apply 

whether the agency chooses to grandfather or not. 

Likewise, the district court erred in concluding that the agency’s 

decision to grandfather pre-2008 ILD’s was entitled to deference. The 

application of the NRDC factors “is in each case a question of law, resolvable 

by reviewing courts with no overriding obligation of deference to the agency 

decision[.]” Retail Union, 466 F.2d at 390; see also Oil, Chemical & Atomic 

Workers Int’l Union, Local 1-547 v. NLRB, 842 F.2d 1141, 1144 (9th Cir. 

1988) (“The question of whether new [administrative] standards should be 

applied retroactively is one of law, which we review under the de novo 

standard.”); Garfias-Rodriguez, 702 F.3d at 515 (en banc) (declining to 

remand to agency for determination of retroactivity, because “there is no 

need to defer to an agency’s position on the issue”).  

Moreover, Chevron deference is not a warrant for courts to “rubber-

stamp … administrative decisions that they deem inconsistent with a 

statutory mandate or that frustrate the congressional policy underlying a 

statute ….” Friends of Yosemite Valley, 348 F.3d at 793. 
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B. APPLYING THE NRDC FACTORS AND THE DE NOVO REVIEW 
PRESCRIBED BY THIS COURT’S PRECEDENTS, THE DEPARTMENT’S 
GRANDFATHERING OF THE IONE BAND’S 2006 ILD WAS CONTRARY 
TO LAW. 

The only rationale the Secretary gave for “grandfathering in” interim 

ILDs that were not yet the basis for final agency action under 25 C.F.R. § 

292.26(b) was that “It is expected that in those cases, the tribe and perhaps 

other parties may have relied on the legal opinion to make investments into 

the subject property or taken some other actions that were based on their 

understanding that the land was eligible for gaming.” 73 Fed. Reg. 29354, 

29372 (emphasis added). This cannot sustain the Department’s action. It 

wholly ignores the other NRDC criteria, and it applies the reliance prong 

erroneously. 

1. First NRDC factor: refusing to treat tribes recognized 
outside the Part 83 process as “restored tribes” was not 
“an abrupt departure from well-established practice” 
that warranted grandfathering. 

In adopting the grandfather provision the Secretary did not address the 

first NRDC factor—whether the new rule represents an abrupt departure 

from well-established practice or merely attempts to fill a void in an 

unsettled area of law. “If a new rule ‘represents an abrupt departure from 

well established practice,’ a party’s reliance on the prior rule is likely to be 

reasonable, whereas if the rule ‘merely attempts to fill a void in an unsettled 
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area of law,’ reliance is less likely to be reasonable.” Garfias-Rodriguez, 702 

F.3d at 521 (en banc).  

This factor militates against grandfathering the 2006 ILD in this case.  

Prior to 2008, a determination of whether a given tribe was a “restored 

tribe” was an ad hoc inquiry, made by the NIGC or Solicitor’s Office on a 

case-by-case basis. (73 Fed. Reg. 29354-55; AR002613.) Trust acquisitions 

by the Secretary for gaming purposes were governed by a “Checklist” that 

contained no guidance regarding the criteria for a “restored tribe.” 

(AR002604-18.) The entire purpose of the Part 292 regulations was to 

provide concrete rules where none previously existed. 

Moreover, treating informally-restored tribes as “restored tribes” was 

not a well-established practice under the ad hoc analysis. The administrative 

record identifies only one other tribe that was informally recognized outside 

of the Part 83 regulations—the Lower Lake Rancheria in Santa Rosa. 

(AR006193). The record does not indicate that the Lower Lake Rancheria 

was issued an ILD prior to the adoption of the Part 292 Regulations, but in 

fact, in November 2008 (i.e., after the Part 292 Regulations were already in 
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effect) the NIGC ruled that the Lower Lake Rancheria was not a “restored 

tribe.”11  

The district court cited one other example, based on extra-record 

evidence submitted by the Ione Band—the case of the Karuk Tribe of 

California. But as the district court itself described the facts, the NIGC 

concluded that the Karuk Tribe was not a “restored tribe” in 2004, and only 

reversed course in 2012—four years after the agency decided to adopt the 

grandfathering provision (and only weeks before the ROD issued in this 

case). The Department’s 2012 decision to reverse course and treat the Karuk 

Tribe as a “restored tribe” under the grandfather clause cannot logically serve 

as a reasonable justification for the Department’s 2008 decision to adopt 

that clause in the first place. 

Simply put, neither Lower Lake nor Karuk, nor anything else in the 

record of this case, reveal a “well established” practice of treating tribes 

acknowledged outside the Part 83 regulations as “restored” tribes that would 

have justified the adoption of the grandfather provision in 2008.  

                                                 
11 See 

http://www.nigc.gov/images/uploads/indianlands/Lower%20Lake%20Ap
peal%2010.07.08.pdf (last visited Mar. 10, 2016). 
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2. Second NRDC factor: the grandfather clause fails to 
require a showing of actual reliance, and under the 
specific facts here any reliance by the Ione Band would 
not have been reasonable. 

Though the Secretary’s rationale for the grandfathering clause did 

address the second NRDC factor—reliance—it took that factor into account 

in a wholly improper way.  

When an agency seeks to grandfather prior actions that are contrary to 

congressional purpose, the agency’s grandfathering rule must require a 

showing of actual and reasonable reliance by the affected party. Garfias-

Rodriguez, 702 F.3d at 519 & 522 (en banc); NRDC, 838 F.2d at 1248; Sierra 

Club, 719 F.2d at 467-68.  

However, 25 C.F.R. § 292.26(b) does not require a showing of actual 

reliance on the previously-issued ILD, and in any event, reliance by the Band 

on pending (rather than final) agency action would been unreasonable,12 

especially in light of the events leading up to the ROD’s issuance: 

• Regulation 292.10 was initially proposed by the BIA in 

substantially its present form on October 5, 2006, less than 10 

days after the final 2006 ILD was made public. See 71 Fed. Reg. 

                                                 
12 The County does not challenge 25 C.F.R. § 292.26(a), which 

grandfathers decisions upon which final agency action was already taken 
prior to the regulations’ 2008 adoption. In this case, however, there was no 
final agency action until May 2012. 
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58769, 58774 (Oct. 5, 2006) (AA15-28). From the beginning, the 

proposed regulation included the requirement that only tribes 

administratively restored through the Part 83 process could be a 

“restored” tribe, and that initial version of the regulations did not 

contain a “grandfather” clause (which did not appear until the 

final adoption in May 2008). Id. Thus, the Band was on notice 

from the time the 2006 ILD issued that their eligibility to proceed 

thereunder was tenuous, and there can have been no reasonable 

reliance between the issuance of the 2006 ILD and May 2008.  

• Amador County and the State of California appealed the 2006 

ILD within a month of its issuance (AR5119-38, AR 5150-51), and 

the County filed suit challenging the ILD’s “restored tribe” 

determination several months later. (PER627.) The Band 

intervened in that challenge. (Id.; PER610.) When that case was 

dismissed as unripe, the court said the County could sue later, 

and the County made clear its intention to do so, including in the 

stipulation to dismiss the appeal signed by the Band itself. 

(PER626-631.) 

• Even after issuance of the final Part 292 Regulations, the 

Department reserved “full discretion to qualify, withdraw or 
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modify such opinions.” 25 C.F.R. § 292.26(b). This retained 

discretion was fully consistent with the Department’s position in 

the County’s prior challenge that “[a]n examination of the 

opinion memorandum shows that its determination has no effect 

unless the land at issue is acquired in trust by the United States” 

and that the ILD was therefore not final agency action.13 An 

administrative action becomes final agency action if it is the 

agency’s intention that third parties will rely upon that action. 

See Ciba-Geigy Corp. v. United States EPA, 801 F.2d 430, 438 

(D.C. Cir. 1986). 

• Any claim of reliance by the Band also conflicts with the Band’s 

own characterizations of the ILD in the earlier litigation: “as a 

preliminary assessment intended to assist the Secretary in 

making a final determination with regard to the [Band]’s pending 

fee-to-trust application”14; as an “interim,” “interlocutory,” and 

merely “advisory” opinion15; and as a document that “standing 

                                                 
13 PER257. 
14 PER280 (emphasis added). 
15 PER272, PER279, PER295. 
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alone has no legal force or practical legal implications” unless the 

fee-to-trust application was approved.16 

• Finally, there cannot have been any reasonable reliance after 

Solicitor Bernhardt withdrew the ILD in 2009 (PER633). The 

record shows the Band learned of that withdrawal almost 

immediately. (AR007120.) 

Simply put, the Ione Band always faced—and acknowledged—the 

prospect that the ILD might be changed, withdrawn, or overturned at any 

time prior to final agency action being taken. Under such circumstances, any 

action that the Band took “in reliance” on the ILD was at its own peril, and 

any claim of reliance is wholly unjustified as a rationale for grandfathering 

an ILD that is otherwise inconsistent with Congress’s recognized intention 

in adopting IGRA. See Garfias-Rodriguez, 702 F.3d at 521-22 (en banc) 

(reliance on prior administrative actions generally not reasonable where that 

action has been subject to ongoing challenges, faced possibility of being 

overturned, and where—as here—it was one of “multiple changes in the 

agency’s position”); WRT Energy Corp. v. FERC, 107 F.3d 314, 321 (5th Cir. 

1997) (where energy company “apparently relied, perhaps imprudently,” on 

a preliminary administrative decision subject to further review, the Court 

                                                 
16 PER295. 
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rejected a claim by WRT that the FERC’s ruling was impermissibly 

retroactive in light of its reliance). 

3. Third NRDC factor: refusing to treat the Ione Band as a 
“restored” tribe in accordance with congressional 
intent would not impose an unfair burden on the Band, 
because it would not prevent the Band from conducting 
gaming under IGRA but would only require that it 
engage in the two-step consultation process. 

The Secretary also did not address the third NRDC factor—the degree 

of burden that retroactive application would impose on a party—but that 

factor also cuts against grandfathering in the 2006 ILD. Overturning the 

determination that the Ione Band is not a “restored” tribe does not mean that 

it can never have a gaming facility (assuming the Band is entitled to have 

land taken into trust on its behalf under Carcieri, see infra). It simply means 

that the Band must comply with a Two-Part Test set out by Congress, in 

which the Secretary and California’s Governor both conclude, after 

consultation with affected interests, including local governments, that 

gaming would be “in the best interest of the Indian tribe and its members, 

and would not be detrimental to the surrounding community,” 25 U.S.C. § 

2719(a) & (b)(1)(A). The ILD is nothing more than an attempt by the Ione 

Band to circumvent the process set out by Congress (just as it evaded the Part 

83 acknowledgement process via political pressure). 
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4. Fourth NRDC factor: there is a strong statutory interest 
in preventing tribes from improperly taking advantage 
of the exceptions to the consultation process prescribed 
by IGRA before allowing gaming. 

Nor did the Secretary address the fourth NRDC factor—the statutory 

interest in applying a new rule despite the reliance of a party on the old 

standard (though, of course, the Band did not reasonably rely)—but this 

prong also militates against grandfathering the 2006 ILD. In enacting IGRA, 

Congress concluded that unless certain narrow exceptions applied, the State 

and local governments who would be affected by casino gaming should be 

consulted before the effects of such an impactful business could be imposed 

upon them and their residents. The Band cynically seeks to deprive the State 

and Amador County of the protections conferred upon them by Congress. 

In summary, the ROD’s determination that the Ione Band may acquire 

land for gaming purposes under the “restored tribe” exception rests on an 

ILD that is inconsistent with Congress’s acknowledged intent and the 

Secretary’s own regulations, and the Department’s attempt to “grandfather 

in” that ILD was contrary to law. 
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IX. 

THE IONE BAND IS NOT ELIGIBLE TO HAVE LANDS 
TAKEN INTO TRUST UNDER THE INDIAN 
REORGANIZATION ACT. 

The Secretary may not take land into trust on behalf of Indians who 

were not “members of any recognized Indian tribe now under federal 

jurisdiction,” i.e., a tribe that was both “recognized” and “under federal 

jurisdiction” in June 1934. 

This requirement has two separate dimensions. There must have been 

a formal government-to-government relationship in 1934—hence 

“recognized” tribe—and that tribe also had to be “under federal jurisdiction,” 

which in 1934 meant living on federally-supervised Indian lands, exempt 

from state law. To the extent the Secretary proposes to take lands into trust 

for “tribes” that do not meet these requirements, he exceeds his delegated 

authority and usurps power that may only be exercised by Congress. 

A. THE IONE BAND IS NOT A “RECOGNIZED INDIAN TRIBE” WITHIN 
THE MEANING OF THE IRA. 

1. The IRA requires “recognition” in 1934. 

The IRA authorizes the Secretary to take land in trust for “members of 

any recognized Indian tribe now under Federal jurisdiction.” 25 U.S.C. § 479. 

It is undisputed (because the Supreme Court has said so) that the phrase 

“now under Federal jurisdiction” refers to tribes that were under federal 
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jurisdiction in 1934. Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 395. It is also clear that the phrase 

“now under Federal jurisdiction” modifies the term “recognized Indian 

tribe.” It follows that the Act requires the tribe to be “recognized” at the same 

time at which it was “under Federal jurisdiction”—in 1934. That is because 

the temporal limitation of the modifying term (“now under Federal 

jurisdiction”) necessarily applies to the modified term (“recognized Indian 

tribe”). A tribe cannot be a “recognized Indian tribe now under Federal 

jurisdiction” in 1934 if it was not a “recognized Indian tribe” in 1934. 

In fact, the only time the Supreme Court addressed this question, it 

concluded that a tribe had to be recognized in 1934. In United States v. John, 

437 U.S. 634 (1978), the Court explained that “[t]he 1934 Act defined 

‘Indians’ … as ‘all persons of Indian descent who are members of any 

recognized [in 1934] tribe now under Federal jurisdiction.’” Id. (quoting 25 

U.S.C. § 479) (brackets in original; emphasis added). The bracketed phrase 

“in 1934” reflects the Court’s understanding that the word “now” restricts the 

operation of the IRA to tribes that were “recognized” in 1934. 

Likewise, in Maynor v. Morton, 510 F.2d 1254 (D.C. Cir. 1975), the 

D.C. Circuit stated that “the IRA was primarily designed for tribal Indians, 

and neither Maynor nor his relatives had any tribal designation, 

organization, or reservation at that time”—i.e., when the IRA was enacted in 
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1934. Id. at 1256 (emphasis added). In United States v. State Tax 

Commission of Mississippi, 505 F.2d 633 (5th Cir. 1974), the Fifth Circuit 

held that “[t]he language of Section 19 positively dictates that tribal status is 

to be determined as of June, 1934, as indicated by the words ‘any recognized 

Indian tribe now under Federal jurisdiction’ and the additional language to 

like effect.” Id. at 642. And in City of Sault Ste. Marie v. Andrus, 532 F. Supp. 

157 (D.D.C. 1980), the court held that “the IRA was intended to benefit only 

those Indians federally recognized at the time of passage.” Id. at 161 n.6. 

These authorities confirm that the IRA unambiguously requires recognition 

in 1934. 

2. The term “recognized Indian tribe” refers to formal 
political recognition. 

The phrase “recognized Indian tribe” was a term of art by 1934, and it 

unambiguously referred to a tribe’s political status. A 1934 Solicitor’s 

Opinion states that “[a] tribe is not a geographical but a political entity.” 

(AA79.) A year earlier, the Supreme Court discussed “recognition” in political 

terms, when it held that only Congress could determine “‘to what extent, and 

for what time [Indian tribes] shall be recognized and dealt with as 

dependent tribes requiring the guardianship and protection of the United 

States.” United States v. Chavez, 290 U.S. 357, 363 (1933) (quoting United 

States v. Sandoval, 231 U.S. 28, 45 (1913) (emphasis added)). 
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Decades earlier, Congress abrogated the Executive’s power to treat 

with Indian tribes in unequivocally political terms: “No Indian nation or 

tribe within the territory of the United States shall be acknowledged or 

recognized as an independent nation, tribe, or power with whom the United 

States may contract by treaty.” Appropriations Act of March 3, 1871, ch. 120, 

§ 1, 6 Stat. 544 (codified as amended at 25 U.S.C. § 71) (emphasis added). 

And in 1884, the Supreme Court discussed the political significance of 

recognition when it described the condition of Massachusetts Indians as 

“remnants of tribes never recognized by the treaties or legislative or 

executive acts of the United States as distinct political communities.” Elk v. 

Wilkins, 112 U.S. 94, 108-09 (1884). Congress obviously understood 

“recognized” to denote a political status by 1934. 

Consistent with this understanding, in the Ione Band Litigation, the 

federal government observed in its reply brief supporting summary 

judgment: 

Normally a group will be treated as a tribe or a “recognized” tribe 
if (a) Congress or the Executive has created a reservation for the 
group by treaty, agreement, statute, executive order, or valid 
administrative action; and (b) the United States has had some 
continuing political relationship with the group, such as by 
providing services through the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

(PER459-460 n.15 [quoting Cohen, HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW at 6 

(1982)]; underline in U.S. brief.) In granting that motion, Judge Karlton 
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adopted this test (PER645), as have a number of other courts. See, e.g., 

Mashpee Tribe v. Secretary of Interior, 820 F.2d 480, 484 (1st Cir. 1987); 

W. Shoshone Bus. Council v. Babbitt, 1 F.3d 1052, 1056 (10th Cir. 1993); 

Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa & Chippewa Indians v. Office of the U.S. 

Atty., 369 F.3d 960, 968 (6th Cir. 2004). 

3. The ROD itself states that the Band was not 
“recognized” until 1972 (even assuming it was then). 

The ROD is replete with statements that the Band was first 

“recognized” by the government as a tribe in 1972: 

• The actions of the Department in furtherance of its efforts to 
acquire land for the Indians at Ione are not conclusive as to the 
Tribe’s recognized tribal status. However, in 1972, Commissioner 
Bruce sent a letter that amounted to recognition for the Tribe in 
accordance with the practices of the Department at the time. 
(PER141.) 

• In the 1970s the Bureau of Indian Affairs recognized the Ione 
Band as an Indian tribe based on the 1915 and later efforts to 
acquire land for the Band.” (PER149.) 

• “The [1972 Bruce] letter does recognize the lone Band as an 
Indian tribe based on the 1915 determination by the United 
States to acquire land for the Band.” (Id.) 

• The “2006 Indian Lands Determination … found, inter alia, that 
the 1972 letter from Commissioner Bruce recognized the Ione 
Band as an Indian tribe.” (Id.) 

• The [1972] Bruce letter recognized the Ione Band as an Indian 
tribe based on the 1915 determination by the United States to 
acquire land for the Band. (PER151.) 
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The Department is bound by these statements, because agency action 

can only be upheld based on the rationale adopted by the agency in making 

the decision. Securities and Exchange Comm’n v. Chenery Corp., 318 U.S. 

80, 87 (1943). 

In light of these statements, and the requirement of the IRA that a 

“tribe” be “recognized” in 1934, there can be no question that the Secretary 

is not authorized to take land into trust on the Band’s behalf under the IRA. 

B. BECAUSE THE IONE BAND DID NOT LIVE ON FEDERALLY-RESERVED 
LAND AND DID NOT HAVE A TREATY, EXECUTIVE ORDER, OR 
LEGISLATION, IT WAS NOT “UNDER FEDERAL JURISDICTION” IN 
1934. 

1. Absent a treaty, “federal jurisdiction” over an Indian 
tribe unambiguously meant Indians on federally-held 
land in 1934. 

The ROD itself flatly acknowledges, “The actions of the Department in 

furtherance of its efforts to acquire land for the Indians at Ione are not 

conclusive as to the Tribe’s recognized tribal status.”  (PER141 [emphasis 

added].)  If such unconsummated purchases were admittedly not conclusive 

as to the “recognized” tribal status of the Band, they certainly cannot be 

regarded as establishing that said Band was “under federal jurisdiction.” To 

the contrary, the government’s failure to acquire land for the Ione Band is 

conclusive evidence that the Band—regardless of its tribal status—was not 

then “under federal jurisdiction,” because in 1934 federal jurisdiction over 
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Indians unambiguously went hand-in-hand with federally-supervised land 

reserved for those Indians, at least where there was no valid treaty in effect.  

That understanding is definitively established by long-standing case law, the 

legislative history of the IRA, and contemporaneous administrative practice. 

As the legislative history of the IRA itself specifically noted, “Indians 

under Federal jurisdiction are not subject to State laws.”17 This is significant, 

because prior to the enactment of Public Law 280 in 1953 (i.e., in 1934), 

whether an Indian or tribe was subject to state laws turned on whether that 

Indian or tribe was on federally-supervised land. See Santa Rosa Band of 

Indians v. Kings County, 532 F.2d 655, 662 (9th Cir. 1975) (“Prior to passage 

of P.L. 280, Congress had encouraged, under § 476 of the Indian 

Reorganization Act, the formation and exercise of tribal self-government on 

reservation trust lands.” (emphasis added)). 

As the Supreme Court explained in Alaska v. Native Village of Venetie 

Tribal Gov’t, 522 U.S. 520 (1998), citing a series of cases going back to 1913, 

Supreme Court case law requires “both a federal set-aside and federal 

superintendence [to conclude] that the Indian lands in question constituted 

Indian country and that it was permissible for the Federal Government to 

exercise jurisdiction over them. … The federal set-aside requirement ensures 

                                                 
17 PER161.  
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that the land in question is occupied by an ‘Indian community’; the federal 

superintendence requirement guarantees that the Indian community is 

sufficiently ‘dependent’ on the Federal Government that the Federal 

Government and the Indians involved, rather than the States, are to 

exercise primary jurisdiction over the land in question.” Id. at 530 

(emphasis added; footnote omitted).  

Thus, the courts have held that land taken into trust by the federal 

government under Section 5 of the IRA itself “is effectively removed from 

state jurisdiction.” Yankton Sioux Tribe v. Podhradsky, 606 F.3d 994, 1011 

(8th Cir. 2010). See also Felix S. Cohen, HANDBOOK OF FEDERAL INDIAN LAW 

at 116 (1942 ed.) (“That state laws have no force within the territory of an 

Indian tribe in matters affecting Indians is a general proposition that has not 

been successfully challenged, at least in the United States Supreme Court, 

since that Court decided” Worcester in 1832) (emphasis added) (AA81). 

By contrast, Indians going beyond the boundaries of lands set aside for 

their protection were, and are, subject to state law. Organized Village of 

Kake v. Egan, 369 U.S. 60, 75 (1962); Ward v. Race Horse, 163 U.S. 504, 

507-08 (1896) (Indian who killed game outside the boundaries of a 

reservation in violation of Wyoming state laws could be prosecuted by the 
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State); Kennedy v. Becker, 241 U.S. 556 (1916) (state could prosecute Indian 

for illegal spear-fishing off the reservation). 

Consistent with this unambiguous, long-standing distinction between 

federal jurisdiction over Indians on federally-controlled Indian lands and 

state jurisdiction over Indians off-reservation, the Comptroller General 

opined in 1925 that: 

There exists no relation of guardian and ward between the 
Federal Government and Indians who have no property held in 
trust by the United States, have never lived on an Indian 
reservation, belong to no tribe with which there is an existing 
treaty, and have adopted the habits of civilized life and become 
citizens of the United States by virtue of an act of Congress. The 
duty of relieving the indigency of such Indians devolves upon the 
local authorities the same as in the case of any other indigent 
citizens of the State and county in which they reside. 

5 Comp. Gen. 86 (Aug. 3, 1925) (AA75).18  

This is extremely significant, because in a 1933 letter from then-

Superintendent of the Sacramento Indian Agency O.H. Lipps to then-

Commissioner of Indian Affairs John Collier, quoted by the district court in 

the NCIP decision, Mr. Lipps described the Indians living near Ione thus: 

The situation of this group of Indians is similar to that of many 
others in this Central California area. They are classified as non-
wards under the rulings of the Comptroller General because they 
are not members of any tribe having treaty relations with the 
Government, they do not live on an Indian reservation or 

                                                 
18 Opinions of the Comptroller General are subject to judicial notice by 

this Court. Osage Tribe of Indians of Okla. v. United States, 95 Fed. Cl. 469, 
475 (2010). 
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rancheria, and none of them have allotments in their own right 
held in trust by the Government. They are living on a tract of land 
located on the outskirts of the town of Ione.   

(PER339-340 [emphasis added].)19 

The IRA’s legislative history also reflects that the addition of the phrase 

“under federal jurisdiction” was proposed by Commissioner Collier, “a 

principal author of the [IRA],”20 and incorporated in Section 19 of that Act 

to prevent “tribes” not already living on federal land from taking improper 

advantage of the Act.  

During consideration of the bill, several Senators voiced concerns that 

(1) there were already a number of self-identified “Indians” and “tribes” on 

whose behalf the federal government owned land, but who really should not 

have been under federal jurisdiction, and (2) concerns that the definitions of 

“Indian” and “tribe” in Section 19 were so broad that they threatened to 

create more such “Indians” and “tribes” who would be able to take advantage 

of the provisions of the Act, against the wishes of the Senators.21 

                                                 
19 See also In re Blackbird, 109 F. 139, 143 (W.D. Wisc. 1901) (“The 

true and unimpeachable ground of federal jurisdiction in such a case as this 
is that the Indians placed upon these reservations in the states are the 
wards of the government, and under its tutelage and superintendence, and 
that, congress having assumed jurisdiction to punish for criminal offenses, 
that jurisdiction is exclusive.” (emphasis added)). 

20 Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 390 n.5 (quoting United States v. Mitchell, 463 
U.S. 206, 221 n.21 (1983)). 

21 PER165-167. 
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As examples of the abuses that the legislative sponsors wished to avoid, 

the bill’s chief co-sponsor in the Senate, Senator Wheeler, noted that former 

Vice President Charles Curtis, whose claim to be an “Indian” was highly 

dubious, “ha[d] lands today under the supervision of the Department,” which 

Senator Wheeler deemed “idiotic.”22 The Senator also pointed to the specific 

case of a so-called “tribe” in California, living on federal land, which in the 

Senator’s estimation had no business being under federal jurisdiction. He 

believed that “Their lands ought to be turned over to them in severalty and 

divided up and let them go ahead and operate their own property in their 

own way.”23 Commissioner Collier, when asked if other such “Indians” would 

be able to take advantage of the Act replied, “If they are actually residing 

within the present boundaries of an Indian reservation at the present 

time.”24 

Senator Wheeler cautioned that the purpose of the Act was not to deal 

with the problem of those “tribes” already (but improperly) under federal 

jurisdiction.25 Nevertheless, he and other Senators were anxious that IRA 

not make the problem worse.26 Thus, the legislative record contains a 

                                                 
22 Id. 
23 PER166. 
24 PER165 (emphasis added). 
25 PER163-164. 
26 PER165-167. 
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detailed discussion of the Catawba Indians in South Carolina, who did not 

then have a reservation. The question arose whether the Catawbas would be 

“Indians” within the meaning of the IRA. Senator Mahoney believed that 

they should be, because “the Catawbas certainly are an Indian tribe[,]” and 

he saw no reason “Why, if they are living as Catawba Indians, why should 

they limit them any more than we limit those who are on the reservation[.]”27  

Chairman Wheeler, however, disagreed, and Senator Mahoney suggested 

that the definitions of “Indian” and “tribe” would then need to be modified 

to avoid that result. It was in response to this suggestion that Commissioner 

Collier proposed the addition of the phrase “now under federal jurisdiction,” 

to modify the term “recognized Indian tribe.”28 In sum, the whole purpose of 

that phrase was to leave existing reservation Indians unaffected, but limit the 

ability of non-reservation Indians to bring themselves within the Act.29 

                                                 
27 PER166. 
28 Id. 
29 In this same vein, the legislative history also reflects that 

“Representative Edgar Howard, who co-sponsored the IRA with Senator 
Burton Wheeler, made the following statements during the congressional 
debate regarding whom should be classed as an ‘Indian:’ 

“For purposes of this act, [the definitional section] defines the 
persons who shall be classed as Indian. In essence, it recognizes 
the status quo of the present reservation Indians and further 
includes all other persons of one-fourth Indian blood.…” 

Kahawaiolaa v. Norton, 222 F. Supp. 2d 1213, 1220 n.10 (D. Haw. 2002), 
aff’d, 386 F.3d 1271 (9th Cir. 2004) (quoting Congressional Debate on 
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Consistent with this intention, on August 15, 1934—only two months 

after passage of the IRA—Superintendent Lipps sent another letter to 

Commissioner Collier, listing the various Indian communities under the 

“jurisdiction” of the Sacramento Agency, which then included Amador 

County. (PER716-720.) The stated purpose of that letter was to respond to 

the Commissioner’s request for information about Indian communities 

within the Sacramento Agency’s jurisdiction, for the purpose of putting into 

effect the “Wheeler-Howard bill,” i.e., the IRA. (PER717.)30  The Ione Band 

was not listed, though the Jackson Rancheria and Buena Vista Rancheria 

were; and the Band was not invited to organize under the Act. 

This judicial, legislative and administrative background provide 

conclusive evidence that the term “federal jurisdiction” as used in the IRA 

was understood by those who were responsible for its drafting and 

enactment to apply only to tribes with a reservation set aside on its behalf (at 

least absent a specific treaty or legislation).  See Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 390 n.5 

(“In addition to serving as Commissioner of Indian Affairs, John Collier was 

‘a principal author of the [IRA].’ [Citation.] And, as both parties note, he 

                                                 
Wheeler-Howard Bill (1934) in THE AM. INDIAN AND THE UNITED 
STATES, Vol. III. (Random House 1973)) (emphasis in original). 

30 The “Wheeler-Howard Act” was the IRA. Morton v. Mancari, 417 
U.S. 535, 537 (1974). 
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appears to have been responsible for the insertion of the words ‘now under 

Federal jurisdiction’ into what is now 25 U.S.C. § 479 … Commissioner 

Collier’s responsibilities related to implementing the IRA make him an 

unusually persuasive source as to the meaning of the relevant statutory 

language and the Tribe’s status under it.”); id. at 397 (Breyer, J., concurring) 

(rejecting deference to Department’s interpretation of “now under federal 

jurisdiction” because Commissioner Collier favored a different 

interpretation when the IRA was enacted).   

Despite attempts by the federal government to acquire land for the 

Ione Band, that never ultimately happened, and the Band was subject to state 

law at all relevant times. (PER372, PER527, PER531, PER537-550.) At most, 

the government’s efforts to obtain land for the Ione Band constituted a failed 

attempt to establish “federal jurisdiction” over the Band. Thus, the Secretary 

cannot take land into trust for the Band. 

2. The Department’s proposed two-part inquiry for 
“under federal jurisdiction” cannot overcome the 
statute’s plain meaning. 

The meaning of “under federal jurisdiction” was not ambiguous with 

respect to Indian tribes in 1934. The plain legislative intent of incorporating 

the phrase “now under federal jurisdiction” was to limit the reach of the Act 

only to those “recognized Indian tribes” then residing on land held for the 
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tribe’s benefit by the federal government. That being the case, there is no 

ambiguity to be resolved by administrative interpretation, and so the 

Secretary’s newly-minted “two-step” analysis of “under federal jurisdiction” 

is not entitled to any deference. See Alaska v. Babbitt, 72 F.3d 698, 701 (9th 

Cir. 1995) (when “Congress ‘has directly spoken to the precise question at 

issue’ either in the statute itself or in the legislative history[,]” there is no 

need for “administrative interpretation” such as would warrant deference by 

this Court (quoting Chevron, 467 U.S. at 842); Carcieri, 555 U.S. at 396-97 

(Breyer, J., concurring) (agreeing with majority’s interpretation of the word 

“now” from the phrase “now under federal jurisdiction” because “the 

provision’s legislative history makes clear that Congress focused directly 

upon that language, believing it definitively resolved a specific underlying 

difficulty,” so the Department’s “interpretation is not entitled to Chevron 

deference, despite any linguistic ambiguity.”). 

Nevertheless, as the district court observed, the ROD cites two other 

“facts” for the proposition that the Band was “under federal jurisdiction” in 

1934: (1) the fact that the members of the Band were purportedly successors 

in interest to the signatories of Treaty J, one of 18 unratified treaties 

negotiated by the Federal Government with California Indians in the mid-

1800s, and (2) the fact that 36 Indians near Ione were included in a “census” 
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of California Indians accompanying Special Agent Kelsey’s 1906 survey of 

the conditions of said Indians.  (PER146-147.)   

Crucially, though the ROD noted these purported “facts” in passing, it 

did not rely on them to support its ultimate conclusion, which was that “the 

continuous efforts of the United States beginning in 1915 to acquire land for 

the Ione Band as a permanent reservation demonstrates a consistent ‘under 

federal jurisdiction’ relationship between the Federal Government and the 

Ione.”  (PER148.) Again, agency action may only be upheld based on the 

rationale adopted by the agency in making the decision. Chenery, 318 U.S. at 

87.  

But even leaving that aside, these facts are insufficient to support the 

ROD’s conclusions. 

a. Failed treaty negotiations cannot establish that the 
Tribe was “under Federal jurisdiction.”   

As to the failed treaty negotiations in the 1800s, even if one accepts as 

true that members of the Band are descendants or “successors in interest” to 

those Indians that negotiated Treaty J, that fact has little bearing on whether 

the Band was “under federal jurisdiction” in 1934. The “Ione Band” was 

indisputably not a party to any “treaty with the United States (in effect in 

1934).” Id. (Breyer, J., concurring) (emphasis added). No party claims 
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otherwise, and, indeed, in the Ione Band Litigation, the tribe “concede[d] 

that they are not a ‘treaty tribe.’”  (PER649.) 

Treaty negotiations obviously cannot establish duties or obligations on 

the part of the United States such as would give rise to “federal jurisdiction,” 

because an unratified treaty is “a legal nullity.” Robinson v. Jewell, 790 F.3d 

910, 917 (9th Cir. 2015), cert. denied, 2016 U.S. LEXIS 2194 (U.S. Mar. 28, 

2016). One needs an executed treaty to establish any obligation on the part 

of the United States. Donahue v. Butz, 363 F. Supp. 1316, 1320 n.4 (N.D. Cal. 

1973) (“said Karuk treaty, unratified by the Senate, cannot serve as a legal 

basis for any claim by plaintiffs in this action”). Indeed, “[t]he doctrine of 

governmental ratification has been firmly entrenched during the entire 

course of the Indian relationship.” Blackfeet et al. Nations v. U.S., 81 Ct. Cl. 

101, 127 (1935) (emphasis added). See also Malone v. Bureau of Indian 

Affairs, 38 F.3d 433, 438 (9th Cir. 1994) (“The California Indian population 

is unique in this country and must be understood in historical context. In the 

1850s, Congress failed to ratify treaties that the Federal Government had 

entered into with Indian tribes in California. Thus, although they were 

eventually recognized in Federal law as individual ‘Indians of California,’ 

many California Indians are not members of federally recognized tribes.”). 
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b. Including individual Indians living near Ione on a 
list of landless, non-reservation Indians also 
cannot establish that there was a “recognized 
tribe” that was “under federal jurisdiction.” 

As to the inclusion of some individual Indians near Ione in the 1906 

list of Indians in California, that hardly demonstrates a tribe “under federal 

jurisdiction.” After all, the list in question included Indians throughout 

Northern California, noting genealogical stock, but without distinguishing 

among “tribal” groups. Notably, the list includes members of purportedly 

separate “tribes” at the “Jackson Reservation,” and at “Buena Vista” which 

subsequently obtained its own reservation, and Indians from other counties.  

Moreover, that enumeration was undertaken in furtherance of 

Congress’s land purchase program, which, as previously noted, “attempted 

to purchase land wherever it could for landless California Indians without 

regard to the possible tribal affiliation of the members of the group.” 

(PER605 [emphasis added].) 

Third, the fact that an Indian appears on a government list does not 

mean that there is a tribe under federal jurisdiction. As the government 

noted in the Ione Band Litigation, there is an extensive list of California 

Indians from 1928 who were included on a judgment roll for the taking of 

ancestral lands pursuant to 25 U.S.C. § 651, but “the creation of this 

Judgment Fund roll did not automatically extend federal recognition to the 
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myriad of tribal entities identified by Indian applicants who appear on the 

roll.” (PER461.) If that list of Indians, which is far more formal than the 

Kelsey and Terrell lists, was insufficient to establish a federal relationship 

with those Indians’ “tribes,” surely the less formal lists are insufficient. 

And finally, it is notable that no pre-Carcieri authority supports the 

proposition that appearing on an Indian “census” equates to federal 

“jurisdiction.” This post-Carcieri innovation reflects the Department’s well-

known hostility to the Carcieri decision, and a blatant attempt to create a 

loophole in the Supreme Court’s reading of the IRA to “make sure that all 

recognized—federally recognized Indian tribes have the same opportunity to 

acquire land into trust and to make sure that the Carcieri decision … is not 

an impediment, cannot be—is not impediment for such a goal.”31 

                                                 
31 Tr. of BIA Carcieri Tribal Consultation: Arlington, Va., Wed., July 8, 

2009, p. 17:6-11 (Comments of Acting Principal Assistant Secretary for 
Indian Affairs George Skibine), online at 
http://www.bia.gov/cs/groups/public/documents/text/idc-001871.pdf 
(last visited Mar. 29, 2016). 
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X. 

CONCLUSION. 

The district court’s judgment should be OVERRULED, and 

remanded for entry of judgment in Amador County’s favor. 
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STATEMENT RE RELATED CASES 
9TH CIRCUIT RULE 28-2.6 

No Casino in Plymouth v. Rydzik, Case No. 2:12-cv-01748-TLN-CMK 

(E.D. Cal.), was designated by the trial court as related to this case. NCIP is 

also currently pending on appeal in this Court. See Appeal No. 15-17189 (9th 

Cir. filed Oct. 30, 2015).  
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TITLE 25. INDIANS   

CHAPTER 14. MISCELLANEOUS   
PROTECTION OF INDIANS AND CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES 
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25 USCS § 465 

 
§ 465.  Acquisition of lands, water rights or surface rights; appropriation; title to lands; tax exemption  
 
The Secretary of the Interior is hereby authorized, in his discretion, to acquire through purchase, relinquishment, gift, 
exchange, or assignment, any interest in lands, water rights, or surface rights to lands, within or without existing reser-
vations, including trust or otherwise restricted allotments whether the allottee be living or deceased, for the purpose of 
providing land for Indians. 
  
For the acquisition of such lands, interests in lands, water rights, and surface rights, and for expenses incident to such 
acquisition, there is hereby authorized to be appropriated, out of any funds in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, a 
sum not to exceed $ 2,000,000 in any one fiscal year: Provided, That no part of such funds shall be used to acquire ad-
ditional land outside of the exterior boundaries of Navajo Indian Reservation for the Navajo Indians in Arizona and 
New Mexico, in the event that the proposed Navajo boundary extension measures now pending in Congress and em-
bodied in the bills (S. 2499 and H. R. 8927) to define the exterior boundaries of the Navajo Indian Reservation in Ari-
zona, and for other purposes, and the bills (S. 2531 and H. R. 8982) to define the exterior boundaries of the Navajo In-
dian Reservation in New Mexico, and for other purposes, or similar legislation, becomes law. 
  
The unexpended balances of any appropriations made pursuant to this section shall remain available until expended. 
  
Title to any lands or rights acquired pursuant to this Act or the Act of July 28, 1955 (69 Stat. 392), as amended (25 
U.S.C. 608 et seq.) shall be taken in the name of the United States in trust for the Indian tribe or individual Indian for 
which the land is acquired, and such lands or rights shall be exempt from State and local taxation. 
 
HISTORY:  
   (June 18, 1934, ch 576, § 5, 48 Stat. 985; Nov. 1, 1988, P.L. 100-581, Title II, § 214, 102 Stat. 2941.) 
 
                    HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES 
  
 
 
References in text:  
   "This Act", referred to in this section, is Act June 18, 1934, ch 576, 48 Stat. 984, which appears generally as 25 
USCS §§ 461 et seq. For full classification of such Act, consult USCS Tables volumes. 
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Amendments:  
    
 
1988. Act Nov. 1, 1988, in the fourth para., substituted "this Act or the Act of July 28, 1955 (69 Stat. 392), as amended 
(25 U.S.C. 608 et seq.)" for "this Act". 
  
 
 
Other provisions:  
   Seminole Indian Reservation. Act July 20, 1956, ch 645, §§ 1-3, 70 Stat. 581, provided: 
   "Sec. 1. The equitable title to the lands and interests in lands together with the improvements thereon, acquired by 
the United States under authority of title II of the National Industrial Recovery Act, approved June 16, 1933 (48 Stat. 
200) [for full classification, consult USCS Tables volumes], the Emergency Relief Appropriation Act of 1935, approved 
April 8, 1935 (49 Stat. 115) [for full classification, consult USCS Tables volumes], and section 55 of the Act entitled 
"An Act to amend the Agricultural Adjustment Act, and for other purposes," approved August 24, 1935 (49 Stat. 750, 
781) [for full classification, consult USCS Tables volumes], administrative jurisdiction over which was transferred from 
the Secretary of Agriculture to the Secretary of the Interior by Executive Order Numbered 7868, dated April 15, 1938 
[unclassified], for the use of the Seminole Tribe, is hereby conveyed to the Seminole Tribe of Indians in the State of 
Florida, and such lands and interests are hereby declared to be held by the United States in trust for the Seminole Tribe 
of Indians in the State of Florida in the same manner and to the same extent as other land held in trust for such tribe. 
   "Sec. 2. The lands declared to be held in trust for the Seminole Tribe of Indians in the State of Florida under the first 
section of this Act [this note] and all lands which have been acquired by the United States for the Seminole Tribe of 
Indians in the State of Florida under authority of the Act entitled 'An Act to conserve and develop Indian lands and re-
sources; to extend to Indians the right to form business and other organizations; to establish a credit system for Indians; 
to grant certain rights of home rule to Indians; to provide for vocational education for Indians; and for other purposes' 
approved June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984) [for full classification, consult USCS Tables volumes], are hereby declared to be 
a reservation for the use and benefit of such Seminole Tribe in Florida. 
   "Sec. 3. Nothing in this Act [this note] shall deprive any Indian of any individual right, ownership, right of posses-
sion, or contract right he may have in any land or interest in land referred to in this Act [this note].". 
   Rocky Boy's Indian Reservation. Act Aug. 27, 1958, P.L. 85-773, § 1, 72 Stat. 931, provided: "The land acquired 
by the United States pursuant to section 5 of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 984) [this section], title to which was 
conveyed to the United States of America in trust for the Chippewa, Cree, and other Indians of Montana, and thereafter 
added to the Rocky Boy's Indian Reservation, Montana, by proclamation signed by the Assistant Secretary of the Interi-
or on November 26, 1947, is hereby designated for the exclusive use of the members of the Chippewa Cree Tribe of the 
Rocky Boy's Reservation, Montana.". 
   Village site for Payson Band of Yavapai-Apache Indians. Act Oct. 6, 1972, P.L. 92-470, 86 Stat. 783, provided: 
   "(a) a suitable site (of not to exceed eighty-five acres) for a village for the Payson Community of Yavapai-Apache 
Indians shall be selected in the Tonto National Forest within Gila County, Arizona, by the leaders of the community, 
subject to approval by the Secretary of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture. The site so selected is hereby de-
clared to be held by the United States in trust as an Indian reservation for the use and benefit of the Payson Community 
of Yavapai-Apache Indians. 
   "(b) The Payson Community of Yavapai-Apache Indians shall be recognized as a tribe of Indians within the purview 
of the Act of June 18, 1934, as amended (25 U.S.C. 461-479, relating to the protection of Indians and conservation of 
resources), and shall be subject to all of the provisions thereof.". 
 
NOTES: 
 
Code of Federal Regulations: 
   Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior--Land acquisitions, 25 CFR 151.1 et seq. 
  
 
 
Related Statutes & Rules: 

AA2
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   Right-of-way grant, consent of tribal officials, 25 USCS § 324. 
   Umatilla Indian Reservation lands restored, 25 USCS § 463g. 
   Territories, colonies, or insular possessions of United States and certain Indian tribes, application to, 25 USCS §§ 
473, 473a. 
   Reservations wherein a majority of the adult Indians vote against application of act of which this section is a part, 25 
USCS § 478. 
   Conversion of exchange assignments of tribal lands on certain Sioux reservations into trust titles, 25 USCS §§ 
484--486. 
   This section is referred to in 25 USCS §§ 463b, 463g, 473a, 608, 1041e, 1300b-14, 1300i-1, 1773c, 1779d, 2202, 
2719. 
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TITLE 25. INDIANS   

CHAPTER 14. MISCELLANEOUS   
PROTECTION OF INDIANS AND CONSERVATION OF RESOURCES 
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25 USCS § 479 

 
§ 479.  Definitions  
 
The term "Indian" as used in this Act shall include all persons of Indian descent who are members of any recognized 
Indian tribe now under Federal jurisdiction, and all persons who are descendants of such members who were, on June 1, 
1934, residing within the present boundaries of any Indian reservation, and shall further include all other persons of 
one-half or more Indian blood. For the purposes of this Act, Eskimos and other aboriginal peoples of Alaska shall be 
considered Indians. The term "tribe" wherever used in this Act shall be construed to refer to any Indian tribe, organized 
band, pueblo, or the Indians residing on one reservation. The words "adult Indians" wherever used in this Act shall be 
construed to refer to Indians who have attained the age of twenty-one years. 
 
HISTORY:  
   (June 18, 1934, ch 576, § 19, 48 Stat. 988.) 
 
                    HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES 
 
References in text:  
   "This Act", referred to in this section, is Act June 18, 1934, ch 576, 48 Stat. 984, which appears generally as 25 
USCS §§ 461 et seq. For full classification of such Act, consult USCS Tables volumes. 
  
 
Other provisions:  
   Admission of Alaska as State. Act July 7, 1958, P.L. 85-508, §§ 1-30, 72 Stat. 339 and Proc. No. 3269 of Jan. 3, 
1959, which appear as notes preceding 48 USCS § 21, granted and proclaimed the admission of Alaska as a state to the 
Union. 
 
NOTES: 
 
Code of Federal Regulations: 
   Bureau of Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior--Preference in employment, 25 CFR 5.1 et seq. 
  
 
Related Statutes & Rules: 
   Right-of-way grant, consent of tribal officials, 25 USCS § 324. 

AA4
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   This section is referred to in 25 USCS §§ 473a, 450i, 2201. 
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CHAPTER 29. INDIAN GAMING REGULATION 
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25 USCS § 2719 
 
§ 2719.  Gaming on lands acquired after October 17, 1988  
 
(a) Prohibition on lands acquired in trust by Secretary.  Except as provided in subsection (b), gaming regulated by this 
Act shall not be conducted on lands acquired by the Secretary in trust for the benefit of an Indian tribe after the date of 
enactment of this Act [enacted Oct. 17, 1988] unless-- 
   (1) such lands are located within or contiguous to the boundaries of the reservation of the Indian tribe on the date of 
enactment of this Act [enacted Oct. 17, 1988]; or 
   (2) the Indian tribe has no reservation on the date of enactment of this Act [enacted Oct. 17, 1988] and-- 
      (A) such lands are located in Oklahoma and-- 
         (i) are within the boundaries of the Indian tribe's former reservation, as defined by the Secretary, or 
         (ii) are contiguous to other land held in trust or restricted status by the United States for the Indian tribe in Ok-
lahoma; or 
      (B) such lands are located in a State other than Oklahoma and are within the Indian tribe's last recognized reserva-
tion within the State or States within which such Indian tribe is presently located. 
  
(b) Exceptions. 
   (1) Subsection (a) will not apply when-- 
      (A) the Secretary, after consultation with the Indian tribe and appropriate State and local officials, including offi-
cials of other nearby Indian tribes, determines that a gaming establishment on newly acquired lands would be in the best 
interest of the Indian tribe and its members, and would not be detrimental to the surrounding community, but only if the 
Governor of the State in which the gaming activity is to be conducted concurs in the Secretary's determination; or 
      (B) lands are taken into trust as part of-- 
         (i) a settlement of a land claim, 
         (ii) the initial reservation of an Indian tribe acknowledged by the Secretary under the Federal acknowledgment 
process, or 
         (iii) the restoration of lands for an Indian tribe that is restored to Federal recognition. 
   (2) Subsection (a) shall not apply to-- 
      (A) any lands involved in the trust petition of the St. Croix Chippewa Indians of Wisconsin that is the subject of 
the action filed in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia entitled St. Croix Chippewa Indians of 
Wisconsin v. United States, Civ. No. 86-2278, or 
      (B) the interests of the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida in approximately 25 contiguous acres of land, more 
or less, in Dade County, Florida, located within one mile of the intersection of State Road Numbered 27 (also known as 
Krome Avenue) and the Tamiami Trail. 
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   (3) Upon request of the governing body of the Miccosukee Tribe of Indians of Florida, the Secretary shall, notwith-
standing any other provision of law, accept the transfer by such Tribe to the Secretary of the interests of such Tribe in 
the lands described in paragraph (2)(B) and the Secretary shall declare that such interests are held in trust by the Secre-
tary for the benefit of such Tribe and that such interests are part of the reservation of such Tribe under sections 5 and 7 
of the Act of June 18, 1934 (48 Stat. 985; 25 U.S.C. 465, 467), subject to any encumbrances and rights that are held at 
the time of such transfer by any person or entity other than such Tribe. The Secretary shall publish in the Federal Regis-
ter the legal description of any lands that are declared held in trust by the Secretary under this paragraph. 
  
(c) Authority of Secretary not affected.  Nothing in this section shall affect or diminish the authority and responsibility 
of the Secretary to take land into trust. 
  
(d) Application of Internal Revenue Code. 
   (1) The provisions of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 (including sections 1441, 3402(q), 6041, and 6050I, and 
chapter 35 of such Code [26 USCS §§ 1441, 3402(q), 6041, and 6050I, and 4401 et seq.]) concerning the reporting and 
withholding of taxes with respect to the winnings from gaming or wagering operations shall apply to Indian gaming 
operations conducted pursuant to this Act, or under a Tribal-State compact entered into under section 11(d)(3) [25 
USCS § 2710(d)(3)] that is in effect, in the same manner as such provisions apply to State gaming and wagering opera-
tions. 
   (2) The provisions of this subsection shall apply notwithstanding any other provision of law enacted before, on, or 
after the date of enactment of this Act [enacted Oct. 17, 1988] unless such other provision of law specifically cites this 
subsection. 
 
HISTORY:  
   (Oct. 17, 1988, P.L. 100-497, § 20, 102 Stat. 2485.) 
 
                    HISTORY; ANCILLARY LAWS AND DIRECTIVES 
  
 
 
References in text:  
   "This Act", referred to in subsec. (a) and (d), is Act Oct. 17, 1988, P.L. 100-497, 102 Stat. 2467, popularly known as 
the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act, which appears generally as 25 USCS §§ 2701 et seq. For full classification of such 
Act, consult USCS Tables volumes. 
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TITLE 25 -- INDIANS   
CHAPTER I -- BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR   
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PART 292 -- GAMING ON TRUST LANDS ACQUIRED AFTER OCTOBER 17, 1988   

SUBPART B -- EXCEPTIONS TO PROHIBITIONS ON GAMING ON NEWLY ACQUIRED LANDS   
"RESTORED LANDS" EXCEPTION  
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25 CFR 292.10 
 
  § 292.10 How does a tribe qualify as having been restored to Federal recognition?  
 
 
    For a tribe to qualify as having been restored to Federal recognition for purposes of § 292.7, the tribe must show at 
least one of the following: 

 (a) Congressional enactment of legislation recognizing, acknowledging, affirming, reaffirming, or restoring the 
government-to-government relationship between the United States and the tribe (required for tribes terminated by Con-
gressional action); 

 (b) Recognition through the administrative Federal Acknowledgment Process under § 83.8 of this chapter; or 

 (c) A Federal court determination in which the United States is a party or court-approved settlement agreement 
entered into by the United States. 
 
HISTORY: [73 FR 29354, 29375, May 20, 2008, as corrected at 73 FR 35579, June 24, 2008] 
 
AUTHORITY: AUTHORITY NOTE APPLICABLE TO ENTIRE PART:   
5 U.S.C. 301, 25 U.S.C. 2, 9, 2719, 43 U.S.C. 1457. 
 
NOTES: [EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: 73 FR 29354, 29375, May 20, 2008, added Part 292, effective June 19, 2008; 73 
FR 35579, June 24, 2008, provides the effective date of the amendment appearing at 73 FR 29354 is stayed until Aug. 
25, 2008.]  
NOTES APPLICABLE TO ENTIRE TITLE:   
CROSS REFERENCES: Regulations pertaining to migratory birds, applicable to Indians living on reservations: See 
Wildlife and Fisheries, 50 CFR chapter I.  
Bureau of Land Management regulations pertaining to Indians: See Bureau of Land Management, 43 CFR part 2530.  
Public Health regulations pertaining to contracts and health: See Public Health, 42 CFR chapter I.  
 Other regulations issued by the Department of the Interior appear in title 30, chapters II, III, IV, VI, VII; title 36, chap-
ter I; title 41, chapter 114; title 48, chapter 14; title 43; and title 50, chapters I and IV, Code of Federal Regulations. 
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25 CFR 292.26 
 
  § 292.26 What effect do these regulations have on pending applications, final agency decisions, and opinions already 
issued?  
 
 
    These regulations apply to all requests pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 2719, except: 

 (a) These regulations do not alter final agency decisions made pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 2719 before the date of en-
actment of these regulations. 

 (b) These regulations apply to final agency action taken after the effective date of these regulations except that 
these regulations shall not apply to applicable agency actions when, before the effective date of these regulations, the 
Department or the National Indian Gaming Commission (NIGC) issued a written opinion regarding the applicability of 
25 U.S.C. 2719 for land to be used for a particular gaming establishment, provided that the Department or the NIGC 
retains full discretion to qualify, withdraw or modify such opinions. 
 
HISTORY: [73 FR 29354, 29375, May 20, 2008, as corrected at 73 FR 35579, June 24, 2008] 
 
AUTHORITY: AUTHORITY NOTE APPLICABLE TO ENTIRE PART:   
5 U.S.C. 301, 25 U.S.C. 2, 9, 2719, 43 U.S.C. 1457. 
 
NOTES: [EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: 73 FR 29354, 29375, May 20, 2008, added Part 292, effective June 19, 2008; 73 
FR 35579, June 24, 2008, provides the effective date of the amendment appearing at 73 FR 29354 is stayed until Aug. 
25, 2008.]  
NOTES APPLICABLE TO ENTIRE TITLE:   
CROSS REFERENCES: Regulations pertaining to migratory birds, applicable to Indians living on reservations: See 
Wildlife and Fisheries, 50 CFR chapter I.  
Bureau of Land Management regulations pertaining to Indians: See Bureau of Land Management, 43 CFR part 2530.  
Public Health regulations pertaining to contracts and health: See Public Health, 42 CFR chapter I.  
 Other regulations issued by the Department of the Interior appear in title 30, chapters II, III, IV, VI, VII; title 36, chap-
ter I; title 41, chapter 114; title 48, chapter 14; title 43; and title 50, chapters I and IV, Code of Federal Regulations. 
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DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR (DOI) 

  Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs 
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25 CFR Part 292 
 

RIN 1076-AE81 
 

Gaming on Trust Lands Acquired After October 17, 1988 
 

71 FR 58769 
 
DATE: Thursday, October 5, 2006 
 

ACTION: Notice of proposed rulemaking. 
 

SUMMARY: The Bureau of Indian Affairs proposes to establish procedures that an Indian tribe must follow in 
seeking to conduct gaming on lands acquired after October 17, 1988. The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act allows Indian 
tribes to conduct class II and class III gaming activities on land acquired after October 17, 1988, only if the land meets 
certain exceptions. This proposed rule establishes a process for submitting and considering applications from Indian 
tribes seeking to conduct class II or class III gaming activities on lands acquired in trust after October 17, 1988. 
 

DATES: Comments must be received on or before December 4, 2006. 
 

ADDRESSES: You may submit comments, identified by the number 1076-AE-81, by any of the following meth-
ods: 

. Federal rulemaking portal: http://www.regulations.gov Follow the instructions for submitting comments. 

. Fax: 202-273-3153. 

. Mail: Mr. George Skibine, Director, Office of Indian Gaming Management, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secre-
tary--Policy and Economic Development, 1849 C Street, NW., Mail Stop 3657-MIB, Washington, DC 20240. 

. Hand delivery: Office of Indian Gaming Management, Office of the Deputy Assistant Secretary--Policy and Eco-
nomic Development, 1849 C Street, NW, Room 3657-MIB, Washington, DC, from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. 

Comments on the information collection in this rule are separate from comments on the rule. If you wish to com-
ment on the information collection, you may send a facsimile to (202) 395-6566. You may also e-mail comments to: 
OIRA-DOCKET@omb.eop.gov. 
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FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: George Skibine, Director, Office of Indian Gaming Manage-
ment, (202) 219-4066. 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: The authority to issue this document is vested in the Secretary of the In-
terior by 5 U.S.C. 301 and 25 U.S.C. 2, 9, and 2710. The Secretary has delegated this authority to the Principal Deputy 
Assistant Secretary--Indian Affairs by part 209 of the Departmental Manual. 
  
Background 

The Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA), 25 U.S.C. 2701-2721, was signed into law on October 17, 1988. Sec-
tion 20 of IGRA, 25 U.S.C. 2719, prohibits gaming on lands that the Secretary of the Interior acquires in trust for an 
Indian tribe after October 17, 1988, unless the land qualifies under at least one of the exceptions contained in that sec-
tion. If none of the exceptions in Section 20 applies, Section 20(b)(1)(A) of IGRA provides that gaming can still occur 
on the lands if: 

(1) The Secretary consults with the Indian tribe and appropriate State and local officials, including officials of other 
nearby tribes; 

(2) After consultation, the Secretary determines that a gaming establishment on newly acquired (trust) lands would 
be in the best interest of the Indian tribe and its members, and would not be detrimental to the surrounding community; 
and 

(3) The Governor of the State in which the gaming activity is to be conducted concurs in the Secretary's determina-
tion.  [*58770]  

On September 28, 1994, the Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA) issued to all Regional Directors a Checklist for Gaming 
Acquisitions and Two-Part Determinations Under Section 20 of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act. This Checklist was 
revised and replaced on February 18, 1997. On November 9, 2001, an October 2001 Checklist was issued revising the 
February 18, 1997 Checklist to include gaming related acquisitions. On March 7, 2005 a new Checklist was issued to all 
Regional Directors replacing the October 2001 Checklist. 

The proposed regulations implement Section 20 of the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA) by articulating 
standards that the Department will follow in interpreting the various exceptions to the gaming prohibition on af-
ter-acquired trust lands contained in Section 20 of IGRA. Subpart A of the draft proposed regulations define key terms 
contained in Section 20 or used in the regulation. Subpart B delineates how the Department will interpret the "settle-
ment of a land claim" exception contained in Section 20(b)(1)(B)(i) of IGRA. This subpart clarifies that, in almost all 
instances, Congress must enact the settlement into law before the land can qualify under the exception. Subpart B also 
delineates what criteria must be met for a parcel of land to qualify under the "initial reservation" exception contained in 
Section 20 (b)(1)(B)(ii) of IGRA. The proposed regulation sets forth that the tribe must have present and historical con-
nections to the land, and that the land must be proclaimed to be a new reservation pursuant to 25 U.S.C. 467 before the 
land can qualify under this exception. Finally, Subpart B articulates what criteria must be met for a parcel of land to 
qualify under the "restored land for a restored tribe" exception contained Section 20 (b)(1)(B)(iii) of IGRA. The pro-
posed regulation sets forth the criteria for a tribe to qualify as a "restored tribe" and articulates the requirement for the 
parcel to qualify as "restored lands." Essentially, the regulation requires the tribe to have modern connections to the 
land, historical connections to the area where the land is located, and requires a temporal connection between the acqui-
sition of the land and the tribe's restoration. Subpart C sets forth how the Department will evaluate tribal applications for 
a two-part Secretarial Determination under Section 20(b)(1) of IGRA. Under this exception, gaming can occur on 
off-reservation trust lands if the Secretary, after consultation with appropriate State and local officials, including offi-
cials of nearby tribes, makes a determination that a gaming establishment would be in the best interest of the tribe and 
its members and would not be detrimental to the surrounding community. The Governor of the State must concur in any 
Secretarial two-part determination. The proposed regulation sets forth how consultation with local officials and nearby 
tribes will be conducted and articulates the factors the Department will consider in making the two-part determination. 
The proposed regulation also gives the State Governor up to one year to concur in a Secretarial two-part determination, 
with an additional 180 days extension at the request of either the Governor or the applicant tribe. 
  
Previous Rulemaking Activity 
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On September 14, 2000, we published proposed regulations in the Federal Register (65 FR 55471) to establish 
procedures that an Indian tribe must follow in seeking a Secretarial Determination that a gaming establishment would be 
in the best interest of the Indian tribe and its members and would not be detrimental to the surrounding community. The 
comment period closed on November 13, 2000. On December 27, 2001 (66 FR 66847), we reopened the comment pe-
riod to allow consideration of comments received after November 13, 2000, and to allow additional time for comment 
on the proposed rule. The comment period ended on March 27, 2002. On January 28, 2002 we published a notice in the 
Federal Register (67 FR 3846) to correct the Effective Date section which incorrectly stated that the deadline for re-
ceipt of comments was February 25, 2002 and was corrected to read "Comments must be received on or before March 
27, 2002." No further action was taken to publish the final rule. 

We are publishing a new proposed rule because we have determined that the rule should address not only the ex-
ception contained in Section 20(b)(1)(A) of IGRA (Secretarial Determination), but also the other exceptions contained 
in Section 20, in order to explain to the public how the Department interprets these exceptions. 
  
Procedural Requirements 
  
Regulatory Planning and Review (Executive Order 12866) 

This document has been determined not to be a significant regulatory action and is not subject to review by the Of-
fice of Management and Budget (OMB). 

(a) This rule will not have an annual economic effect of $ 100 million or adversely affect an economic sector, 
productivity, jobs, the environment, or other units of government. The annual number of requests and applications to 
conduct gaming on trust lands under the exceptions or two-part determination of IGRA have been small. Since IGRA 
was enacted, approximately two applications per year qualify and have been approved to operate a gaming establish-
ment on trust land under the general exceptions and only three positive two-part determinations have successfully quali-
fied to operate a gaming establishment on trust land under the exception to the gaming prohibition in Section 20 
(b)(1)(A) of IGRA. 

(b) This rule will not create serious inconsistencies or otherwise interfere with an action taken or planned by anoth-
er Federal agency. The Department of the Interior (DOI), BIA is the only governmental agency that makes the determi-
nation whether to take land into trust for Indian tribes. 

(c) This rule will not materially affect entitlements, grants, user fees, loan programs, or the rights and obligations of 
their recipients. This rule sets out the procedures and criteria for the submission of an application from an Indian tribe 
seeking to conduct class II or class III gaming activities on land acquired by the Secretary of the Interior under Section 
20 of the IGRA. 

(d) OMB has determined that this rule will not raise novel legal or policy issues. For this reason, OMB review is 
not required under Executive Order 12866. 
  
Regulatory Flexibility Act 

The Department of the Interior certifies that this document will not have a significant economic effect on a substan-
tial number of small entities under the Regulatory Flexibility Act (5 U.S.C. 601 et seq.). Indian tribes are not considered 
to be small entities for the purposes of this Act. 
  
Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act (SBREFA) 

This rule is not a major rule under 5 U.S.C. 804(2), the Small Business Regulatory Enforcement Fairness Act. This 
rule: 

(a) Does not have an annual effect on the economy of $ 100 million or more. 

(b) Will not cause a major increase in costs or prices for consumers, individual industries, Federal, State, or local 
government agencies, or geographic regions. 

(c) Does not have significant adverse effects on competition, employment,  [*58771]  investment, productivity, 
innovation, or the ability of U.S.-based enterprises to compete with foreign-based enterprises. 
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Unfunded Mandates Reform Act 

This rule does not impose an unfunded mandate on State, local or tribal governments or the private sector of more 
than $ 100 million per year. The rule does not have a significant or unique effect on State, local or tribal government or 
the private sector. A statement containing the information required by the Unfunded Mandates Reform Act (2 U.S.C. 
1531 et seq.) is not required because only Indian tribes may conduct gaming activities on land acquired after October 
17, 1988, only if the land meets the exceptions in Section 20 of IGRA. 
  
Takings Implication Assessment (Executive Order 12630) 

In accordance with Executive Order 12630, the Department has determined that this rule does not have significant 
takings implications. The rule does not pertain to the "taking" of private property interests, nor does it impact private 
property. A takings implication assessment is not required. 
  
Federalism (Executive Order 13132) 

In accordance with Executive Order 13121, the Department has determined that this rule does not have significant 
Federalism implications because it does not substantially and directly affect the relationship between the Federal and 
State governments and does not impose costs on States or localities. A Federalism Assessment is not required. 
  
Civil Justice Reform (Executive Order 12988) 

This rule complies with the requirements of Executive Order 12988. Specifically, this rule: 

(a) Does not unduly burden the judicial system; 

(b) Meets the criteria of section 3(a) requiring that all regulations be reviewed to eliminate errors and ambiguity and 
be written to minimize litigation; and 

(c) Meets the criteria of section 3(b)(2) requiring that all regulations be written in clear language and contain clear 
legal standards. The rule does not preempt any statute. 
  
National Environmental Policy Act 

The Department has determined that this rule does not constitute a major Federal action significantly affecting the 
quality of the human environment and that no detailed statement is required under the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969. 
  
Paperwork Reduction Act 

The information collection has been reviewed and cleared by the Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, Of-
fice of Management and Budget under the Paperwork Reduction Act of 1995, as amended. The collection has been as-
signed the tracking number of OMB Control Number 1076-0158. The clearance expires November 30, 2006. 

The collection of information is unique for each tribe even though each submission addresses the requirements 
found in § 292.16. 

All information is collected in the tribe's application. Respondents submit information in order to obtain a benefit. 
Each response is estimated to take 1,000 hours to review instructions, search existing data sources, gather and maintain 
necessary data, and prepare in format for submission. We anticipate that two responses will be submitted annually for 
an annual burden of 2,000 hours. 

Submit comments on the proposed information collection to Attention: Desk Officer for the Department of the In-
terior, Office of Information and Regulatory Affairs, OMB by facsimile at (202) 395-6566 or by e-mail to OI-
RA-DOCKET@omb.eop.gov. You should also send comments to the BIA official as found in the ADDRESSES section. 
The BIA solicits comments in order to: 

(1) Evaluate whether the proposed collection of information is necessary for the proper performance of the func-
tions of the BIA, including whether the information will have practical utility; 

(2) Evaluate the BIA's estimate of the burden of the proposed collection of information, including the validity of the 
methodology and assumptions used; 
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(3) Enhance the quality, utility, and clarity of the information to be collected; and 

(4) Minimize the burden of the collection of information on those who are to respond. 

OMB is required to make a decision between 30 and 60 days after publication of this document in the Federal 
Register . Therefore, your comment to OMB has the best chance of being considered if OMB receives it within 30 days 
of publication. This does not affect the deadline for the public to comment to BIA on the proposed rule. 
  
Consultation With Indian tribes (Executive Order 13175) 

Under the criteria in Executive Order 13175, we have conducted consultation meetings with tribal leaders regarding 
the proposed regulations in the following locations: Uncasville, Connecticut on March 30, 2006; Albuquerque, New 
Mexico on April 5, 2006; Sacramento, California on April 18, 2006 and Minneapolis, Minnesota on April 20, 2006. A 
notice of the consultation meetings was published in the Federal Register on April 11, 2006 (71 FR 18350). In addi-
tion, a draft regulation was sent to all tribal leaders in the lower 48 states on March 15, 2006, seeking comments on the 
draft regulation. Numerous comments were received by the Department. The Department revised the draft regulation in 
response to written comments and oral comments received at the consultation meetings. No action is taken under this 
rule unless a tribe submits an application to acquire land under Section 20 of IGRA. 
  
Effects on the Nation's Energy Supply (Executive Order 13211) 

This rule does not have a significant effect on the nation's energy supply, distribution, or use as defined by Execu-
tive Order 13211. 
  
Data Quality Act 

In developing this rule, we did not conduct or use a study, experiment, or survey requiring peer review under the 
Data Quality Act (Pub. L. 106-554). 
  
Clarity of This Rule 

We are required by Executive Orders 12866 and 12988 and by the Presidential Memorandum of June 1, 1998, to 
write all rules in plain language. This means that each rule we publish must: 

. Be logically organized; 

. Use the active voice to address readers directly; 

. Use clear language rather than jargon; 

. Be divided into short sections and sentences; and 

. Use lists and tables wherever possible. 

If you feel that we have not met these requirements, send us comments as instructed in the ADDRESSES section. 
To better help us revise the rule, your comments should be as specific as possible. For example, you should tell us the 
numbers of the specific sections that are unclearly written, which sections or sentences are too long, the sections where 
you feel lists or tables would be useful, etc. 
  
Public Comment Solicitation 

If you wish to comment on the rule, please see the different methods listed in the ADDRESSES section; we cannot 
accept comments via the Internet at this time. Our practice is to make comments,  [*58772]  including names and 
home addresses of respondents, available for public review during the hours listed in the ADDRESSES section. Indi-
vidual respondents may request that we withhold their home address from the rulemaking record, which we will honor 
to the extent allowable by law. There may be circumstances in which we would withhold from the rulemaking record a 
respondent's identity, as allowable by law. If you wish us to withhold your name and/or address, you must state this 
prominently at the beginning of your comment. However, we will not consider anonymous comments. We will make all 
submissions from organizations or businesses, and from individuals identifying themselves as representatives or offi-
cials of organizations or businesses, available for public inspection in their entirety.  
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List of Subjects in 25 CFR Part 290 

Indians--Business and finance, Indians--gaming. 

Dated: September 18, 2006. 
  
Michael D. Olsen, 
  
Principal Deputy Assistant Secretary--Indian Affairs. 

For reasons stated in the preamble, the Bureau of Indian Affairs proposes to add Part 292 to Chapter I of Title 25 of 
the Code of Federal Regulations as follows: 
  
PART 292--GAMING ON TRUST LANDS ACQUIRED AFTER OCTOBER 17, 1988 
  
Subpart A--General Provisions 
  
Sec. 
  
292.1 What is the purpose of this part? 
  
292.2 How are key terms defined in this part? 
  
292.3 When can a tribe conduct gaming activities on trust lands? 
  
Subpart B--Exceptions to Prohibition on Gaming on After-Acquired Trust Lands 
  
292.4 What criteria must trust land meet for gaming to be allowed under the exceptions listed in 25 U.S.C. 2719(a) of 
IGRA? 
  
"Settlement of a Land Claim" Exception 
  
292.5 What must be demonstrated to meet the "settlement of a land claim" exception? 
  
"Initial Reservation" Exception 
  
292.6 What must be demonstrated to meet the "initial reservation" exception? 
  
"Restored Lands" Exception 
  
292.7 What must be demonstrated to meet the "restored lands" exception? 
  
292.8 How does a tribe qualify as having been Federally recognized? 
  
292.9 How does a tribe show that it lost its government-to-government relationship? 
  
292.10 How does a tribe qualify as having been restored to Federal recognition? 
  
292.11 What are "restored lands"? 
  
292.12 How does a tribe establish its connection to the land? 
  
Subpart C--Secretarial Determination and Governor's Concurrence 
  
292.13 When can a tribe conduct gaming activities on lands that do not qualify under one of the exceptions? 
  
292.14 Where must a tribe file an application for a Secretarial Determination? 
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292.15 May a tribe request a Secretarial Determination for lands not yet held in trust? 
  
Application Contents 
  
292.16 What must an application for a Secretarial Determination contain? 
  
292.17 How must an application describe the benefits of a proposed gaming establishment to the tribe and its members? 
  
292.18 What information must an application contain on detrimental impacts to the surrounding community? 
  
Consultation 
  
292.19 How will the Regional Director conduct the consultation process? 
  
292.20 What information must the consultation letter include? 
  
Evaluation and Concurrence 
  
292.21 How will the Secretary evaluate a proposed gaming establishment? 
  
292.22 How does the Secretary request the Governor's concurrence? 
  
292.23 Can the public review the application for a Secretarial Determination? 
  
Information Collection 
  
292.24 Do information collections in this part have Office of Management and Budget approval? 

Authority: 5 U.S.C. 301, 25 U.S.C. 2, 9, 2719, 43 U.S.C. 1457. 
  
Subpart A--General Provisions 
  
 § 292.1 What is the purpose of this part? 

This part contains procedures that the Department of the Interior will use to determine whether class II or class III 
gaming can occur on land acquired in trust for an Indian tribe after October 17, 1988. 
  
 § 292.2 How are key terms defined in this part? 

For purposes of this part, all terms have the same meaning as set forth in the definitional section of the Indian 
Gaming Regulatory Act (IGRA), 25 U.S.C. 2703. In addition, the following terms have the meanings given in this sec-
tion. 

Appropriate State and Local Officials means the Governor of the State and appropriate officials of units of local 
government within 25 miles of the site of the proposed gaming establishment. 

BIA means Bureau of Indian Affairs. 

Contiguous means two parcels of land having a common boundary. For example, it includes parcels divided by 
non-navigable waters or a public road or right-of-way. 

Federal recognition or Federally recognized means the recognition by the Secretary that an Indian tribe has a gov-
ernment-to-government relationship with the United States and is eligible for the special programs and services provid-
ed by the United States to Indians because of their status as Indians, and evidenced by inclusion of the tribe on the list of 
recognized tribes published by the Secretary under 25 U.S.C. 479a-1. 

Former Reservation means lands that are within the jurisdiction of an Oklahoma Indian tribe and that are within the 
boundaries of the last reservation for that tribe in Oklahoma established by treaty, Executive Order, or Secretarial Order. 
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IGRA means the Indian Gaming Regulatory Act of 1988, as amended and codified at 25 U.S.C. 2701-2721. 

Land claim means any claim by an Indian tribe: 

(1) Arising from a Federal common law, statutory or treaty-based restraint against alienation of Indian land; and 

(2) Made against an individual person or entity (either private, public, or governmental). 

Legislative termination means Federal legislation that specifically terminates or prohibits the govern-
ment-to-government relationship with an Indian tribe or that otherwise specifically denies the tribe [and/or its members] 
access to or eligibility for government services. 

Nearby Indian tribe means an Indian tribe with tribal Indian lands, as defined in 25 U.S.C. 2703(4) of IGRA, lo-
cated within a 25-mile radius of the location of the proposed gaming establishment, or, if the tribe is landless, within a 
25-mile radius of its government headquarters. 

Regional Director means the official in charge of the BIA Regional Office responsible for all BIA activities within 
the geographical area where the proposed gaming establishment is to be located. 

Reservation means that area of land which has been set aside or which has been acknowledged as having been set 
aside by the United States for the use of the tribe, the exterior boundaries of which are more particularly defined in a 
final treaty, agreement, Executive Order, Federal statute, Secretarial Order or Proclamation, judicial determination,  
[*58773]  or court-approved stipulated entry of judgment to which the United States is a party. 

Secretary means the Secretary of the Interior or an authorized representative. 

Secretarial Determination means a two-part determination that a gaming establishment on newly acquired lands: 

(1) Would be in the best interest of the Indian tribe and its members; and 

(2) Would not be detrimental to the surrounding community. 

Surrounding community means local governments and nearby Indian tribes located within 25 miles of the site of the 
proposed gaming establishments. 

Tribe means an Indian tribe. 
  
 § 292.3 When can a tribe conduct gaming activities on trust lands? 

This section implements Section 20 of IGRA (25 U.S.C. 2719). A tribe may conduct class II or class III gaming ac-
tivities on land acquired by the Secretary in trust for the benefit of a tribe after October 17, 1988, only if: 

(a) The land meets the criteria or exceptions in Subpart B; or 

(b) The Secretary makes a determination under Subpart C of this part and the Governor of the State in which the 
gaming activity is to be conducted concurs in that determination. 
  
Subpart B--Exceptions to Prohibition on Gaming on After-Acquired Trust Lands 
  
 § 292.4 What criteria must trust land meet for gaming to be allowed under the exceptions listed in 25 U.S.C. 
2719(a) of IGRA? 

(a) For class II or class III gaming to be allowed on trust or restricted fee land under section 2719(a)(1) of IGRA, 
the land must either: 

(1) Be located within or contiguous to the boundaries of the reservation of the tribe on October 17, 1988; or 

(2) Meet the requirements of paragraph (b) of this section. 

(b) For land to be eligible under this paragraph, it must belong to a tribe that had no reservation on October 17, 
1988, and must be located: 

(1) Within the boundaries of the tribe's former reservation; 

(2) Contiguous to other land held in trust or restricted status by the United States for the tribe in Oklahoma; or 
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(3) In a state other than Oklahoma and within the tribe's last recognized reservation within the State or States within 
which the tribe is now located. 
  
"Settlement of a Land Claim" Exception 
  
 § 292.5 What must be demonstrated to meet the "settlement of a land claim" exception? 

This section contains criteria for meeting the requirements of IGRA Section 20(b)(1)(B)(i). 

(a) Gaming may be conducted on lands covered by this section only when the land has been acquired in trust as part 
of the settlement of a land claim that either: 

(1) Has been filed in Federal court and has not been dismissed on substantive grounds; or 

(2) Is included on the Department's list of potential pre-1966 claims published under the Indian Claims Limitation 
Act of 1982 (Pub. L. 97-394, 28 U.S.C. 2415) and meets the criteria in paragraph (b) of this section. 

(b) To be eligible under paragraph (a)(2) of this section, land must be covered by a settlement that either: 

(1) States that the tribe is relinquishing its legal claim to some or all of the lands as part of the settlement, results in 
the alienation or transfer of title to tribal lands within the meaning of 25 U.S.C. 177, and has been enacted into law by 
the United States Congress; or, 

(2) Returns to the tribe lands identical to the lands claimed by the tribe, does not involve an alienation or transfer of 
title to tribal lands that is prohibited under 25 U.S.C. 177, and is either: 

(i) Duly executed by the parties and entered as a final order of a Federal court of competent jurisdiction; or 

(ii) Settled by an agreement executed by the State in which the lands claimed by the tribe are located. 
  
"Initial Reservation" Exception 
  
 § 292.6 What must be demonstrated to meet the "initial reservation" exception? 

This section contains criteria for meeting the requirements of IGRA Section 20(b)(1)(B)(ii). Under this section, 
gaming may be conducted only when all of the following conditions are met: 

(a) The tribe has been acknowledged (Federally recognized) through the administrative process under 25 CFR Part 
83; 

(b) A majority of the tribe's members reside within 50 miles of the location of the land or the tribe's government 
headquarters are located within 25 miles of the location of the land; 

(c) The land is located within an area where the tribe has significant historical and cultural connections; 

(d) The land has been proclaimed to be a reservation under 25 U.S.C. 467; and 

(e) This reservation is the first proclaimed reservation of the tribe following acknowledgment. 
  
 "Restored Lands" Exception 
  
 § 292.7 What must be demonstrated to meet the "restored lands" exception? 

This section contains criteria for meeting the requirements of IGRA Section 20(b)(1)(B)(iii), called the "restored 
lands" exception. The term "restored lands" is defined in § 292.11. Gaming may only occur under this section when all 
of the following criteria have been met: 

(a) The tribe at one time was Federally recognized, as evidenced by its meeting the criteria in § 292.8; 

(b) The tribe at some later time lost its government-to-government relationship by one of the means specified in § 
292.9; and 

(c) At a time after termination, the Tribe was restored to Federal recognition by one of the means specified in § 
292.10. 
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 § 292.8 How does a tribe qualify as having been Federally recognized? 

For a tribe to qualify as having been at one time Federally recognized for purposes of § 292.7, at least one of the 
following must be true: 

(a) The United States at one time entered into treaty negotiations with the tribe; 

(b) The Department determined that the tribe could organize under the Indian Reorganization Act or the Oklahoma 
Indian Welfare Act; 

(c) Congress enacted legislation specific to, or including, the tribe indicating that a government-to-government re-
lationship existed; 

(d) The United States at one time acquired land for the tribe's benefit; or 

(e) Some other evidence demonstrates the existence of a government-to-government relationship between the tribe 
and the Federal Government. 
  
 § 292.9 How does a tribe show that it lost its government-to-government relationship? 

For a tribe to qualify for purposes of § 292.7, it must have lost its government-to-government relationship by one of 
the following means: 

(a) Legislative termination; or 

(b) Termination demonstrated by historical written documentation from the Departments of the Interior or Justice. 
The documents must show that the Executive Branch no longer recognized the government-to-government relationship 
with the tribe or its members.  [*58774]  
  
 § 292.10 How does a tribe qualify as having been restored to Federal recognition? 

For a tribe to qualify as having been restored to Federal recognition for purposes of § 292.7, the tribe must show at 
least one of the following: 

(a) Congressional enactment of legislation recognizing, acknowledging, or restoring the government-to-government 
relationship between the United States and the tribal government (required for tribes terminated by Congressional ac-
tion); 

(b) Recognition through the administrative Federal Acknowledgment Process under 25 CFR 83.8; or 

(c) A judicial determination or court-approved stipulated entry of judgment that: 

(1) Was entered into by the United States; and 

(2) Provides that the tribe's government-to-government relationship with the United States was never legally termi-
nated despite action by the Executive Branch purporting to terminate the relationship with the tribe or its members. 
  
 § 292.11 What are "restored lands?" 

For lands to qualify as "restored lands" for purposes of § 292.7, it must be demonstrated that: 

(a) The legislation restoring the government-to-government relationship between the United States and the tribe 
requires or authorizes the Secretary to take land into trust within a specific geographical area and the lands are within 
the specific geographical area; or 

(b) If there is no restoration legislation, or if the restoration legislation does not provide geographic parameters for 
the restoration of lands, the tribe has a modern connection and a significant historical connection to the land and there is 
a temporal connection between the date of the acquisition of the land and the date of the Tribe's restoration; and 

(c) If the tribe is acknowledged under 25 CFR 83.8, it does not already have an initial reservation proclaimed after 
October 17, 1988. 
  
 § 292.12 How does a tribe establish its connection to the land? 
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To establish a connection to the land for purposes of § 292.11, the tribe must meet the criteria in paragraphs (a), (b), 
and (c) of this section. 

(a) A modern connection is established if a majority of the tribe's members reside within 50 miles of the land or if 
the tribe's government headquarters are located within 25 miles of the land. 

(b) A significant historical connection to the land can be established if: 

(1) The land is located within the boundaries of the tribe's last reservation reserved to the tribe by a ratified or un-
ratified treaty; or 

(2) The land is located in an area to which the tribe has significant documented historical connections, significant 
weight being given to historical connections documented by official records of the Bureau of Indian Affairs or the De-
partment of the Interior, or by the Indian Claims Commission, other Federal court, or congressional findings. 

(c) A reasonable temporal connection between the date of the acquisition of the land and the date of the tribe's res-
toration is established if: 

(1) The land is the first land that the tribe has acquired since the tribe was restored to Federal recognition; or 

(2) The tribe submitted an application to take the land into trust within 25 years after the tribe was restored to Fed-
eral recognition. 
  
Subpart C--Secretarial Determination and Governor's Concurrence 
  
 § 292.13 When can a tribe conduct gaming activities on lands that do not qualify under one of the exceptions? 

A tribe can conduct gaming on land covered by this part that does not meet the criteria in Subpart B only after all of 
the following occur: 

(a) The tribe asks the Secretary in writing to make a Secretarial Determination that a gaming establishment on land 
subject to this part is in the best interest of the tribe and its members and not detrimental to the surrounding community; 

(b) The Secretary consults with the tribe and appropriate State and local officials, including officials of other nearby 
tribes; 

(c) The Secretary makes a determination that a gaming establishment on newly acquired lands would be in the best 
interest of the tribe and its members and would not be detrimental to the surrounding community; and 

(d) The Governor of the State in which the gaming activity is to be conducted concurs in the Secretary's Determina-
tion (25 U.S.C. 2719(b)(1)(A)). 
  
 § 292.14 Where must a tribe file an application for a Secretarial Determination? 

A tribe must file its application for a Secretarial Determination with the Regional Director of the BIA Regional Of-
fice having responsibility over the land where the gaming establishment is to be located. 
  
 § 292.15 May a tribe apply for a Secretarial Determination for lands not yet held in trust? 

Yes. A tribe can apply for a two-part Secretarial Determination under § 292.13 for land not yet held in trust. The 
tribe must file its application for a two-part Secretarial Determination at the same time that it applies under 25 CFR Part 
151 to have the land taken into trust. 
  
Application Contents 
  
 § 292.16 What must an application for a Secretarial Determination contain? 

An application requesting a Secretarial Determination under § 292.13 must include the following information: 

(a) The full name, address, and telephone number of the tribe submitting the application; 

(b) A description of the location of the land, including a legal description supported by a survey or other document; 

(c) Proof of identity of present ownership and title status of the land; 
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(d) Distance of the land from the tribe's reservation or trust lands, if any, and tribal government headquarters; 

(e) Information required by § 292.17 to assist the Secretary in determining whether the proposed gaming estab-
lishment will be in the best interest of the tribe and its members; 

(f) Information required by § 292.18 to assist the Secretary in determining whether the proposed gaming establish-
ment will not be detrimental to the surrounding community; 

(g) The authorizing resolution from the tribe submitting the application; 

(h) The tribe's gaming ordinance or resolution approved by the National Indian Gaming Commission in accordance 
with 25 U.S.C. 2710, if any; 

(i) The tribe's organic documents, if any; 

(j) The tribe's class III gaming compact with the State where the gaming establishment is to be located, if one has 
been negotiated; and 

(k) Any existing or proposed management contract required to be approved by the National Indian Gaming Com-
mission under 25 U.S.C. 2711 and 25 CFR Part 533. 
  
 § 292.17 How must an application describe the benefits of a proposed gaming establishment to the tribe and its 
members? 

To satisfy the requirements of § 292.16(e), an application must contain: 

(a) Projections of class II and class III gaming income statements, balance sheets, fixed assets accounting, and cash 
flow statements for the gaming entity and the tribe;  [*58775]  

(b) Projected tribal employment, job training, and career development; 

(c) Projected benefits to the tribe and its members from tourism; 

(d) Projected benefits to the tribe and its members from the proposed uses of the increased tribal income; 

(e) Projected benefits to the relationship between the tribe and non-Indian communities; 

(f) Possible adverse impacts on the tribe and its members and plans for addressing those impacts; 

(g) Distance of the land from the location where the tribe maintains core governmental functions; 

(h) Evidence that the tribe owns the land in fee or holds an option to acquire the land at the sole discretion of the 
tribe, or holds other contractual rights to cause the lands to be transferred directly to the United States; 

(i) Evidence of historical connections, if any, to the land; and 

(j) Any other information that may provide a basis for a Secretarial Determination that the gaming establishment 
would be in the best interest of the tribe and its members, including copies of any: 

(1) Consulting agreements relating to the proposed gaming establishment; 

(2) Financial and loan agreements relating to the proposed gaming establishment; and 

(3) Other agreements relative to the purchase, acquisition, construction, or financing of the proposed gaming facili-
ty, or the acquisition of the land where the facility will be located. 
  
 § 292.18 What information must an application contain on detrimental impacts to the surrounding community? 

To satisfy the requirements of § 292.16(f), an application must contain the following information on detrimental 
impacts of the proposed gaming establishment: 

(a) Information regarding environmental impacts and plans for mitigating adverse impacts, including information 
that allows the Secretary to comply with the requirements of the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA); e.g., an 
Environmental Assessment (EA) or an Environmental Impact Statement (EIS); 

(b) Reasonably anticipated impacts on the social structure, infrastructure, services, housing, community character, 
and land use patterns of the surrounding community; 
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(c) Impacts on the economic development, income, and employment of the surrounding community; 

(d) Costs of impacts to the surrounding community and identification of sources of revenue to mitigate them; 

(e) Proposed programs, if any, for compulsive gamblers and the sources of funding; and 

(f) Any other information that may provide a basis for a Secretarial Determination that the gaming would not be 
detrimental to the surrounding community, including memoranda of understanding and inter-governmental agreements 
with affected local governments. 
  
Consultation 
  
 § 292.19 How will the Regional Director conduct the consultation process? 

(a) The Regional Director will send a letter that meets the requirements in § 292.20 and that solicits comments 
within a 60-day period to each of the following: 

(1) Appropriate State and local officials; and 

(2) Officials of nearby tribes. 

(b) Upon written request, the Regional Director may extend the 60-day comment period for an additional 30 days. 

(c) After the close of the consultation period, the Regional Director must: 

(1) Submit a copy of the consultation comments to the applicant tribe; 

(2) Allow the tribe to address or resolve any issues raised in the responses to the consultation letters; 

(d) The applicant tribe must submit written comments, if any, to the Regional Director within 60 days of receipt of 
the consultation comments; and 

(e) On written request from the applicant tribe, the Regional Director may extend the 60-day comment period in 
paragraph (d) of this section for an additional 30 days. 
  
 § 292.20 What information must the consultation letter include? 

(a) The consultation letter required by § 292.19(a) must: 

(1) Describe or show the location of the proposed gaming establishment; 

(2) Provide information on the proposed scope of gaming; and 

(3) Include other information that may be relevant to a specific proposal, such as the size of the proposed gaming 
establishment, if known. 

(b) The consultation letter must request recipients to submit comments on the following areas within 60 days of re-
ceiving the letter: 

(1) Information regarding environmental impacts on the surrounding community and plans for mitigating adverse 
impacts; 

(2) Reasonably anticipated impacts on the social structure, infrastructure, services, housing, community character, 
and land use patterns of the surrounding community; 

(3) Impact on the economic development, income, and employment of the surrounding community; 

(4) Costs of impacts to the surrounding community and identification of sources of revenue to mitigate them; 

(5) Proposed programs, if any, for compulsive gamblers and the sources of funding; and 

(6) Any other information that may provide a basis for a Secretarial Determination that the proposed gaming estab-
lishment is not detrimental to the surrounding community. 
  
Evaluation and Concurrence 
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 § 292.21 How will the Secretary evaluate a proposed gaming establishment? 

(a) The Secretary will consider all the information submitted under § 292.17 in evaluating whether the proposed 
gaming establishment is in the best interest of the tribe and its members. 

(b) The Secretary will consider all the information submitted or developed under § 292.18 and all the documenta-
tion received under § 292.19 in evaluating whether the proposed gaming establishment would not be detrimental to the 
surrounding community. 

(c) If the Secretary makes an unfavorable Secretarial Determination, the Secretary will inform the tribe that its ap-
plication has been disapproved, and set forth the reasons for the disapproval. 

(d) If the Secretary makes a favorable Secretarial Determination, the Secretary will proceed under § 292.22. 
  
 § 292.22 How does the Secretary request the Governor's concurrence? 

(a) If the Secretary makes a favorable Secretarial Determination, the Secretary will send to the Governor of the 
State: 

(1) A written notification of the Secretarial Determination and Findings of Fact supporting the determination; 

(2) A copy of the entire application record; and 

(3) A request for the Governor's concurrence in the Secretarial Determination. 

(b) If the Governor does not affirmatively concur with the Secretarial Determination: 

(1) The land may not be used for gaming; 

(2) If the land is already held in trust, the applicant tribe may use it for other purposes; and 

(3) If the land is proposed for trust status, it may be taken into trust for non-gaming uses after consideration of a re-
vised application. 

(c) If the Governor does not respond to the Secretary's request for  [*58776]  concurrence in the Secretarial De-
termination within one year of the date of the request, the Secretary may, at the request of the applicant tribe or the 
Governor, grant an extension of up to 180 days. 

(d) If no extension is granted or if the Governor does not respond during the extension period, the applicant tribe 
will be notified in writing that the Secretarial Determination is no longer valid and that its application is no longer under 
consideration. 
  
 § 292.23 Can the public review the application for a Secretarial Determination? 

Subject to restrictions on disclosure required by the Freedom of Information Act (5 U.S.C. 552), the Privacy Act (5 
U.S.C. 552a), and the Trade Secrets Act (18 U.S.C. 1905), the tribe's application and all supporting documents will be 
available for review at the local BIA agency or Regional Office having administrative jurisdiction over the land. 
  
Information Collection 
  
 § 292.24 Do information collections in this part have Office of Management and Budget approval? 

The information collection requirements in §§ 292.16, 292.17, and 292.18 have been approved by the Office of 
Management and Budget (OMB). The information collection control number is 1076-0158. A Federal agency may not 
collect or sponsor, and a person is not required to respond to, a collection of information unless it displays a currently 
valid OMB control. 
  
[FR Doc. E6-16490 Filed 10-4-06; 8:45 am] 

BILLING CODE 4310-4N-P 
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TITLE 25--INDIANS 
 

CHAPTER I--BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
 

PART 83 PROCEDURES FOR ESTABLISHING THAT AN AMERICAN INDIAN GROUP 
EXISTS AS AN INDIAN TRIBE 

 
Sec. 
83.1   Definitions. 
83.2   Purpose. 
83.3 Scope. 
83.4 Filing a letter of intent. 
83.5 Duties of the Department 
83.6 General provisions for the documented petition. 
83.7 Mandatory criteria for Federal acknowledgment. 
83.8 Previous Federal acknowledgment.  
83.9 Notice of receipt of a petition. 
83.10 Processing of the documented petition. 
83.11 Independent review, reconsideration, and final action. 
83.12 Implementation of decisions.  
83.13 Information collection.  
 
§ 83.1  Definitions. 
 
    As used in this part: 
    Area Office means a Bureau of Indian Affairs Area Office. 
    Assistant Secretary means the Assistant Secretary--Indian Affairs, or that officer's authorized 
representative. 
    Autonomous means the exercise of political influence or authority independent of the control 
of any other Indian governing entity. Autonomous must be understood in the context of the 
history, geography, culture and social organization of the petitioning group. 
    Board means the Interior Board of Indian Appeals. 
    Bureau means the Bureau of Indian Affairs. 
    Community means any group of people which can demonstrate that consistent interactions and 
significant social relationships exist within its membership and that its members are 
differentiated from and identified as distinct from nonmembers. Community must be understood 
in the context of the history, geography, culture and social organization of the group. 
    Continental United States means the contiguous 48 states and Alaska. 
    Continuously or continuous means extending from first sustained contact with non-Indians 
throughout the group's history to the present substantially without interruption. 
    Department means the Department of the Interior. 
    Documented petition means the detailed arguments made by a petitioner to substantiate its 
claim to continuous existence as an Indian tribe, together with the factual exposition and all 
documentary evidence necessary to demonstrate that these arguments address the mandatory 
criteria in § 83.7(a) through (g). 
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    Historically, historical or history means dating from first sustained contact with non-Indians. 
    Indian group or group means any Indian or Alaska Native aggregation within the continental 
United States that the Secretary of the Interior does not acknowledge to be an Indian tribe. 
    Indian tribe, also referred to herein as tribe, means any Indian or Alaska Native tribe, band, 
pueblo, village, or community within the continental United States that the Secretary of the 
Interior presently acknowledges to exist as an Indian tribe. 
    Indigenous means native to the continental United States in that at least part of the petitioner's 
territory at the time of sustained contact extended into what is now the continental United States. 
    Informed party means any person or organization, other than an interested party, who requests 
an opportunity to submit comments or evidence or to be kept informed of general actions 
regarding a specific petitioner. 
    Interested party means any person, organization or other entity who can establish a legal, 
factual or property interest in an acknowledgment determination and who requests an 
opportunity to submit comments or evidence or to be kept informed of general actions regarding 
a specific petitioner. ``Interested party'' includes the governor and attorney general of the state in 
which a petitioner is located, and may include, but is not limited to, local governmental units, 
and any recognized Indian tribes and unrecognized Indian groups that might be affected by an 
acknowledgment determination. 
    Letter of intent means an undocumented letter or resolution by which an Indian group requests 
Federal acknowledgment as an Indian tribe and expresses its intent to submit a documented 
petition. 
    Member of an Indian group means an individual who is recognized by an Indian group as 
meeting its membership criteria and who consents to being listed as a member of that group. 
    Member of an Indian tribe means an individual who meets the membership requirements of 
the tribe as set forth in its governing document or, absent such a document, has been recognized 
as a member collectively by those persons comprising the tribal governing body, and has 
consistently maintained tribal relations with the tribe or is listed on the tribal rolls of that tribe as 
a member, if such rolls are kept. 
    Petitioner means any entity that has submitted a letter of intent to the Secretary requesting 
acknowledgment that it is an Indian tribe. 
    Political influence or authority means a tribal council, leadership, internal process or other 
mechanism which the group has used as a means of influencing or controlling the behavior of its 
members in significant respects, and/or making decisions for the group which substantially affect 
its members, and/or representing the group in dealing with outsiders in matters of consequence. 
This process is to be understood in the context of the history, culture and social organization of 
the group. 
    Previous Federal acknowledgment means action by the Federal government clearly premised 
on identification of a tribal political entity and indicating clearly the recognition of a relationship 
between that entity and the United States. 
    Secretary means the Secretary of the Interior or that officer's authorized representative. 
    Sustained contact means the period of earliest sustained non-Indian settlement and/or 
governmental presence in the local area in which the historical tribe or tribes from which the 
petitioner descends was located historically. 
    Tribal relations means participation by an individual in a political and social relationship with 
an Indian tribe. 
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    Tribal roll, for purposes of these regulations, means a list exclusively of those individuals who 
have been determined by the tribe to meet the tribe's membership requirements as set forth in its 
governing document. In the absence of such a document, a tribal roll means a list of those 
recognized as members by the tribe's governing body. In either case, those individuals on a tribal 
roll must have affirmatively demonstrated consent to being listed as members. 
 
§ 83.2  Purpose. 
 
    The purpose of this part is to establish a departmental procedure and policy for acknowledging 
that certain American Indian groups exist as tribes. Acknowledgment of tribal existence by the 
Department is a prerequisite to the protection, services, and benefits of the Federal government 
available to Indian tribes by virtue of their status as tribes. Acknowledgment shall also mean that 
the tribe is entitled to the immunities and privileges available to other federally acknowledged  
Indian tribes by virtue of their government-to-government relationship with the United States as 
well as the responsibilities, powers, limitations and obligations of such tribes. Acknowledgment 
shall subject the Indian tribe to the same authority of Congress and the United States to which 
other federally acknowledged tribes are subjected. 
 
§ 83.3  Scope. 
 
    (a) This part applies only to those American Indian groups indigenous to the continental 
United States which are not currently acknowledged as Indian tribes by the Department. It is 
intended to apply to groups that can establish a substantially continuous tribal existence and 
which have functioned as autonomous entities throughout history until the present. 
 
    (b) Indian tribes, organized bands, pueblos, Alaska Native villages, or communities which are 
already acknowledged as such and are receiving services from the Bureau of Indian Affairs may 
not be reviewed under the procedures established by these regulations. 
 
    (c) Associations, organizations, corporations or groups of any character that have been formed 
in recent times may not be acknowledged under these regulations. The fact that a group that 
meets the criteria in § 83.7 (a) through (g) has recently incorporated or otherwise formalized its 
existing autonomous political process will be viewed as a change in form and have no bearing on 
the Assistant Secretary's final decision. 
 
    (d) Splinter groups, political factions, communities or groups of any character that separate 
from the main body of a currently acknowledged tribe may not be acknowledged under these 
regulations. However, groups that can establish clearly that they have functioned throughout 
history until the present as an autonomous tribal entity may be acknowledged under this part, 
even though they have been regarded by some as part of or have been associated in some manner 
with an acknowledged North American Indian tribe. 
 
    (e) Further, groups which are, or the members of which are, subject to congressional 
legislation terminating or forbidding the Federal relationship may not be acknowledged under 
this part. 
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    (f) Finally, groups that previously petitioned and were denied Federal acknowledgment under 
these regulations or under previous regulations in part 83 of this title, may not be acknowledged 
under these regulations. This includes reorganized or reconstituted petitioners previously denied, 
or splinter groups, spin-offs, or component groups of any type that were once part of petitioners 
previously denied. 
 
    (g) Indian groups whose documented petitions are under active consideration at the effective 
date of these revised regulations may choose to complete their petitioning process either under 
these regulations or under the previous acknowledgment regulations in part 83 of this title. This 
choice must be made by April 26, 1994. This option shall apply to any petition for which a 
determination is not final and effective. Such petitioners may request a suspension of 
consideration under § 83.10(g) of not more than 180 days in order to provide additional 
information or argument. 
 
§ 83.4  Filing a letter of intent. 
 
    (a) Any Indian group in the continental United States that believes it should be acknowledged 
as an Indian tribe and that it can satisfy the criteria in § 83.7 may submit a letter of intent. 
 
    (b) Letters of intent requesting acknowledgment that an Indian group exists as an Indian tribe 
shall be filed with the Assistant Secretary--Indian Affairs, Department of the Interior, 1849 C 
Street, NW., Washington, DC 20240. Attention: Branch of Acknowledgment and Research, Mail 
Stop 2611-MIB. A letter of intent may be filed in advance of, or at the same time as, a group's 
documented petition. 
 
    (c) A letter of intent must be produced, dated and signed by the governing body of an Indian 
group and submitted to the Assistant Secretary. 
 
§ 83.5  Duties of the Department. 
 
    (a) The Department shall publish in the Federal Register, no less frequently than every three 
years, a list of all Indian tribes entitled to receive services from the Bureau by virtue of their 
status as Indian tribes. The list may be published more frequently, if the Assistant Secretary 
deems it necessary. 
 
    (b) The Assistant Secretary shall make available revised and expanded guidelines for the 
preparation of documented petitions by September 23, 1994. These guidelines will include an 
explanation of the criteria and other provisions of the regulations, a discussion of the types of 
evidence which may be used to demonstrate particular criteria or other provisions of the 
regulations, and general suggestions and guidelines on how and where to conduct research. The 
guidelines may be supplemented or updated as necessary. The Department's example of a 
documented petition format, while preferable, shall not preclude the use of any other format. 
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    (c) The Department shall, upon request, provide petitioners with suggestions and advice 
regarding preparation of the documented petition. The Department shall not be responsible for 
the actual research on behalf of the petitioner. 
 
    (d) Any notice which by the terms of these regulations must be published in the Federal 
Register, shall also be mailed to the petitioner, the governor of the state where the group is 
located, and to other interested parties. 
 
    (e) After an Indian group has filed a letter of intent requesting Federal acknowledgment as an 
Indian tribe and until that group has actually submitted a documented petition, the Assistant 
Secretary may contact the group periodically and request clarification, in writing, of its intent to 
continue with the petitioning process. 
 
    (f) All petitioners under active consideration shall be notified, by April 16, 1994, of the 
opportunity under § 83.3(g) to choose whether to complete their petitioning process under the 
provisions of these revised regulations or the previous regulations as published, on September 5, 
1978, at 43 FR 39361. 
 
    (g) All other groups that have submitted documented petitions or letters of intent shall be 
notified of and provided with a copy of these regulations by July 25, 1994. 
 
§ 83.6  General provisions for the documented petition. 
 
    (a) The documented petition may be in any readable form that contains detailed, specific 
evidence in support of a request to the Secretary to acknowledge tribal existence. 
 
    (b) The documented petition must include a certification, signed and dated by members of the 
group's governing body, stating that it is the group's official documented petition. 
 
    (c) A petitioner must satisfy all of the criteria in paragraphs (a) through (g) of § 83.7 in order 
for tribal existence to be acknowledged. Therefore, the documented petition must include 
thorough explanations and supporting documentation in response to all of the criteria. The 
definitions in § 83.1 are an integral part of the regulations, and the criteria should be read 
carefully together with these definitions. 
 
    (d) A petitioner may be denied acknowledgment if the evidence available demonstrates that it 
does not meet one or more criteria. A petitioner may also be denied if there is insufficient 
evidence that it meets one or more of the criteria. A criterion shall be considered met if the 
available evidence establishes a reasonable likelihood of the validity of the facts relating to that 
criterion. Conclusive proof of the facts relating to a criterion shall not be required in order for the 
criterion to be considered met. 
 
    (e) Evaluation of petitions shall take into account historical situations and time periods for 
which evidence is demonstrably limited or not available. The limitations inherent in 
demonstrating the historical existence of community and political influence or authority shall 
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also be taken into account. Existence of community and political influence or authority shall be 
demonstrated on a substantially continuous basis, but this demonstration does not require 
meeting these criteria at every point in time. Fluctuations in tribal activity during various years 
shall not in themselves be a cause for denial of acknowledgment under these criteria. 
 
    (f) The criteria in § 83.7 (a) through (g) shall be interpreted as applying to tribes or groups that 
have historically combined and functioned as a single autonomous political entity. 
 
    (g) The specific forms of evidence stated in the criteria in § 83.7 (a) through (c) and § 83.7(e) 
are not mandatory requirements. The criteria may be met alternatively by any suitable evidence 
that demonstrates that the petitioner meets the requirements of the criterion statement and related 
definitions. 
 
§ 83.7  Mandatory criteria for Federal acknowledgment. 
 
    The mandatory criteria are: 
 
    (a) The petitioner has been identified as an American Indian entity on a substantially 
continuous basis since 1900. Evidence that the group's character as an Indian entity has from 
time to time been denied shall not be considered to be conclusive evidence that this criterion has 
not been met. Evidence to be relied upon in determining a group's Indian identity may include 
one or a combination of the following, as well as other evidence of identification by other than 
the petitioner itself or its members. 

(1) Identification as an Indian entity by Federal authorities. 
(2) Relationships with State governments based on identification of the group as Indian. 
(3) Dealings with a county, parish, or other local government in a relationship based on 
the group's Indian identity. 
(4) Identification as an Indian entity by anthropologists, historians, and/or other scholars. 
(5) Identification as an Indian entity in newspapers and books. 
(6) Identification as an Indian entity in relationships with Indian tribes or with national, 
regional, or state Indian organizations. 
 

    (b) A predominant portion of the petitioning group comprises a distinct community and has 
existed as a community from historical times until the present. 

(1) This criterion may be demonstrated by some combination of the following evidence 
and/or other evidence that the petitioner meets the definition of community set forth in § 
83.1: 

    (i) Significant rates of marriage within the group, and/or, as may be culturally 
required, patterned out-marriages with other Indian populations. 
    (ii) Significant social relationships connecting individual members. 
    (iii) Significant rates of informal social interaction which exist broadly among the 
members of a group. 
    (iv) A significant degree of shared or cooperative labor or other economic activity 
among the membership. 
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    (v) Evidence of strong patterns of discrimination or other social distinctions by 
non-members. 
    (vi) Shared sacred or secular ritual activity encompassing most of the group. 
    (vii) Cultural patterns shared among a significant portion of the group that are 
different from those of the non-Indian populations with whom it interacts. These 
patterns must function as more than a symbolic identification of the group as Indian. 
They may include, but are not limited to, language, kinship organization, or religious 
beliefs and practices. 
    (viii) The persistence of a named, collective Indian identity continuously over a 
period of more than 50 years, notwithstanding changes in name. 
    (ix) A demonstration of historical political influence under the criterion in § 83.7(c) 
shall be evidence for demonstrating historical community. 

(2) A petitioner shall be considered to have provided sufficient evidence of community at 
a given point in time if evidence is provided to demonstrate any one of the following: 

(i) More than 50 percent of the members reside in a geographical area exclusively 
or almost exclusively composed of members of the group, and the balance of the 
group maintains consistent interaction with some members of the community; 
(ii) At least 50 percent of the marriages in the group are between members of the 
group; 
(iii) At least 50 percent of the group members maintain distinct cultural patterns 
such as, but not limited to, language, kinship organization, or religious beliefs and 
practices; 
(iv) There are distinct community social institutions encompassing most of the 
members, such as kinship organizations, formal or informal economic cooperation, 
or religious organizations; or 
(v) The group has met the criterion in § 83.7(c) using evidence described in § 
83.7(c)(2). 
 

    (c) The petitioner has maintained political influence or authority over its members as an 
autonomous entity from historical times until the present. 

(1) This criterion may be demonstrated by some combination of the evidence listed below 
and/or by other evidence that the petitioner meets the definition of political influence or 
authority in § 83.1. 

(i) The group is able to mobilize significant numbers of members and significant 
resources from its members for group purposes. 
(ii) Most of the membership considers issues acted upon or actions taken by group 
leaders or governing bodies to be of importance. 
(iii) There is widespread knowledge, communication and involvement in political 
processes by most of the group's members. 
(iv) The group meets the criterion in § 83.7(b) at more than a minimal level. 
(v) There are internal conflicts which show controversy over valued group goals, 
properties, policies, processes and/or decisions. 

(2) A petitioning group shall be considered to have provided sufficient evidence to 
demonstrate the exercise of political influence or authority at a given point in time by 
demonstrating that group leaders and/or other mechanisms exist or existed which: 
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(i) Allocate group resources such as land, residence rights and the like on a consistent 
basis. 
(ii) Settle disputes between members or subgroups by mediation or other means on a 
regular basis; 
(iii) Exert strong influence on the behavior of individual members, such as the 
establishment or maintenance of norms and the enforcement of sanctions to direct or 
control behavior; 
(iv) Organize or influence economic subsistence activities among the members, 
including shared or cooperative labor. 

(3) A group that has met the requirements in paragraph 83.7(b)(2) at a given point in time 
shall be considered to have provided sufficient evidence to meet this criterion at that 
point in time. 
 

    (d) A copy of the group's present governing document including its membership criteria. In the 
absence of a written document, the petitioner must provide a statement describing in full its 
membership criteria and current governing procedures. 
 
    (e) The petitioner's membership consists of individuals who descend from a historical Indian 
tribe or from historical Indian tribes which combined and functioned as a single autonomous 
political entity. 

 (1) Evidence acceptable to the Secretary which can be used for this purpose includes but 
is not limited to: 

(i) Rolls prepared by the Secretary on a descendancy basis for purposes of 
distributing claims money, providing allotments, or other purposes; 
(ii) State, Federal, or other official records or evidence identifying present members 
or ancestors of present members as being descendants of a historical tribe or tribes 
that combined and functioned as a single autonomous political entity. 
(iii) Church, school, and other similar enrollment records identifying present 
members or ancestors of present members as being descendants of a historical tribe or 
tribes that combined and functioned as a single autonomous political entity. 
(iv) Affidavits of recognition by tribal elders, leaders, or the tribal governing body 
identifying present members or ancestors of present members as being descendants of 
a historical tribe or tribes that combined and functioned as a single autonomous 
political entity. 
(v) Other records or evidence identifying present members or ancestors of present 
members as being descendants of a historical tribe or tribes that combined and 
functioned as a single autonomous political entity. 

(2) The petitioner must provide an official membership list, separately certified by the 
group's governing body, of all known current members of the group. This list must 
include each member's full name (including maiden name), date of birth, and current 
residential address. The petitioner must also provide a copy of each available former list 
of members based on the group's own defined criteria, as well as a statement describing 
the circumstances surrounding the preparation of the current list and, insofar as possible, 
the circumstances surrounding the preparation of former lists. 
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    (f) The membership of the petitioning group is composed principally of persons who are not 
members of any acknowledged North American Indian tribe. However, under certain conditions 
a petitioning group may be acknowledged even if its membership is composed principally of 
persons whose names have appeared on rolls of, or who have been otherwise associated with, an 
acknowledged Indian tribe. The conditions are that the group must establish that it has 
functioned throughout history until the present as a separate and autonomous Indian tribal entity, 
that its members do not maintain a bilateral political relationship with the acknowledged tribe, 
and that its members have provided written confirmation of their membership in the petitioning 
group. 
 
    (g) Neither the petitioner nor its members are the subject of congressional legislation that has 
expressly terminated or forbidden the Federal relationship. 
 
§ 83.8  Previous Federal acknowledgment. 
 
    (a) Unambiguous previous Federal acknowledgment is acceptable evidence of the tribal 
character of a petitioner to the date of the last such previous acknowledgment. If a petitioner 
provides substantial evidence of unambiguous Federal acknowledgment, the petitioner will then 
only be required to demonstrate that it meets the requirements of § 83.7 to the extent required by 
this section. 
 
    (b) A determination of the adequacy of the evidence of previous Federal action acknowledging 
tribal status shall be made during the technical assistance review of the documented petition 
conducted pursuant to § 83.10(b). If a petition is awaiting active consideration at the time of 
adoption of these regulations, this review will be conducted while the petition is under active 
consideration unless the petitioner requests in writing that this review be made in advance. 
 
    (c) Evidence to demonstrate previous Federal acknowledgment includes, but is not limited to: 

(1) Evidence that the group has had treaty relations with the United States. 
(2) Evidence that the group has been denominated a tribe by act of Congress or Executive 
Order. 
(3) Evidence that the group has been treated by the Federal Government as having 
collective rights in tribal lands or funds. 
 

    (d) To be acknowledged, a petitioner that can demonstrate previous Federal acknowledgment 
must show that: 

(1) The group meets the requirements of the criterion in § 83.7(a), except that such 
identification shall be demonstrated since the point of last Federal acknowledgment. The 
group must further have been identified by such sources as the same tribal entity that was 
previously acknowledged or as a portion that has evolved from that entity. 
(2) The group meets the requirements of the criterion in § 83.7(b) to demonstrate that it 
comprises a distinct community at present. However, it need not provide evidence to 
demonstrate existence as a community historically. 
(3) The group meets the requirements of the criterion in § 83.7(c) to demonstrate that 
political influence or authority is exercised within the group at present. Sufficient 
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evidence to meet the criterion in § 83.7(c) from the point of last Federal acknowledgment 
to the present may be provided by demonstration of substantially continuous historical 
identification, by authoritative, knowledgeable external sources, of leaders and/or a 
governing body who exercise political influence or authority, together with 
demonstration of one form of evidence listed in § 83.7(c). 
(4) The group meets the requirements of the criteria in paragraphs 83.7 (d) through (g). 
(5) If a petitioner which has demonstrated previous Federal acknowledgment cannot meet 
the requirements in paragraphs (d) (1) and (3), the petitioner may demonstrate 
alternatively that it meets the requirements of the criteria in § 83.7 (a) through (c) from 
last Federal acknowledgment until the present. 

 
§ 83.9  Notice of receipt of a petition. 
 
    (a) Within 30 days after receiving a letter of intent, or a documented petition if a letter of 
intent has not previously been received and noticed, the Assistant Secretary shall acknowledge 
such receipt in writing and shall have published within 60 days in the Federal Register a notice 
of such receipt. This notice must include the name, location, and mailing address of the petitioner 
and such other information as will identify the entity submitting the letter of intent or 
documented petition and the date it was received. This notice shall also serve to announce the 
opportunity for interested parties and informed parties to submit factual or legal arguments in 
support of or in opposition to the petitioner's request for acknowledgment and/or to request to be 
kept informed of all general actions affecting the petition. The notice shall also indicate where a 
copy of the letter of intent and the documented petition may be examined. 
 
    (b) The Assistant Secretary shall notify, in writing, the governor and attorney general of the 
state in which a petitioner is located. The Assistant Secretary shall also notify any recognized 
tribe and any other petitioner which appears to have a historical or present relationship with the 
petitioner or which may otherwise be considered to have a potential interest in the 
acknowledgment determination. 
 
    (c) The Assistant Secretary shall also publish the notice of receipt of the letter of intent, or 
documented petition if a letter of intent has not been previously received, in a major newspaper 
or newspapers of general circulation in the town or city nearest to the petitioner. The notice will 
include all of the information in paragraph (a) of this section. 
 
§ 83.10  Processing of the documented petition. 
 
    (a) Upon receipt of a documented petition, the Assistant Secretary shall cause a review to be 
conducted to determine whether the petitioner is entitled to be acknowledged as an Indian tribe. 
The review shall include consideration of the documented petition and the factual statements 
contained therein. The Assistant Secretary may also initiate other research for any purpose 
relative to analyzing the documented petition and obtaining additional information about the 
petitioner's status. The Assistant Secretary may likewise consider any evidence which may be 
submitted by interested parties or informed parties. 
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    (b) Prior to active consideration of the documented petition, the Assistant Secretary shall 
conduct a preliminary review of the petition for purposes of technical assistance. 

(1) This technical assistance review does not constitute the Assistant Secretary's review 
to determine if the petitioner is entitled to be acknowledged as an Indian tribe. It is a 
preliminary review for the purpose of providing the petitioner an opportunity to 
supplement or revise the documented petition prior to active consideration. Insofar as 
possible, technical assistance reviews under this paragraph will be conducted in the order 
of receipt of documented petitions. However, technical assistance reviews will not have 
priority over active consideration of documented petitions. 
(2) After the technical assistance review, the Assistant Secretary shall notify the 
petitioner by letter of any obvious deficiencies or significant omissions apparent in the 
documented petition and provide the petitioner with an opportunity to withdraw the 
documented petition for further work or to submit additional information and/or 
clarification. 
(3) If a petitioner's documented petition claims previous Federal acknowledgment and/or 
includes evidence of previous Federal acknowledgment, the technical assistance review 
will also include a review to determine whether that evidence is sufficient to meet the 
requirements of previous Federal acknowledgment as defined in § 83.1. 
 

    (c) Petitioners have the option of responding in part or in full to the technical assistance review 
letter or of requesting, in writing, that the Assistant Secretary proceed with the active 
consideration of the documented petition using the materials already submitted. 

(1) If the petitioner requests that the materials submitted in response to the technical 
assistance review letter be again reviewed for adequacy, the Assistant Secretary will 
provide the additional review. However, this additional review will not be automatic and 
will be conducted only at the request of the petitioner. 
(2) If the assertion of previous Federal acknowledgment under § 83.8 cannot be 
substantiated during the technical assistance review, the petitioner must respond by 
providing additional evidence. A petitioner claiming previous Federal acknowledgment 
who fails to respond to a technical assistance review letter under this paragraph, or whose 
response fails to establish the claim, shall have its documented petition considered on the 
same basis as documented petitions submitted by groups not claiming previous Federal 
acknowledgment. Petitioners that fail to demonstrate previous Federal acknowledgment 
after a review of materials submitted in response to the technical assistance review shall 
be so notified. Such petitioners may submit additional materials concerning previous 
acknowledgment during the course of active consideration. 
 

    (d) The order of consideration of documented petitions shall be determined by the date of the 
Bureau's notification to the petitioner that it considers that the documented petition is ready to be 
placed on active consideration. The Assistant Secretary shall establish and maintain a numbered 
register of documented petitions which have been determined ready for active consideration. The 
Assistant Secretary shall also maintain a numbered register of letters of intent or incomplete 
petitions based on the original date of filing with the Bureau. In the event that two or more 
documented petitions are determined ready for active consideration on the same date, the register 
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of letters of intent or incomplete petitions shall determine the order of consideration by the 
Assistant Secretary. 
 
    (e) Prior to active consideration, the Assistant Secretary shall investigate any petitioner whose 
documented petition and response to the technical assistance review letter indicates that there is 
little or no evidence that establishes that the group can meet the mandatory criteria in paragraph 
(e), (f) or (g) of § 83.7. 

(1) If this review finds that the evidence clearly establishes that the group does not meet 
the mandatory criteria in paragraph (e), (f) or (g) of § 83.7, a full consideration of the 
documented petition under all seven of the mandatory criteria will not be undertaken 
pursuant to paragraph (a) of this section. Rather, the Assistant Secretary shall instead 
decline to acknowledge that the petitioner is an Indian tribe and publish a proposed 
finding to that effect in the Federal Register. The periods for receipt of comments on the 
proposed finding from petitioners, interested parties and informed parties, for 
consideration of comments received, and for publication of a final determination 
regarding the petitioner's status shall follow the timetables established in paragraphs (h) 
through (l) of this section. 
(2) If the review cannot clearly demonstrate that the group does not meet one or more of 
the mandatory criteria in paragraph (e), (f) or (g) of § 83.7, a full evaluation of the 
documented petition under all seven of the mandatory criteria shall be undertaken during 
active consideration of the documented petition pursuant to paragraph (g) of this section. 
 

    (f) The petitioner and interested parties shall be notified when the documented petition comes 
under active consideration. 

(1) They shall also be provided with the name, office address, and telephone number of 
the staff member with primary administrative responsibility for the petition; the names of 
the researchers conducting the evaluation of the petition; and the name of their 
supervisor. 
(2) The petitioner shall be notified of any substantive comment on its petition received 
prior to the beginning of active consideration or during the preparation of the proposed 
finding, and shall be provided an opportunity to respond to such comments. 
 

    (g) Once active consideration of the documented petition has begun, the Assistant Secretary 
shall continue the review and publish proposed findings and a final determination in the Federal 
Register pursuant to these regulations, notwithstanding any requests by the petitioner or 
interested parties to cease consideration. The Assistant Secretary has the discretion, however, to 
suspend active consideration of a documented petition, either conditionally or for a stated period 
of time, upon a showing to the petitioner that there are technical problems with the documented 
petition or administrative problems that temporarily preclude continuing active consideration. 
The Assistant Secretary shall also consider requests by petitioners for suspension of 
consideration and has the discretion to grant such requests for good cause. Upon resolution of the 
technical or administrative problems that are the basis for the suspension, the documented 
petition will have priority on the numbered register of documented petitions insofar as possible. 
The Assistant Secretary shall notify the petitioner and interested parties when active 
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consideration of the documented petition is resumed. The timetables in succeeding paragraphs 
shall begin anew upon the resumption of active consideration. 
 
    (h) Within one year after notifying the petitioner that active consideration of the documented 
petition has begun, the Assistant Secretary shall publish proposed findings in the Federal 
Register. The Assistant Secretary has the discretion to extend that period up to an additional 180 
days. The petitioner and interested parties shall be notified of the time extension. In addition to 
the proposed findings, the Assistant Secretary shall prepare a report summarizing the evidence, 
reasoning, and analyses that are the basis for the proposed decision. Copies of the report shall be 
provided to the petitioner, interested parties, and informed parties and made available to others 
upon written request. 
 
    (i) Upon publication of the proposed findings, the petitioner or any individual or organization 
wishing to challenge or support the proposed findings shall have 180 days to submit arguments 
and evidence to the Assistant Secretary to rebut or support the proposed finding. The period for 
comment on a proposed finding may be extended for up to an additional 180 days at the 
Assistant Secretary's discretion upon a finding of good cause. The petitioner and interested 
parties shall be notified of the time extension. Interested and informed parties who submit 
arguments and evidence to the Assistant Secretary must provide copies of their submissions to 
the petitioner. 
 
    (j)(1) During the response period, the Assistant Secretary shall provide technical advice 
concerning the factual basis for the proposed finding, the reasoning used in preparing it, and 
suggestions regarding the preparation of materials in response to the proposed finding. The 
Assistant Secretary shall make available to the petitioner in a timely fashion any records used for 
the proposed finding not already held by the petitioner, to the extent allowable by Federal law. 

(2) In addition, the Assistant Secretary shall, if requested by the petitioner or any 
interested party, hold a formal meeting for the purpose of inquiring into the reasoning, 
analyses, and factual bases for the proposed finding. The proceedings of this meeting 
shall be on the record. The meeting record shall be available to any participating party 
and become part of the record considered by the Assistant Secretary in reaching a final 
determination. 
 

    (k) The petitioner shall have a minimum of 60 days to respond to any submissions by 
interested and informed parties during the response period. This may be extended at the Assistant 
Secretary's discretion if warranted by the extent and nature of the comments. The petitioner and 
interested parties shall be notified by letter of any extension. No further comments from 
interested or informed parties will be accepted after the end of the regular response period. 
 
    (l) At the end of the period for comment on a proposed finding, the Assistant Secretary shall 
consult with the petitioner and interested parties to determine an equitable timeframe for 
consideration of written arguments and evidence submitted during the response period. The 
petitioner and interested parties shall be notified of the date such consideration begins. 

(1) Unsolicited comments submitted after the close of the response period established in 
§ 83.10(i) and § 83.10(k), will not be considered in preparation of a final determination. 
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The Assistant Secretary has the discretion during the preparation of the proposed finding, 
however, to request additional explanations and information from the petitioner or from 
commenting parties to support or supplement their comments on a proposed finding. The 
Assistant Secretary may also conduct such additional research as is necessary to evaluate 
and supplement the record. In either case, the additional materials will become part of the 
petition record. 
(2) After consideration of the written arguments and evidence rebutting or supporting the 
proposed finding and the petitioner's response to the comments of interested parties and 
informed parties, the Assistant Secretary shall make a final determination regarding the 
petitioner's status. A summary of this determination shall be published in the Federal 
Register within 60 days from the date on which the consideration of the written 
arguments and evidence rebutting or supporting the proposed finding begins. 
(3) The Assistant Secretary has the discretion to extend the period for the preparation of a 
final determination if warranted by the extent and nature of evidence and arguments 
received during the response period. The petitioner and interested parties shall be notified 
of the time extension. 
(4) The determination will become effective 90 days from publication unless a request for 
reconsideration is filed pursuant to § 83.11. 
 

    (m) The Assistant Secretary shall acknowledge the existence of the petitioner as an Indian 
tribe when it is determined that the group satisfies all of the criteria in § 83.7. The Assistant 
Secretary shall decline to acknowledge that a petitioner is an Indian tribe if it fails to satisfy any 
one of the criteria in § 83.7. 
 
    (n) If the Assistant Secretary declines to acknowledge that a petitioner is an Indian tribe, the 
petitioner shall be informed of alternatives, if any, to acknowledgment under these procedures. 
These alternatives may include other means through which the petitioning group may achieve the 
status of an acknowledged Indian tribe or through which any of its members may become 
eligible for services and benefits from the Department as Indians, or become members of an 
acknowledged Indian tribe. 
 
    (o) The determination to decline to acknowledge that the petitioner is an Indian tribe shall be 
final for the Department. 
 
    (p) A petitioner that has petitioned under this part or under the acknowledgment regulations 
previously effective and that has been denied Federal acknowledgment may not re-petition under 
this part. The term ``petitioner'' here includes previously denied petitioners that have reorganized 
or been renamed or that are wholly or primarily portions of groups that have previously been 
denied under these or previous acknowledgment regulations. 
 
§ 83.11  Independent review, reconsideration and final action. 
 
    (a)(1) Upon publication of the Assistant Secretary's determination in the Federal Register, the 
petitioner or any interested party may file a request for reconsideration with the Interior Board of 
Indian Appeals. Petitioners which choose under § 83.3(g) to be considered under previously 
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effective acknowledgment regulations may nonetheless request reconsideration under this 
section. 

(2) A petitioner's or interested party's request for reconsideration must be received by the 
Board no later than 90 days after the date of publication of the Assistant Secretary's 
determination in the Federal Register. If no request for reconsideration has been received, 
the Assistant Secretary's decision shall be final for the Department 90 days after 
publication of the final determination in the Federal Register. 
 

    (b) The petitioner's or interested party's request for reconsideration shall contain a detailed 
statement of the grounds for the request, and shall include any new evidence to be considered. 

(1) The detailed statement of grounds for reconsideration filed by a petitioner or 
interested parties shall be considered the appellant's opening brief provided for in 43 CFR 
4.311(a). 
(2) The party or parties requesting the reconsideration shall mail copies of the request to 
the petitioner and all other interested parties. 
 

    (c)(1) The Board shall dismiss a request for reconsideration that is not filed by the deadline 
specified in paragraph (a) of this section. 

(2) If a petitioner's or interested party's request for reconsideration is filed on time, the 
Board shall determine, within 120 days after publication of the Assistant Secretary's final 
determination in the Federal Register, whether the request alleges any of the grounds in 
paragraph (d) of this section and shall notify the petitioner and interested parties of this 
determination. 
 

    (d) The Board shall have the authority to review all requests for reconsideration that are timely 
and that allege any of the following: 

(1) That there is new evidence that could affect the determination; or 
(2) That a substantial portion of the evidence relied upon in the Assistant Secretary's 
determination was unreliable or was of little probative value; or 
(3) That petitioner's or the Bureau's research appears inadequate or incomplete in some 
material respect; or 
(4) That there are reasonable alternative interpretations, not previously considered, of the 
evidence used for the final determination, that would substantially affect the 
determination that the petitioner meets or does not meet one or more of the criteria in § 
83.7 (a) through (g). 
 

    (e) The Board shall have administrative authority to review determinations of the Assistant 
Secretary made pursuant to § 83.10(m) to the extent authorized by this section. 

(1) The regulations at 43 CFR 4.310-4.318 and 4.331-4.340 shall apply to proceedings 
before the Board except when they are inconsistent with these regulations. 
(2) The Board may establish such procedures as it deems appropriate to provide a full and 
fair evaluation of a request for reconsideration under this section to the extent they are 
not inconsistent with these regulations. 
(3) The Board, at its discretion, may request experts not associated with the Bureau, the 
petitioner, or interested parties to provide comments, recommendations, or technical 
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advice concerning the determination, the administrative record, or materials filed by the 
petitioner or interested parties. The Board may also request, at its discretion, comments or 
technical assistance from the Assistant Secretary concerning the final determination or, 
pursuant to paragraph (e)(8) of this section, the record used for the determination. 
(4) Pursuant to 43 CFR 4.337(a), the Board may require, at its discretion, a hearing 
conducted by an administrative law judge of the Office of Hearings and Appeals if the 
Board determines that further inquiry is necessary to resolve a genuine issue of material 
fact or to otherwise augment the record before it concerning the grounds for 
reconsideration. 
(5) The detailed statement of grounds for reconsideration filed by a petitioner or 
interested parties pursuant to paragraph (b)(1) of this section shall be considered the 
appellant's opening brief provided for in 43 CFR 4.311(a). 
(6) An appellant's reply to an opposing party's answer brief, provided for in 43 CFR 
4.311(b), shall not apply to proceedings under this section, except that a petitioner shall 
have the opportunity to reply to an answer brief filed by any party that opposes a 
petitioner's request for reconsideration. 
(7) The opportunity for reconsideration of a Board decision provided for in 43 CFR 4.315 
shall not apply to proceedings under this section. 
(8) For purposes of review by the Board, the administrative record shall consist of all 
appropriate documents in the Branch of Acknowledgment and Research relevant to the 
determination involved in the request for reconsideration. The Assistant Secretary shall 
designate and transmit to the Board copies of critical documents central to the portions of 
the determination under a request for reconsideration. The Branch of Acknowledgment 
and Research shall retain custody of the remainder of the administrative record, to which 
the Board shall have unrestricted access. 
(9) The Board shall affirm the Assistant Secretary's determination if the Board finds that 
the petitioner or interested party has failed to establish, by a preponderance of the 
evidence, at least one of the grounds under paragraphs (d)(1)--(d)(4) of this section. 
(10) The Board shall vacate the Assistant Secretary's determination and remand it to the 
Assistant Secretary for further work and reconsideration if the Board finds that the 
petitioner or an interested party has established, by a preponderance of the evidence, one 
or more of the grounds under paragraphs (d)(1)--(d)(4) of this section. 
 

    (f)(1) The Board, in addition to making its determination to affirm or remand, shall describe in 
its decision any grounds for reconsideration other than those in paragraphs (d)(1)--(d)(4) of this 
section alleged by a petitioner's or interested party's request for reconsideration. 

(2) If the Board affirms the Assistant Secretary's decision under § 83.11(e)(9) but finds 
that the petitioner or interested parties have alleged other grounds for reconsideration, the 
Board shall send the requests for reconsideration to the Secretary. The Secretary shall 
have the discretion to request that the Assistant Secretary reconsider the final 
determination on those grounds. 
(3) The Secretary, in reviewing the Assistant Secretary's decision, may review any 
information available, whether formally part of the record or not. Where the Secretary's 
review relies upon information that is not formally part of the record, the Secretary shall 
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insert the information relied upon into the record, together with an identification of its 
source and nature. 
(4) Where the Board has sent the Secretary a request for reconsideration under paragraph 
(f)(2), the petitioner and interested parties shall have 30 days from receiving notice of the 
Board's decision to submit comments to the Secretary. Where materials are submitted to 
the Secretary opposing a petitioner's request for reconsideration, the interested party shall 
provide copies to the petitioner and the petitioner shall have 15 days from their receipt of 
the information to file a response with the Secretary. 
(5) The Secretary shall make a determination whether to request a reconsideration of the 
Assistant Secretary's determination within 60 days of receipt of all comments and shall 
notify all parties of the decision. 
 

    (g)(1) The Assistant Secretary shall issue a reconsidered determination within 120 days of 
receipt of the Board's decision to remand a determination or the Secretary's request for 
reconsideration. 

(2) The Assistant Secretary's reconsideration shall address all grounds determined to be 
valid grounds for reconsideration in a remand by the Board, other grounds described by 
the Board pursuant to paragraph (f)(1), and all grounds specified in any Secretarial 
request. The Assistant Secretary's reconsideration may address any issues and evidence 
consistent with the Board's decision or the Secretary's request. 
 

 (h)(1) If the Board finds that no petitioner's or interested party's request for reconsideration is 
timely, the Assistant Secretary's determination shall become effective and final for the 
Department 120 days from the publication of the final determination in the Federal Register. 

(2) If the Secretary declines to request reconsideration under paragraph (f)(2) of this 
section, the Assistant Secretary's decision shall become effective and final for the 
Department as of the date of notification to all parties of the Secretary's decision. 
(3) If a determination is reconsidered by the Assistant Secretary because of action by the 
Board remanding a decision or because the Secretary has requested reconsideration, the 
reconsidered determination shall be final and effective upon publication of the notice of 
this reconsidered determination in the Federal Register. 

 
§ 83.12  Implementation of decisions. 
 
    (a) Upon final determination that the petitioner exists as an Indian tribe, it shall be considered 
eligible for the services and benefits from the Federal government that are available to other 
federally recognized tribes. The newly acknowledged tribe shall be considered a historic tribe 
and shall be entitled to the privileges and immunities available to other federally recognized 
historic tribes by virtue of their government-to-government relationship with the United States. It 
shall also have the responsibilities and obligations of such tribes. Newly acknowledged Indian 
tribes shall likewise be subject to the same authority of Congress and the United States as are 
other federally acknowledged tribes. 
 
    (b) Upon acknowledgment as an Indian tribe, the list of members submitted as part of the 
petitioners documented petition shall be the tribe's complete base roll for purposes of Federal 
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funding and other administrative purposes. For Bureau purposes, any additions made to the roll, 
other than individuals who are descendants of those on the roll and who meet the tribe's 
membership criteria, shall be limited to those meeting the requirements of § 83.7(e) and 
maintaining significant social and political ties with the tribe (i.e., maintaining the same 
relationship with the tribe as those on the list submitted with the group's documented petition). 
 
    (c) While the newly acknowledged tribe shall be considered eligible for benefits and services 
available to federally recognized tribes because of their status as Indian tribes, acknowledgment 
of tribal existence shall not create immediate access to existing programs. The tribe may 
participate in existing programs after it meets the specific program requirements, if any, and 
upon appropriation of funds by Congress. Requests for appropriations shall follow a 
determination of the needs of the newly acknowledged tribe. 
 
    (d) Within six months after acknowledgment, the appropriate Area Office shall consult with 
the newly acknowledged tribe and develop, in cooperation with the tribe, a determination of 
needs and a recommended budget. These shall be forwarded to the Assistant Secretary. The 
recommended budget will then be considered along with other recommendations by the Assistant 
Secretary in the usual budget request process. 
 
§ 83.13  Information collection. 
 
    (a) The collections of information contained in § 83.7 have been approved by the Office of 
Management and Budget under 44 U.S.C. 3501 et seq. and assigned clearance number 1076-
0104. The information will be used to establish historical existence as a tribe, verify family 
relationships and the group's claim that its members are Indian and descend from a historical 
tribe or tribes which combined, that members are not substantially enrolled in other Indian tribes, 
and that they have not individually or as a group been terminated or otherwise forbidden the 
Federal relationship. Response is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with 25 U.S.C. 2. 
 
    (b) Public reporting burden for this information is estimated to average 1,968 hours per 
petition, including the time for reviewing instructions, searching existing data sources, gathering 
and maintaining the data needed, and completing and reviewing the collection of information. 
Send comments regarding this collection of information, including suggestions for reducing the 
burden, to both the Information Collection Clearance Officer, Bureau of Indian Affairs, Mail 
Stop 336-SIB, 1849 C Street,  NW., Washington, DC 20240; and to the Office of Information 
and Regulatory Affairs, Office of Management and Budget, Washington, DC 20503. 
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qualified he is entitled to take rank in accordance with his seniority 
in the grade from which promoted. Clearly the practice of the 
department, necessitated by the provisions of law herein cited, was 
known to and considered by the Congress in this legislation of 1916. 

Decisions of the former accounting officers so far as inconsistent 
with the conclusion herein reached will not be hereafter followed. 
On review the settlement is modified and allowance will be made of 
the pay of a captain from June 30, 1919, the date of rank stated 
in Captain Stevenson's commission, he having been promoted pur
suant to law. 

(A-10549) 

APPROPRIATIONS-RELIEF OF INDIGENT INDIANS 

There exists no relation of guardian and ward between the Federal Govern
ment and Indians who have no property held In trust by the United States, 
have never llved on an Indian reservation, belong to no tribe with which 
there ls an existing treaty, and have a(lopted the habits of clvlllzed llfe 
and become citizens of the United States by virtue of an act of Congress. 
The duty of rellevlng the lndlgency of such Indians devolves upon the 
local authorities the same as In the case of any other indigent citizens of 
the State and county In which they reside. 

Acting Comptroller General Ginn to the Secretary of the Interior, August 
3, 1925: 
I have your letter of July 18, 1925, forwarding communication 

from the Commissioner of Indian Affairs dated July 17, 1925, and 
requesting decision whether either of two appropriations made by 
the act of March 3, 1925, 43 Stat. 1158, 1159, is available for the 
relief and care of certain old and indigent Indians described in the 
commissioner's letter as follows: 

The Board of Commissioners of White Pine County, Nevada, has presented 
to this office the matter of aid tor twenty old and Indigent Indians unable to 
provide for themselves. It ls stated that these Indians do not belong to any 
named tribe, but appear to be a mixture of Shoshone and Palute, and that, 
having been raised around the ranches of the white people, they have never 
belonged to or resided upon a reservation. In other words, they have the 
status of many other Indians of Nevada and may be termed " scattered non
reservation Indians." They have no property held In trust for them by the 
Federal Government. 

The two appropriations mentioned in the submission are, "Re
lieving distress and prevention, etc., of diseases among Indians, 
1926,'' and "Support and civilization of Indians, 1926." The first 
of these provides $700,000 "for the relief and care of destitute 
Indians not otherwise provided for, and for the prevention and 
treatment of tuberculosis, trachoma, smallpox, and other contagious 
and infectious diseases, including transportation of patients to and 
from hospitals and sanatoria." The appropriation "Support and 
civilization of Indians, 1926," provides for an amount not to exceed 
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$25,000 "for general support and civilization of Indians, including 
pay of employees," in Nevada. 

In connection with the determination of the availability of 
either of these two funds for use in relieving the distress of indigent 
Indians there is for consideration the matter of guardian and ward 
relationship between the Federal Government and the Indians and 
the matter of State responsibility since the enactment of the act of 
June 2, 1924, 43 Stat. 253, in which all noncitizen Indians born 
within the territorial limits of the United States were given citizen
ship in the United States with the proviso that" the granting of such 
citizenship shall not in any manner impair or otherwise affect the 
right of any Indian to tribal or other property." 

It may be stated as a general rule that the granting of citizen
ship to Indians does not alter the relationship of guardian and ward 
between such Indians and the Federal Government in a case where 
property is held in trust for them, or they are living on a reserva
tion set aside for their use, or are members of a tribe or nation 
accorded certain rights and privileges by treaty or by Federal 
statutes. But where the Indian has no property held in trust, has 
never lived on an Indian reservation, belongs to no tribe with which 
there is an existing treaty, has adopted the habits of civilized life 
and has become a citizen of the United States by virtue of an act 
of Congress, there would appear to be no relation of guardian and 
ward existing between him and the Government. United States v. 
Senfert Bros. Oo., 233 Fed. Rep. 579. 

From the facts submitted it does not appear that there is any 
obligation on the part of the Federal Government to furnish relief 
to the Indians referred to, the duty to care for them devolving upon 
the local authorities just as in the case of !!-DY other indigent citizens 
of the State and county in which they reside. 

Accordingly, it must be held that upon the facts appearing neither 
of the appropriations referred to may be used for the proposed 
relief. 

(A-10292) 

CONTRACTS-LIQUIDATED DAMAGES 

Where contracts for the furnishing of envelopes, entered into pursuant to the 
act of June 26, 1906, 84 Stat. 476, require the delivery of the envelopes 
within a spectfled number of "working days" after reeelpt of the order and 
contain a provision for the deduction of llqutdated damages for " each. 
day's delay" l~ delivery. working days only should be counted in com·· 
putlng the amount to be deducted, Sundays and holidays being excluded. 

Decision by Acting Comptroller General Ginn, August 4, 1925! 
There is before this office for consideration in connection wit'b the 

audit of the &CQ)unts of disbursing offi~ers lll.~ng payments under 
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Apparently, the Shell Petroleum Company wishes to purchase this lease, but wants to be as 
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sured that the court had authority to award it to Westheimer and that proper procedural steps were taken
in that action.

    I have refused to render a formal opinion, but have indicated that the Department is not disposed to
question the authority of the court to award a lease to a higher bidder. A copy of my letter to Mr.
Haraway is attached. I took that position principally because of the fact that if the Department formally
passes on this transaction, it may be called upon to pass on all conveyances of interest in land owned by
fullblood Indians heirs, which have been approved by the Oklahoma county courts under the act of
January 27, 1933, supra.

    A brief review of the act of January 27, 1933, suggests, however, that the department should know
what procedure is not being followed by the United States tribal attorneys under this act. The statute
presents some new problems as to the authority of the court and as to the procedure that is to be followed
by that court in approving these conveyances. The act provides:

    "That it shall be the duty of the attorneys provided for under the Act of May 27, 1908 (35
Stat. L. 312), to appear and represent any restricted member of the Five Civilized Tribes
before the county courts of any county in the State of Oklahoma, or before any appellate
court thereof, in any matter in which said restricted Indians may have an interest, and no
conveyance of any interest in land of any fullblood Indian heir shall be valid unless
approved in open court after notice in accordance with the rules of procedure in probate
matters adopted by the Supreme Court of Oklahoma in June of 1914, and said attorneys shall
have the right to appeal from the decision of any county court approving the sale of any
interest in land, to the district court of the district of which the county is a part."

    Heretofore, the Department has taken the position that it was not disposed to question leases or
conveyances of lands inherited by fullblood Indians, accepting the rule laid down in the case of United
States v. Gypsy Oil Company (10 Fed. (2d) 487), where it was held that the want of approval of such a
lease by the Secretary of the Interior was immaterial to its validity. Under the new act, it appears that
conveyances of these interests in land are only valid if approved in the manner prescribed in the statute. It
would seem to follow that if, in a given instance, the correct procedure were not followed, the validity of
the lease might be questioned in a collateral proceeding. For this reason, the Department should know
what procedure is being followed, and it may be interested in making some uniform regulations with
respect to this procedure.

    I suggest that you instruct the superintendent of the Five Civilized Tribes to make an investigation of
this matter and submit a report to you. When such report is received by you, if any problems are
presented which call for my further consideration, you can then make a formal request for an opinion on
those points.

Solicitor.

IRA INTERPRETATION REGARDING DEVISEE 
QUESTIONS-TRIBAL  ORGANIZATION AND  AA77
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JURISDICTIONDEFINITION OF TRIBE 
AS POLITICAL ENTITY

M27796                                                                                                                             November 7,
1934.

The Honorable, 
The Secretary of the Interior.

MY DEAR MR. SECRETARY:

    My opinion has been requested on the question of whether, under the provisions of the Wheeler
Howard Act (act of June 18, 1934, Public No. 383, 73d Congress), devisees other than heirs at law under
wills of restricted Indians must be confined to the Indians of the same reservation without regard to
original tribal blood or affiliation.

    Section 4 of the WheelerHoward Act prohibits all transfers of restricted Indian lands except such as
are specifically sanctioned by the terms of the section. The only such provision relevant to the present
question declares that:

"restricted Indian lands may * * * be sold, devised or otherwise transferred to the Indian
tribe in which the lands * * * are located * * * to a successor corporation; and in all
instances such lands * * * shall descend or be devised * * * to any member of such tribe or
of such corporation or any heirs of such member."

The phrase "any member of such tribe or of such corporation" clearly refers to the earlier phrase "to the
Indian tribe in which the lands * * * are located * * * or to a successor corporation." It is upon the
ambiguity of this phrase that the question proposed turns.

    Strictly speaking, this phrase involves a misuse of language. Indian lands cannot properly be said to be
located in a tribe. A tribe is not a geographical but a political entity. What may be located in 
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the tribe is a certain legal authority or jurisdiction with respect to the lands in question. I think it fair to
infer, in the light of the general scheme of Indian community control which the Wheeler Howard Act
contemplates, that the phrase "the Indian tribe in which the lands are located" was used to designate that
tribe which has some sort of jurisdiction over the lands in question.

   It is contemplated that this matter will eventually be dealt with in the constitutions and bylaws of the
various tribes, authorized by section 16 of the WheelerHoward Act. If a given tribe, so organized, is
granted jurisdiction over an entire reservation, then any lands of the reservation may be devised to any
member of the tribe, as such tribe may be defined by its own constitution, approved by the Secretary of
the Interior. If, on the other hand, two organized tribes exercise authority within a single reservation, then
the constitution of the two tribes will presumably define the lands over which each political entity may
exercise control, and devises of such land must conform to this separation. Finally, if a given tribe,
organized as a unit, exercises authority over lands in more than one reservation, then any such lands may
be devised to any of the members of the tribe, regardless of their reservational affiliations.
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    The question of how Indian tribes should be organized, under section 16 of the WheelerHoward Act,
is an administrative question.

    Section 19 of the WheelerHoward Act provides:

    "The term 'tribe' wherever used in this act shall be construed to refer to any Indian tribe,
organized band, pueblo, or the Indians residing on one reservation."

    It is clearly the purport of this definition that any one of these groupings may be recognized as entitled
to tribal status.

    In my opinion the WheelerHoward Act permits the organization as a tribe of any of the following
groups:

(a) A band or tribe which has only a partial interest in the lands of a single reservation;

(b) A band or tribe which has rights coextensive with a single reservation;

(c) A group of Indians residing on a single reservation, who may be recognized as a "tribe"
for purposes of the WheelerHoward Act regardless of former affiliations;

(d) A tribe whose members are scattered over two or more reservations in which they have
property rights as members of such tribe.

    In many reservations a choice must be made among the foregoing possibilities. This choice, according
to section 18 of the WheelerHoward Act, will be made by the vote of the Indians, subject to the approval
of the Secretary of the Interior.

    The foregoing considerations do not throw any light on the situation prior to tribal organization under
section 16. Prior to such organization the question of what tribal organization has any jurisdiction over
restricted allotted lands of individual Indians is a matter of some uncertainty.

    I am of the opinion that the most significant criterion of jurisdiction, where no constitution, has been
adopted, is the historical test to what band, tribe, or group of tribes did the land in question belong at the
time when it was allotted? As a general rule, the owner of restricted land will have the right to devise
such land to any members of that band, tribe, or group of tribes.

    Thus, if the land of a given reservation was owned at the time of its allotment by a single tribe, any
member of that tribe will be a qualified devisee of any allotment of such land. If the land was owned
jointly by a group of tribes, any member of any of these tribes will be a qualified devisee of any
allotment. If the land of the reservation was owned by a single band of some larger tribe or nation, then
only members of that band will be qualified devisees. If the land was owned jointly by a group of bands,
any member of any such band will be a qualified devisee. If part of the reservation was owned by one
group of Indians and part of the reservation was owned by another group of Indians, land within each
part of the reservation may be devised to members of the proper group.

    The general rule above propounded may prove inadequate where tribes have been divided up or
consolidated after the allotment of some or all of the tribal lands, e.g., where certain land was owned by
tribe A until allotment and was then allotted to Band X of Tribe A, or vice versa, or where land was
owned by Tribe A when allotment began and later came under the tribal ownership of some smaller band
of Tribe A or of some larger nation or confederacy, or where a tribe that existed at the time of allotment
has ceased to exist or become merged with other tribes. Questions of jurisdiction that may arise in these
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peculiar circumstances will be considered on their merits when they are presented.

    It should be noted that the tribal affiliation of the testator is immaterial. Restricted land formerly
occupied by Tribe A may have passed by inheritance or otherwise to a member of Tribe B. In accordance
with the principles land down above, such land can be devised only to members of Tribe A. This is
required by the language of section 4 
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and is in conformity with the purpose of consolidating Indian Lands.

    Furthermore, the residence of the devisee is immaterial. All that need be shown is his continuing
membership in the tribe which has jurisdiction over the lands in question.

    I am of the opinion that your basic question is to be answered by an unqualified negative. Restricted
lands may be devised to Indians who are members of a tribe having recognized jurisdiction over the lands
in question. This may be done even though such members do not reside upon (or have any other official
connection with) the reservation in which such land is included.

                                                                                                                                             NATHAN R.
MARGOLD,

Solicitor.
Approved: November 7, 1934. 
OSCAR L. CHAPMAN, Assistant Secretary.

SHOSHONE--OIL  LEASEOPERATIONS

November 12, 1934.
Memorandum for the Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

    I am returning your letter of October 27 regarding the application of the Hudson Oil Company for an
order nunc pro tunc entered as of February 21, 1928, authorizing the discontinuance of the operation of
the .producing wells on two oil and gas leases (Nos. 850M and 2461M) covering lands allotted to
Shoshone Indians, the discontinuance or suspension of operations to continue until the Secretary of the
Interior shall require that the lessee resume operations, or until the lessee shall voluntarily resume
operations.

    You recommend approval of the application subject to the payment of rentals from February 1, 1928.

    Lease No. 850M was approved September 18, 1916, for a term of ten years from the date of approval
and as much longer thereafter as oil or gas shall be found in paying quantities. Lease No. 2461M was
approved on November 10, 1923, for a like period. Neither lease contains any provision for extension of
the fixed or primary period of ten years by mere money payment and hence the payment of rentals alone
cannot operate to extend that period. United States v. Brown, 15 Fed. 2d. 565. The tenyear period on
lease No. 850M expired in 1926 and on lease No. 2461M the period expired in 1933. If the leases have
continued in force since then it is by reason of the provision, "and as much longer thereafter as oil or gas
shall be found in paying quantities." This provision is a familiar one in oil and gas leases and is
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SECTION 1. INTRODUCTION :
. ”

I ,i :

.That  state la&s^1 have no force withih  the territory of an
$&inn  tribe in matters affecti?g Indians. is a general proposi-
tion. that has not been suc&ssfully  challenged, at least in the
United States Supreme Court, since Gat Court decided, in

I Worcdifer  v. Georgia,’  that the State of Georgia had no right
to &prison  a white man residing on an Indian reservation,
with, the consent of tribal tind federal authorities,  who refused
to conform to state laws gooer+ng  IndlBn  aIYairs: In that case
the co&t declared, per Marsha&  C..h:

.: The Cherokee nation, t$en. is a di?tinct  community,
occtipying  its own teifiJory,  %vith  boundaries accurately
‘described,  in’which  the &IWS  of Georgia can ha\;e. no f&e,
and which the citlzebs 61 Georgla’hftve  no right to enter,
but with the assent of I the Cherokees themselves, or .in
conformity with treati&. and wl’th the actsof  congress.
(P. 560.)                  :

The State of Georgia never ;tid carry $zt. the mandate of the
Supreme Court in. this case> and many other state courts and
state legislatures  since the decision in. this case .h&e likewise
refused to acknowledge the inialications of the decision. Never-
theless, when critical cases h&e been presented to the United
States Supreme Court, the principles laid down in Worcester v.
ffeorgia  have been repeatedly reaflirmed.‘

The reasons judicially advanced for this incapacity of the
states to legislate on Indian affairs have been qariously formn-

1 Specific bodies “f state law are dealt with in other chapters of this
work. Thus. state laws involvldg  questions of discrimination against
Indiaas. in the matter of franchise or in other respects. are dealt with
in Chabter  8. State laws of inh&ltnnce  are Considered in Chapters 10
and 11. State laws on taxation are analysed  in Chapter 13. Those
state  laws which deal  with Indian hunting and fishing rights  are
treated in Chapter 14. 8ec.  7. Chapter 15 touches upon state laws
relating to recognition or protection of tribal property. Chapters 18
and 19 deal respectively with criminal and civil jurjsdiction  of state courts
as well as federal and tribal courk

2 6 Pet. 515 (1532).
*See Chapter  7, sec. 2. Cf. Report and RemonstrAnce  of the Legis-

lature of @or@4  Sen.  Dot. No. 08, 21st Gong., 1st sess.  (March 8, 1830).
‘For au analYsis  of these casi?s. sea F. S. Cohen, Indian Rights and

the Federal Courts (1940). 24 Minn. L. Rev. 145.

116

lat&d  in different .cases, althou&  the’.actnal @@i&3  bf the
Supreme Court have followed a consistent patter<  ‘One of the
most p&ma&e consideratidns  as to the lack of &ate:po&‘er  is
the.i&lusion  in enabling acts and state &u@.ituti&of  .-press
disclaimers .of state jiu-lsdic~ion  over IndfaR.  lpds.^5  @e.fof  the
eoyt famous statements explanatory of the’ limitatlhs  upon State
power in th& field is the statem&& in United bt&&  ~.‘Kabama,’
a base which upheld the ~ co&tititSonallty  .df;  c~~~@$sional
legislation on offenses between Indians !timinitt+,;pn  -an:.Indian
res&vation : . .

It seems to us that this is wit&’ the &m&&!y of
Congress. These Indjan tribes are the wards Of.  the na-

’ tion. They are comtiunities  ae&?ndent  ou the United
S t a t e s .  Depeddeut  laigely for th@~:~‘.d&ii~  ‘.f&d! &
pendent  for  their  ljolitiqal.  rights. ,m&i. ,,&e’:.@6,  a&-
giance to the States, and receive from .them no protec-
tion. Because of the local ill feeling, the &ople’i~f the
States where they are found a& oft&. their ,&adliest
enemies. From their very weakness and .:h@p+ssness,
so largely due to the course of..deal&g. of the ,Federal
Government with them;’ atid  the’treatiis in Chich’tt  has
been promised, there arises the duty of protection, and
with it the power. This has always been recognized by
the Executive and by Congress, and by this court, when-
ever the question has arisen.

* l * * l

I.�. l . said Indian lands shall remain under the absolute jaris-
diction and control of the Congress of the United States l l l .”
Act of July 16. 1894, sec. 3. 28 Stat. 107. 108 (Utah). Accord: Act
of June 20. 1910. seca. 2, 20, 36 Stat. 557 (New Mexico and Arizona).
And cf. Act of June IS. 1906, sec. 28. 34 Stat 267. 281 (Oklahoma).

^6 118 U. S. 375 (1896).
‘The  omission of this comma in the official United States Report has

created some confusion as to the meaning of this sentence. Without
the comma.  the sentence seems to suggest that  the weakness and help
lessuess  of the Indians is due in part to treaties and that it is because
of the weakness and helplessness of the Indians that the Federal Gov-
ernment  may exercise  the power of protection. With the comma, the
sentence suggests rather thnt the factual situation of weak&w  and help
lessness  is only part of Ihe basis of legal power, the other, and legally
more important. basis being the obligations assumed by the United States
towards Indian tribes by treaty. This comma is found in the Supreme
Court Reporter edition of the opinion (6 Sup. Ct. 1109).
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._, .,.: ..> .,. ,...
. ..FEDER&  +~~fltis’ & ~@A+E’..POWER , 3 :1i’7

individual states, but would be subject only to t&e ‘*era1
Go;2t&&&&*.:,  ?,<,,I ;:.>;,.:..:y; :i _. ;: : .:. : ; .,: ;

?n; tie i O$ 3ialid. :in&fai ‘>.  th& opinion: in the.  &g&o.
case-,relks  iu*n ,the fact&d !h&$plessneks’ of the Indian&  .the
enmlty..of:  me. state pop&&ions,  ‘and the ‘impdssibllity  of .state
control, 9erlq,ns  questions  may be ,ralsed both .a8 to the validity
of tpe argument ahd  as .to its scope and appiicatio.p+  when the
.faet@  pren$ses noted. nq .loqger, ,correspond-.  to the fat+,  It

I :. ::.c ..
8 Un&cd  States v. F&-$‘lke &oM o~.lVlfiukcy  93 0: 8: 188 (1876)

wonw8ter  v. ‘f3eor& 6 P&f. -ark i1822j :’ Fcllok v. Rla&8mi& s;
Eow~~W3~(1856)~~  United Gthtcs.v.-New  York Indians. 172 U. S. 464
(1899). &‘e .Un#ted.Btgter  V. Whms, 198 tL.8.  371. .3i=Q.,  384 (1905).

Cf. United &tat& v. Rio Grand&  D.am +nd Irrigation  Co., 174 U. S.
690, 703 (1899)  : Udtcd  &ate8  v.,‘IiMcert,  188  U.  8. 432 .  431,. 438
(1903) :’ United  Rtalcs  v.‘B&nQoie Nation.%9  U. 5. 417, 428 (iDS7).
cert. g~adted 299 U. 8. 526  ; ~atlacs  v. Adam, 204’ Il. S. 415 (1907].

se8 chapter 3. sec. 3.

~?~l~!  ,howe~ver.  be a digr&$on at this point to analyze the
?4riou?.  4Wtrines adqaticed  in guppori  pf th!: conciusip~  that
within the’.Indirk country in mat’ters &fectb&  Indiana,  ‘federa;
law rip&s  to the’extilusibd  ot state law.^9 o/
It 1s enough  for ‘the +&nt : td’ iote that ‘the d&aln of
Power oi the Federal Gov&$menf‘  over I&an al&l& marked
out by the, federa!  decisions -& Bo eotiplete  rtbat,:  as 1 :practicai
hatter, the ‘redera ko$.s and fe+ral  admidistrativ6 ofXcin1~
now generally pro&d from the &sump’tldd  that Iddiaii  affairs
a~e”mi;tt& ‘of fedkal,.  rat&r .Ehah  &ate,  &ncern,’ &less the
‘kox$rary’ls  &hokn  by act ‘of &naj$ss’or  special ‘cireuinstanca
Thus, without questioning thiz tinstitutlonai.doctrine  thatestates
possess or&&al  %l  -dbmPle& soverei@G  &W their. own’ t&l-
tori& save insofkr:as such s&em&&y l$ limi&d by the’F&dekal
@tistitutlon;  a sense of reall$ni  m&t cornpep fhe coti&$lon;‘+hat
‘kbntrol  of Irk& affrilh ha&  beexi delegated; under the C&s& ’
tqtion,  to the Federal :Gove@u&nt’  and that %kate’jurlsdlctlpu
iu’any matters affe&ng  In$ani.ran  be. uph@ld  onljr  if one of
two conditions is met: either that Congress has- expressly dele-
gate& back .30.&e state, o;r kogni~d  in the state, some pow&r
of government respecting Inqians ; or that a questlon lnvolvlng
Iridians involves non-Indians  to ti pdkgree  which calls <nto piay
the’juris@ction of a state government. Of these two situations.
the former is nndoutkedi~ more definite and therefore simpler
to analyze. Such an analysis ‘requires a listlug of the actsof
Congress which confer up& the states, or recognize in ‘tlie
states, sp&itic powers of government with respect to Indians.

*For further discussion of theee’doctrlnes  see Chapte;  4, sec. 2, and
Chapter 5.

i ‘. SECTION 2. FEDERAL  STATUTES ON STATE POWER

It‘ Will be’ &v&ent  to. &&p the f&&al s&&s which tion of this congressional legislation is contained  in section  5
grant or r&o&se  ‘&ate  ‘p&e; over Indian a&i& ‘into two of the General Allotment Act,^13 providing:
catego<ies  : (a) Those  that apply throughout the United States ;
and .(b) tl&e t&t %iply:‘dnly  to particular tr$es or areas.

That upon the tlpprQva1  of the allotments provided for
in this act by the Secretriry ,of the Interior, he shall :/._

A. GENERAL STATUTES
cause patents to issue therefor ln the name of the allot-

\: ” ,I..  ” .. “24 Stat.  388. 389: amended .Act  of March 3. 1901, sec. Q, 31 Stat.
The most important field. in which State laws .have been’ 1058, 1085 ; 25 U. S. C. 348. ,

applied to Indians  by congres@onal  5at ls the field  of inherit- This section as orl&alB  ~acted.  also provided:

anee. In the. absence of fedgal,  leglslatio~,  it ls estab$shed That  the law of deeeeat  and partition in force in the State or
Territory where such Pada  am situate.shall  apply thereto after

that all: questions relating. to ldescent  and distribution of the r
tents therefor have %een executed and delivered, except as

ereiu otherwise provided: and the laws of the State of I?!Las
propertjt  of individual Indians are governed by the laws and requlatin

f k
the descent and partition of real estate shall, so far as

customs oi the tribe‘ to %hich  the Indians belong.W  +,$ven racticah  e. apply to all lands In the Indian Territory wh,ich may
e allotted in severalty  -under the provlslons  of this act.

tribe may, of course,  .adopt sp@:  state laws as it co.n$iders The General Allotment Act$xpresslg exempted from its operation the
suitable, and It may do this  .either by ordinance.^11 ,OP,  in territory occupied by the Ftve Civilized .Trlbes  and the Miamies and
conjunction with the Federal Government, by treaty.= with-  E’eorias.  and Sacs and Foxes ii the Indian Territory, now a part of the

out such action of the tribal pr the Federal Government, state
State of Oklahoma. and also the reservation of the Seneca Nation of
New York Indians in the State of ,New York. as to which see U&cd

laws of inheritance have no ap&ation  to Indians residing on      states  e5  rel. I(~M& v. ~a~, 269 u. 8. I3 (lg%), as-g.  .%a-f state8

a n  I n d i a n  r e s e r v a t i o n . ea rel. Pierce v. 1Faldow. 294 Fed. 111 (D. C. W. D. N. Y. 1923). See

This situation, however, has been greatly changed by con- .a& Neto York v. Dibble, 21 How. 366 (1858).

gressiotial  legislation affecting Indians to whom resew&ion
The Confederated Wea.  Easkaskla.  Peoria. Piankashaw,  and Western

lands have been allotted in sevewlty. The most important por-
Mlamies were allotted under .the Act of March 2, 1889. 25 Stat. 1013.
but by that Act, the provisions of the General Allotment Art wtre
extended to these tribes. The ssme is true as to other tribes allotted

I0 See Chapter 7. sec. 6 and Chapter 11. sec. 6. under special acts of Congress. such for instance as the Chippewas of
u See 55 I. D. 14, 42 (1934). See also CbnPter 7. sec. 6. Minnesota, who were allotted under the ACt oP January 14. 1889. 25 Stat.

“Thus, e. 8.. Article 8 of the Treaty of Februam  27, 1867. with the 642. in accordance with the provisions of the Genrral  Allotment Act.

Pottawatomie Indians. 15 Stat. 531; 533 provides: The QBLPRW  Indisns  were allotted under the Act of blarch 2, 1895. 28

Where allottees  under the treaty bf eighteen hundred and
Stat. 876.607.  without reference to the General Allotment Act. and would

sixty-two shall have dledi  or shall hrfenfler  decease, if any dis- seem to have &en excluded from the provisions of that Act, so that the
pute  shsll arise in regard to heirship to their
be competent for the business committee  to B

roDertY*  lt shall  laws of Kansas did not apply to them.
ecide s u c h  ques-

tlon.  taking for the;lr  rulepf  actlon the lawa  of lnherltance  of the Tile Sacs and Foxes were allotted under the Act of February 13. 1891.
State of Kansas .* . : 26 Stat. 749. and under the provisions of that  Act they became subject
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tees,, which pa,teqts  sl+il! .& of @e legal effe$a@  decl‘are
‘th%t  tile United gtates dqes alia will hold,the  laad‘  thus
all&ted;  f&r the p$ri’d’  of tP6ent$$&  years, in ttist ,for’

1’ : the $ole use and benefit ILof  1 the’ Indian to. Iwhom: ‘allot-
ment shall have been made, or.fn;cac)e of his dc@q$e,  of
his heirs according  to ,ihe laws of the State, or Territory

&& &i;‘&inh’is’ l&at’e&%nd  &tit  iit tbe’eiration  o f .
’ .:tiid:$Mdd~  the United”Stfites ‘will:~‘onv&’  the same ,by
I : patent to said Indian, s or his heirs ‘~8 aforesaid,  in fee,

discharged of said trust apq free of a!1 charge or incum-
.,. . brap?e,  wha&oever..  LIfa&s ~~~pl$$-)‘,

As wm &, readily, percqive&  these, provlsiqns  entirely’ ,witb-
draw from .ae operation of tfibal laws and; q$oms,all  ?m+ers-
of ,descent  and partition eqncerning  allotments made,.to Indians.
under.  ,$.he ‘(General  Allotment Act, a@ ,fbe Jay?  of the state in
;whiFh i the, land is situated .myst goyern  a@$ matters, qcept
insofaras.tbese.matters  are otberwisecoqered  Qy f+lera!  statutes.

The scope of ,;state  power::  in the matte!: # inheritance of
&tments has$een.  cqn&dera,b!y  limit@ powever, by legislation
which confers upon the !Secr.eta:ry  i of the Interior f@l poFer to
determine heirs and to partition .allotmenfs.? Tbuq for example.
the Supreme Court has held ?.that  -a #ll made by an Indian
woman in accordance. with departmental ..qgu~atio?s,  and ap-
proved by.‘tbe  Secretaryqf  ) the, Interior, :d@siug  her restricted
.land, tq-others than  her husband, was valid, notwithstanding a.
provision .in the Oklahoma law prohibiting. a married woman
from bequeathing more than two-thirds of. her property away
from her husband.

The: Court said : 1.
The Secretary of the Interior made regulations which

: ,. .wer&  proper to tbe exercise of the power’ conferred upon
him and the execution of tbe.act  of Congress, and.it would;
seem that no comment is necessary to show that f 8341
[Oklahoma Code] e -e+~&$$ <ram*- pertinence  07 ~ opesa-
tion. (P. 324.)

+ + l * *

i. ,In a word, the act of Congress is complete in its control
and administration of. the allotment and of all- that is
connected with or made n&essary Fy, jt,.an$ is antagonistic

.’ to’ am-‘&it  ‘& .‘ibterest  itilth~?  :hu.$@d  ‘bf .an. Indian..: “worna-  ix) +i: allotment under the Oklahoma  Cage. (P.:
: 326.‘)

: .&I a later case approving this~flecision,‘e.  the Conrt sustained
the validity of a lease made by an Indian on his family home-
stead. which violat&d an Oklahoma statute requiring execution:
by both sp&+  Tpe-  Couit:‘said  : _

Nor ii the validity ‘Of the eeensfon  lease affected by.
‘. the provision in the Oklaho&a  c&istit&ion mat .nothlng’

in the laws of the United States shall deprive any Indian.
or uthet allottee  ‘ofztbe’ beneflt’of the homestead laws ofi
the State. -Whether  .or not this provision was, intended-
to do more than to protect the allottees from the enforcett

seizure of their liom@steacls, it is sufficient to say that,
whatev.@r  ‘its purpose. it can have ;no more effect than
the Oklahoma statute ih ,giving  validity to, laws of the
State repugnant to the reserved po%ver~  of the United

a States in legislating in respect to the-.Iands  of Indians.

to the laws of the Territory of Oklahoma. And the ‘Osages, were
allotted under the Act of Jdne  28. 1906. 34 Stat. -539;.and  under the
provisions of that’,Act  became subject to the .laws of Xhat  Territory.
See, however. see. 6of the Act of 1906, supra. S& also sec. 3 of the Act
of April 18, 1912. 37 Stat. 86. subjecting  the persons and property of
Osage Indians to the jurisdiction of the county courts of Oklahoma in
probate matters.  As to the Five Civi l ized Tribes of Oklahoma.  see
Stsutarf v. Keyes,  295 U. S. 403 (1935). pat. for rehearipg.den,  206 U. S.
661 (1935). . .

l*Act of June 23, 1910. 36 Stat 855. 25 U. -&.  C. 371; Act of May 18.
1916. 30 Stat. 123. 127, 25 U. 5. C 321. See Chapter 10, sec. 10 ; Cbap-
ter 11, sec. 6; Chapter 5. sec. 10.

‘sBlan8et  1. Cardfn,  256 U .  8. 3 1 9  (102X).
I* Spew-v  Oil Co. v. Chfsholm.  264 U. S. 488 (1924).

Neither .the .con#tution  ,og a State nor any ..aTt of its
legislature, whatever rights it niay confer on Ini@ans  or
withhold from them, can withdrawthem  from the opera-
t&i of ari’act  which Congress p&.&s  concerning  them in
the eXerci%  pf its paramount. authdrity.  United states
v. Holliday,  3 Wall. 4(n.  419. (P. 491:)

A second  fleld~in  which state law has been extended to Indian
res;?rvations  by:cbngressional flat is the r&lm of la&s ekering
"inspection of health  and educational conditions” and the
mfokement  of %anitakn  and &&m&e  reg$lati&s” ‘as tie11
& “compulsory  &&ol attendance.”  ‘I& tb&‘& of -Februa.ki  16,
1929:’  Co&ress  author&d  the enforcement 0; &h laws.  pp&
Indian rgrvations  by state officials “m&r ~ucb ruies,, regyla,
tions, ana  conditions as the Secretam of Fe Interior gag
prescribe.‘.! .; -. ; .;.: ,-ri

A third body df state laws is extended ov&‘Indlan  rese&-
tions by section 289 of the Criminal ..Qde a. which:  xnakcs
offenses by non-Indians against:‘Indians  .and  by Indians against
non-Indians  punishable in the ,fedeYal courts ixi accordance
with state laws existing at the time of the federal enactment
in question.-

It will be noted that the foregoing statute Is expressly made
inappli:a~l+.  to any offense committed by and against an Indian,
by tde t$Fr+s  of section 218 of, title 25 ‘$ $e U. S. .Code.’ ’ , ;:

Apart from ‘.these three fields’ there. has been .no general
congressional .legislation  authorizing the extension of. state laws
to Indians  on Indian reservations.” .<

Withip  those three fields it.is probable’ that shy kvolution  of
authority from ‘Congress to the states may be revoked  at such
time as Congress sees fit.”

 B. SPECIAL STATUTES

Apart  from t&e general stat@qs.noted  in the preceding.sec-
tion, a number of acts of Congresq  dealing with’ particular  trlbes
0; areas con@r various powers ,updn  state +urts. $nte legis-
latures, atid state administra’tire  ofiiticials>*  ‘l&se statutes  deal
niost cotimonly  with such subjets  a& crimes,=  taxktidlj,% prk

“43 Stat. 1185. 25 U. S. C. 231. And see Taylor  Grazing Act of
,Juxie  28, 1934; 48 ,Stat. 1269, amexid&l  June 26;.,1936.  49 Stat. 1076.
discussed in 46 .I. D. 38 (1936).

la18  U. S. C.‘h68i derived from: IL 8. f 5391 ;‘A& of July 7, 1898.
sec. 2, 30.‘Stat.  717 ; Act of Jline 15, 1933, ‘48 Stat. 152.

laCongr&s  has  not  at tempted .:to give force ,to s tate  hiws later
enacted, apparently having.  in mind: the poss!p?&y  that; .such legisla-
tion might. .be  considered an unconstitutional ~$lepti.on  of p6aer  or a
violatioti of Constitutional requirements of certzifnty id.penai legislation.

Cr. W&an ir. Bouthiyd,  lO’Wh&at.  1 (18%) : F(eld  V. ‘  Clark .  143
U. S. 649 (1891)  : WfChfta  R&road T. Publfc  Utflit(eu  Coni..  260 U. 8. 48
(1922) ; Eamuton  d Co. v. United  Btater,  ,276  U. S. 394 (1928) ; Pasama
Relining  Co:  v. Rgan,  2S3  U. S. 388 (1935). :

m R. S. 5‘2146.  amended by Act of Februnry  18, 1875,  i8 i&t. 316, 318.
See Chapter 7, sec. 9; Chapter 18. sec. 3.

p Note, however, the legalization of state;iederal  administrative
cooperation by the Johnson-O%Salley Act of April 16, 1934, 48 Stat. -396.
amended Act of June 4. 1936, 49 Stat. 1458, 23 U. S. C. 452 et Seq. And
see Cha.pter 4. sec. 15; Chapter 12. sec. 1.

p See Truskett  V. Glosser,  236 U. 8. 223 (1915) : Rice  I. &agbie,  2 F.
Supp. 669 (D. C. W. D. N. Y. 1933) ; People es rel.  Curick  v. Daly, 212
N. Y. 183. 196-197, 105 ‘N. E. 1048 (1914):

^23 Act of February 21. 1863. sec. 5, 12 Stat 658. 680 (Winnebago) ;
Act of June 8. 1940 (Pub. No. 565. 76th Con&) (State of Kansas).

n Act of March 3. 1921, 41 Stat. 1249. 1251. authorizing State of
Oklahoma to tax oil and gas production from Indian lands (upheld in
33 Op. A. 0. 86 (1921) discussed in Op. Sol. I. D.; M.26672, September
22, 1931) : Act of Bfiay i0. 1928, 45 Stat. 495. 496 .(subjecting  mineral
production froin Five Ciqilisrd Tribes’ lands in Oklabomn to s’tate taxes).
Ct. Act of June 26. 1936, sec. 1. 40 Stat. 1967. See Chapter.13, aecs 2.
5; Chapter 23. sec. 9.
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c.. : :@3s$vq,$&~ $qvm5~~p~Ep~  .wq- @-II@3  ;‘, :1-1l
bate,tl;6~ullf!qn~.o~;~ater  :~hts,? :~$!ng:@.!?$!!  and. Iiqns:  go?ernment  h?PP$ver,  In ??xeVising.  ?uch  Powers:haq~,  bee?  con-
u p o n  cut tirnbe~~~)t)l,Ii)l.:~,.l/.li’i‘  ,i~..;i:;‘(I>~~*!  7:;

ri
sideti. federal urgencies.,-;  Thns>in  J?ark,m v. Richaty&  g,.the Su-

In Oklahoma there has been il par c@nrly broad de<olutionI
of -p(j*&l&  $0’ ‘&&te’ .&jpep&e& “Qr&$“&g&&&~  ,*e .&te’ p;emelCourf:  in;referring:to  the authority of the count,y  courts:

. ., *t:  ; ,(:,;y;,:: ., i. i.,‘,, I?; ;: :*“‘.“, .,, :; :, .j ,c,;,::,:;  ,,.; !, i of’Okl&homa’under  %ection  9 of the ,Act’ of May 27, lQOQ,+ said:’::~

,. .‘;.,
:I ‘;’ $l..,i . . . :. i ,: ‘_ j;; ;;: ‘:j:..,[ ,:

W.hile; thei general rule,, ; as we.. have noted, ;,&; &af  plenary
authority over Indian affairs rests in the Federal Qovernment

.t,-, th&f&f&&,i,  ,jf’&te;  ~&.&&i&~ ,.,i& ‘h&j h&&,&e  q&&i]
two major excepi%ii’to’  this &&ertil  ?&l&‘?;First,  where Con-
gress has expressly d&lqred  tl$ ce.rt@in wwers over $liau
affditi  &hi!< & e;ie&sed  by ‘the.  &t&,  Ln.d’ &&hd;“&ere  the
matter ‘invol%&  ;PotiIndtin  qtie&i& ~sbifici&t; td’ grotinci  state
j u r i s d i c t i o n .  

‘. _:, .

In proceedibg’to hrialye this latter exce&ioli.‘to the general
rule, we may‘tiote that in @dint of &m%.ti@tiodal  doctrine, the
sovereignty of a state over its own territory”  ls plenary, and
therefore the fact that’ Indlans .are in-&red  in a situation,
di&tly  or fndirectly,~d&s.not  ipso facto terminate state power.
State power .is terminated on)y if the matter is one that falls
within the ,constitutional  scope of exclusive federal authority.^33

4 case ic which  the fabtors. of #us, person  and subject
matter all point..fo  exclu+e’  federal jurisd&tion,.+s.  ,for exam-
ple, in a tra~ns&tion.involving  a transfer of festf!&d  property
betweed  india& oti en’ Indian reservetjou,  the,basis  of ,exclpsive
federai  ppWep ! $ ‘aear. 9p the other, hand;’  w$er&,  d!l. three
factors ptiint a%ziy’ frc&’ fed&al j&iidiction~.  the &i&r of the
state is..cieai;.  -l!‘her(?  exists, ‘ho&-&e?;’  n’ bibid liiriliiht zone
in which’bhe  or’ttio of the three elem&s &$&dtus,  person
and subj&‘&atter-point  td fedeml .power  and the ren&nder
to stat& pdier.  -‘The are t&‘situations  .which re&itie  analysis
and the various combinations of th& ?a&s”presetitU  six
situations for’ ‘con&iderati&.

(A) .ihdian-outside  I&liati country engaged’in  non-federal
tra&actio;l.

(B) Indian  out&de  Indian country &aged  in federal
transaction.

(C) Indian. within Indian country engaged in non-federal
transaction.

(D) Non-Indian outside Indian country engaged in fed-
era1  transaction.

(E) No&Indian in Indian country engaged in federti
traasaction.

(F) Non-Indian in Indian country engaged in non-federal
transaction.

A brief discussion of these six type-situations is in order.

a*Ordinartlg  an.Indian  reservation is considered pnrt  of the teeritor]
of the state. Utah and.Northcm  Raifwoy  v. Fisher. 116 U. S. 28 (1885)
lsut  tn some cases. the ennbling  net or other cnngressional  legislaticn
or the stnte constitution itself. declnres  that lrtdinn reservations  shall
not be dcrmed part of the tcrritnry of the state. See.  fqr rxnmple
The  Kanras  Indians, 5 Wall. 537 (1806)  : f?nr.knens  v. HI& 08 U. S
476  (18i8),  qualiRed in Lannford  P. dfontcfth,  102 U. 5. 145 (1880).

I3 See sec. 1, euprcr;  and see Chapter 6.

A., INDIAN. otm$;rtii3 : INDrP;N,..‘.,,.. I: c6u@rEY  ,: ENGAGED  : !N
N(-,N~FE,,~&‘~~s&flI(,N  -. :‘,I : .! -;

i :{ .I: ..( ,_ y: :“ I’ ,, ‘:‘: : ,... 2’: :._ ,I/ ::I : ,...: ,: ; ,. ,.
It is undoubtedly true, as a,.general  rule; that an XIn@an  wio
ls ?foff.the reservation" is subject to the laws:of  the state or ter-
dto@in which he finds hi.mself, to the.game’extent’  that >a no&
Indian citizen ‘or alien would be subject to those laws.? r :

B. &I& OK$S~DE.  i+iG~‘coiibk  ~~NCA~=ED  ,Iti
: FEDE@L  -SACIRON  ‘. -’

To the general rule set i&h  in the, p&ediig  paiagfaph. an
exception must be noted; b the subje&  matter of the trans-
action is a subJect  matter over which Congr&s  .hasc&&erted  its
constitutional-power, the state must yield to the superior power
of the nation.^35 For example, Congress has taken the position
that its constitutional codeern  with Indian tribes requires a *
prohibition of sales of liquor to all “ward” Indians, even .outside
of Indian reservations, and the courts have upheld .th& exercise
of power.^36 Unde;  the circumstances, spy state interference
with this prohibition would undoubtedly be held.invalid;
‘A second example may be found i.u:.the realm .?f restricted~
personal property of Indians. Where, for .example, a herd of
cattle is held by a~ Indian or an Indian tribe.subj+.  to federal
restrictions upon alienation,^37 it seems clear that the removal of
the property from the reservation would. not free it from such
federal restrictions, and aby state laws .or proceedings incon-
sistent with federal control would be clearly uncbnstitutional’

The line between federal transactions which a~c of suc~..con:
tern to the Federal..Government  that the state cannot  legislate
in the.matter  and &her  transactions on which the state is per-
mitted to legislate, is’ not always easy to draw. Where, for

*‘Hunt v. &ate,  4 Knn, 60 (1866) (murder of Indian by Indian) ;
In re ivory. 27 Fed. 606, 610 (D. C. Ark. 1886) (coospIracy  by Indians
to obtain money by false pretences  from Indian nation In D. C.) ; State
P. Williams. 13 Mont. 335, 43 Pac. 15 (1895) (murder  of Indian by
Indian) ; Pablo V. People, 23 Cola.  134, 46 Psc.,  636 (1896) (murder ot
Indian by Indian) ; &ate v. Rpotted  Hatck, 22 Moob  33. 55 Pac. 1026
(lS99) (murder of white man by Indian) ; State v. LEttIe  Wkirltind,
2’2 Mont. 425. 56 Pac. 820 (1899) (murder of white man by Indian);
Ex pa& Moore, 28 9. D, 339. 133 N. W. 817 (1911) (murder of Indian
lay Indian on public domain allotment). commentpd  on In Ann. Cas.
1914 B, 648, 652 And see stnte cases collected in Note 13. Ann. Cas. 192.

SSee  Chapter 7. sec. 9. fn. 213; and see Chapter 18. sec. 2. Cf. The
Kansas Indians, 5 WnJl.  737. 755, 756 (1866). “If under the control of
Congress, from necessity thrre can be no divided authority. l l l

There con be no question of State sovereignty In the case, l l l .”
a@See  Chapter 17. 8ec 3.
*T&e  Chapter 10. see. 12.
aa Cf. United 8tated  v. Cook. 19 Wall. 591 (1873) : Pine Rf;tcr  khgvii

Co. v. United  Btotes,  186 U. S. 2i9 (1902) (tribal  Umber IIIegally
aliennted)  ; discussed In Chapter  16.  sec. 15.
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example, huntin’g  or fishing ri&ts  off the reservation have been
,promised  to Ixidi’ans,  the qtiestll  hii&  arisen &ether  such.rights
may be controlled by state conservation statutes. In the pres&t
state.of the law, no simple answer can be given to the question^39
Likewise, the qtiestion  .of whFt.+er  ,taxnble  land purchased for
Iqdians,  oFtside  ‘of a r&esvatl&,  and held subject to federal
restrictions upon aiieuatioq,, is immune from the tax laws of
the state, has given r&e to considerable litigation.^40 In this
situation it sqms that, despite the federal concern in the subject
matter, t.he state may levy property taxes if Congress is silent,
but may not do so lf Congress prohibits sue4 legislation.^41

C; INDIAN WITHIN INDIAN COUNTFiY  ENGAGED IN
NON-FEDERAL TRANSACTION ’

It is well settled .that  the stat6  has no power over the conduct
of Indians within the Indian country, whether or ndt the ton-
duct is of special~,~onc,ern  tq the FFcleral Governrpent.”  Thus
Indian marriage and  divorce, offenses between Indians, and
sales of personal property between Indians are matters over
which the state Cannot exercise coptrol,  -so long as fhe Indians
concerned remain within the reservation.^43 This disability has
generally ‘been explained in terms of tribal soverelbty and a
federal policy of protecting such tribal sovereignty against state
invasion. Thus, in denying state jurisdiction over adultery
among Indians on an Indian reservation, the Supreme Churt
-declared  ln United  States  v. Quiver,*  per Van Devanter. J.:

At an early period It became the settled policy of Con-
gress to permit the pemnai and domestic relations of
the Indians with each other to be regulated, and cffznses
by one Indian against the person or property of another
Indian to be dealt with. according to their tribal customs
and laws l . * l (Pp. 603404.)

Whether the local state laws may be applied to the Indians
of a tribe with their consent, expressed through agreement or
otherwise, is a question which the Supreme Court does not seem
to have passed upon squarely.” There is ng doubt that many
tribes in the past have accepted state iawa.u  Indeed, in the
early years of the;Repubiic, it appears that various treatles
were made between Indian tribes and, the various states.^47
The validity, however, of such formal or informal arrangements,
has not been dcflniteiy.estabiished. It would seem that if state
laws are adopted by Indian tribes, they have effect as tribal
laws axid not simply as exercises of state sovereignty.”

* See Chapter 14. set: 7 ; and Chapter 15, sec. 21.
^40see cllopter 13.
* Ibid.
43 See Cbapte? 7.
UIbfd..  and see Chapter 13, sec. ‘6. Atid  see Memo. S&l.  I. D.. April

26, 1939. holding that the State of California is without jurisdiction
to compel Indians residing on rancherias  within the state to take out
licenses for dogs owned by them.

44 241 Il. ,s. 602 (1916).
“Cf. United  States ez ml. KennedQ  v’, Tyler. &3j  I?. S. 13 (1925).
a See. for example.  the discussion of New Yolk Indians in Chapter

22. and the comments &II  the Eastern Cherokee bf North C&Ma in
Chapter 14. sec.  2.

“See  Cherokee Natioti v. GmrQia,  6 Pet. 1. (1831)  : Eeneca Nation v.
Chrf?tQ.  126 N. P. 122. 27 N. E 275 (1891)  ; 2 Op. A. 0. 119 (1828)
Rice, The POsition  of the American Indian in the Law of the United
States (1934). 16 J. Camp. Leg. 78. 66. While the Constitution forbids
‘a state’s entering into any treaty. alliance. or confederation (Art. 1
8ec. 10, discussed in Wcm&ter  v. GeorQfo.  6 Pet. 515, 579 (1832)). the
position his been taken by at least one state court that this did not
Prevent treaties Or compacts  for the extingnishmeot  of Indian title
between states and Indian tribes. Eeneca  iVation  v .  Uhriety.  supro.

a “An Indian  tribe may,  if it so chooses, adopt as its own the laws
of the State in which  it is situated and may make such moditications
in these  laws as  i t  deems suitable to i ts  peculiar condit ions.” 55
L D. 14. 42 (1934).

D. NON-INDIAN OUTSIDE INDIAN COUNTRY ENGAGED
IN FEDERAL TRANSACTION

Although ordinarily q non-Indian outside of Indian  country 1s
in no way subject to federal law governing Indian affairs, and is
wholly subject to state law, there are certain subject matters in
which the federal interest is so strong that even with respect to
non-Indians outside the Indian country, federal law will super-
sede state law. &&I a matter, for instance, is the transfer
from one non-Indian to another oi restricied property uniaw-
fully taken from ‘an Indian reservation‘.*  Another example
may be found in the realm of transactions between an employee‘a.
of the Indian Bureau and a Qirb party, consummated outside
of the Indian country, which involve a personal interest in Indian
trade.^50 This class of transactions in which non-Indians outside
of the Indian country must take account of federal Indian law,
is extremely iimit+l  ln scop8. applying primarily to matters
involving ‘property in which the Federal Government has an
interest,” and to the personnel of the Indian Service itself.R

E. NON-INDIAN IN INDIAN COUNTRY ENGAGED IN
 FEDERAL TRANSACTION

If, where the subject’.matter is of federal concero.  ‘a non-
Indian is subject to federal. rather than state jurisdiction, even
for acts occurring outside of an Indian reservation. o fortior5
he is subject to federal jurisdiction for acts of federal concern
committed within an Indiaa reservation. Indeed, there is a very
broad realm of conduct in which non-Indians on an Indian
reservation are subject to federal rather than state power.
With respect to ail offenses committed by whites against Indians
on an Indian reservation, state jurisdiction yields to federal
jurisdictidn,” although in fact the Federal Government has
adopted state laws in providing for the punishnient  of such
offenses by the f&lerai  cimrts.” Likewise, there are various
reservation, offenses for which Congress has prescribed penalties
enforceable in federal con&; which are applicable to non-
India??  ana in sotie instances to Indians qs well.= It has been
administratively held that even a state officer cannot claim the
protection ?< state law if he enters an Ipdtan  reservation with-
out congressional authorization for the purpose of searching an
Indian’s hotie for property thought  to be in t4e unlawful
possession of. ih& Indian.”

Although the federal. constitutional jurisdiction over matters
affecting Indian affairs on an Indian’ res&ation  has generally
been viewed a& an exclusive jurisdictioi,; excluding all state
legislation. an exception to the general rule l&s been recognized
w-here the state legislation supplements ihe protection of In-
dians provid$d  by federal law. Such state legislation, which
may be termed “ancillary” fo federal law, is upheld in &ate  of

4s See fn. 38. 8ufwn.
“See Chapter 2. sec. 3B.
Q See Oregon v. Elitchcoek.  202 U. S. 60. 68-89 (1906)  : NaQnnab  v.

Hitchock. 202 U. S. 473 (1906) ; Winters v. United states,  207 U. S.
564 (1908) : United State8  v. Winone. 198 U. 5. 371 (1905) ; Afovrison
v. Work, 266 U. 5. 481. 487-488 (1925) ; Unfted Btates  v. Morrison,  203
Fed. 364 (C!. C. Colo. 1901).

“Spe Chapter 2. sec. 3B. and Chapter 16.
=See  Chapter  18.  sec.  5.  There may be si tuations.  however,  in

wbicb 8 concurrent Jurisdiction mey be exerclscd by the state to pro-
tect Indians against non-Indians. state of New York v. Dibble, 61
U. S. 366 (1858). discussed in Chapter 15, sec. 1OC. .

61 See eec.  2A, supra. .
“See Chapter 18. sec. 3.
‘66 I. D. 38 (1936).
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~eu, pork  v: Dibbt,e,y  where the Supreme Court, in upholding a
state prohibit@  agalnst trespass upon, Iydlan lands. declared :

The statute in questlon  is a police re&latidn  for the
protection of the Indians from i@rusion of the white
people, and to preserve the peace. It is the dictate of a
.prudent  .and just policy. Notwithstanding the peculiar
relation which these Indian natiops hold to the Gov&&
ment  of the United State% the State of hew Y&k had the
power of. a sovereign dv$r&~~~-pro~ &So
far as it was necessary to @serve the peace 0Fthe
Commonwealth, and ‘protect these feeble a@. helpless
bands from Imposition and intrusion. The pdwei df S
State to make such regulations to

conimunity  is absolute, and has
> The &et is therefore not contrary to the Constitution of

t h e  Ufiited  States.  (P. 870.1

F:NON-INDIAN IN INDIAN &lJmY’ ENGAGED IN
NON-FEDERAL TRANSACTION.

The mere fact that the locus of an event.&?  &if& Indian
reservation  does not prevent th& exercise  of state jurisdiction
where : t&i~:partles  : involved :.are.,  &ot ..Xndians  j and the subject
matter qf :the transact&  ‘is not :of ::federal  -concernL  JZhus,  it
has been held that ninrder  of ‘a .non-Indian  by ain6ndndian  on
an fndl&n reservation in the absenceof  expres$  federal legis-
lation to the contrary. is a matter of sclusive state jurisdic-
tion.:  : Llketiise the:  validity’ of &ate Wxatlon  of personally
of a non~lndlan  Within Indian country has .been: sustained^61

t’ :..& ~Su&ki ‘.; “,,: ,, ‘-1 .‘j

The rules applicable to each of the f&@going  t&s of situa.
tions are noti eStablIshed  beyond*‘th&  possibility -of doubt, snd
they leave mtich room for iiebate ,i defining,  th& %hree  -facton
in terms-of w&h these rules have been formulated: “Indian:’ a

,, ,I . ,. :
at 21 Ho& 366 (1858). See  Chapter  15. e&z:  16C.  s. :
u &at4 x, Z+mep,  .145  :l%c. 460  (V@sh.  19ti)  ; B&ate v. ,dfamlo@,

63 Wash. 631, los.,Pac, 47 (1910).
-SOS  imts v. wolf,  145 N. 12 440;59 ii.‘n..‘iO  &&7j (uph’oldi~~j:

s t a t e  law’ reqriftiit&  e&o01  attetidance’~tif  ‘XlMterh’ CheLdkee  IndhthL),
commented on In Note, Ann. Cas. ISlEiD,  371.’ ‘. .,:’ :’

g Udted  #tabs8  v ,  MeB~atneo, 1%. .U. :  8. .$21 (1881):;.  .Draper  Y.
United  Eta&u,  164 U. S. 240 (USS),;  and: see qapter  ‘7? ,sec. 9 and
Chapter 18,, sec. 6.

.

ct Th&u$ v. f&ii, 169 U, S. 264 -(i8&: And see.  Chauter 13. sec. 4.
=Tbhi definition of “Indian”  is considered in Chapter 1. sec. 2. .On

the question of the’ applicability of state laws, special importance
should be asslgned  to the cases which suggest that when tribal exist-
ence ceases, Indians cease to be under federal jqrlsdictlon  and become
subleti  to’ state conttol.

See  opinion of Mr. Justice Johnson ln Fletchet; v. Peck, 6 Cranch.
87. 146 (1810). and opinion of Mr. !Jti&e .Mi%&&  ti6’ W@eest&  .v.
(leor~& 6 Pet. 515, 580 (1832). See also Scott v. Sanford, 19 How.
3% (185?),  where the Supreme Court,  .with refe?ence  to the Indians,
said :

. . . and if an individual should leave his ‘,natiou or tribe,
and take up his abode among the white
entitled to all the rights and privileges

po
!I
ulatlon. be would be

w
an emigrant tram  any other foreign people.

ich would belong to
(P. 404.)

See also dicta in Th# Cherokee Test Funds. 117 U. S. 288, 309 (1886)
to the effect that the so-called astern  Band of Cherokee Indians who
separated themselves from the main body of the Cherokee Nation in
its mlgrat.iOn  to the West, became “bound” to the state laws of North
CarOiinu. See also and cf. Unite13 States v. Boyd,  83 Fed. 547 (C.  C. A.
4, 1897) ; United ltates v. Wright, 53 B, :2d 300 (C. C. ,A. 4, 1931) ;
and (Inlted  .8htm  v. Coolccrd,  39 F. 2d 312 .(C.  C.,A. 4, 1937).  to the

“Indian country,” a and “transaction of federal concern.” u B u t
these are .questions  ,elsewhere  treated,^65 and the views above
expressed on the various combinations of fact&s necessary to
support state ijurisdiction on Indian matters are probably as
CIOSE  to the actual decisions as any simple scheme can come.
.Thk.’  foregoing sections may be summarized in two propositions :

btmot?  of 8peCilOo  legislation by Congress.
(2) 1% atl other Ca8e8, the state has jurisdiction unleis

‘1~:  ‘1 ::: ::!’ there i8 involved a subject matter of special fe&
era1 concern.

‘ei?fkct  that theee,  Indians  having  been recognized  ;ahd:treated..by.-the
~~eral Government ae a .t+e mqt,W;reg3rded, as au*: For ,t3,-qor~
+=@nW d~ion of fr~~~,.~~~eqe$  psla it+.,tepi+$j!9;n.  sy ,pypr
X$, sees. 1~ an:, E ,, On ?e,,F+k of expatrlatkoii  s& Chapter  8,: sec.
;ioB(i). ‘, ,* , .,.. .,L. ~~-;“,“,,L,  ,., ,.

~~illso  see En parte  Xenyon;. 24 Jk-& Gas;  ,No. 7720:  $ti’.  & W..  IY. ,&ti:,
i&3, : . . : .,

*�c l l When  the members of a tribe of Indians scatter them-

’   %@J~%the  United States they are. merg&l in the mass of
-the citizens of the United  States and live among

our people, owing complete allebance  to the government of the
United States and of the stat3 where they may.  reside. and.

equally with the  citlEens..bf  .the.P : Unitetl.States andioitiie  stiral
states ,subjeg to the jurisdiction of the coqts thereof. Ez parte

 ‘!“-pypifi~  [C&k No. 11718]~~ Onited’Bthteu:  ~:‘lZZcn (16:  ‘150481
 / 3d qpinfoa  by- ~iW%ce,  J. c(&$afe.RepoFt  7.s8,4$st  .bng.
 i

se&.&p.  11: 2 Story C&M. f 1933, Drld  &oW f.‘-dandford;  19
How.  [60 u. S.] 404,... ‘&!I ::‘i’. I j. !,i ‘,.’ :‘:.::, i, .; .,

-+I .fw.casea :collec~~,!!n.kojei13;.4nn,  Xw3~~*9f??8..  . , , .:.:a .;
A,u~$que  eitupfion  exists w/th  respect to the Sac +nd Fox Indians of

Iowa. The Stat@ of Xdw< ‘%l&b  ‘l&d &eIeicised  juHsdlctlon over these
Indians and .whlch ‘held  +tItle  ‘td”their  IanU  in 1 trust for them.  trans-
f?rred,.  to’ the,, Feaeral  mvemment  ?erJyive  jurisdiction of the, +3ac
and Fox Tpdians residing in Iowa and retaining the .tribal relation,
and’bi”aU  citb‘ei’ihdlans‘~we~llng  wiih.‘the&“‘*..  l l :“. (Ait  of fibru-
ary 14: 1896. .Abs Z6th  General Assembly; p. ‘114:) The&ate,  however,
+eserv@  from. .such transfer. krl$lction  of crhu% again@  t+he state
laws com$tted with&  ,the reservation by .Indians  or others. In Peters
V. Y&in,  111 Fed. 244.  (C. C. Iowa.‘l99‘1) ,Iti wab ‘i&la that -this, ceseyva-
tion Cf ahthbrity’  in the Btste  did not al&t:  tbe’e%lu&  jnrisdictidd  dl
the Federal. Qdvermnent  .over .the relation ,of: the .Indlans  among them-
se1w.a :.S++.  on Cl!&  we+im,  Memo. Sol., I. ,I).. June 15! 1940.

AIso eee  In +B ~Nixc-oe-elwek,  69 ‘iCans.  4iO:‘76’tiaq. 377 (1904) ; ‘St&e
Y. B(g Sheep, 75 Mont. 219, 243 ‘pa’c;’  1067 .(l$%i’.i’Stbte..v.  WU&zs.
13 Waah.X%,  43. Paac  15 (1895) : .Btute  P., Howard, 33 Wash. 250, 74
Pae:  @2 (l~~,)l;~lta:~  v: N+od,  30BS.  D. 23?.1$8  U, .v. 377 (l?l?).

Indians r@liqgilF Maine, whiLe’  they have a communal,organisation
for tedu&‘of’~pro@&  &d &il ‘al&ir&Va~e’  ‘deerheil  $ CEe tin& 6f
the state to be without &itical  organization and to be subject. like
other ‘individtials;  to game I’aWs  of’,the  state. Xtate v. Newell.  84
Malne’465.24  A t l .  9 4 3  ( 1 8 9 2 ) .

It-gas  believed at bne time that,the  grant of citizenship~tO individu&
Indians,  whether by an act of Congtesa  dr by the provis ions bf a
treaty.1 had t&et&t  of terminating tribal &attons,  placijog the Indlann
beyond the power of Congress. and subjectilig them to state jurisdiction.
This view was taken by the United States Supreme Court In the famous
case,~h$z~f~(:  of@@ 197 t& S. 488 (1905). Later. however, this ruling
was uxnored  in’&oEtOtoell  v. United 5tates.  221 U. S. 317 (1911) and
United Statea v. Bmio~l, 231 y. S. 28 (1913). and finally expressly
overruW  in Litrited  State8  v. Nice, 241 U. 9. 591 (1916). See, in this
connection. Chapter 8, sees. 2C and lOB(1).

65 See  Chapter 1, sec. 3; Chapter 18, sec. 2.
-See  Chapter 13, sec. 1A: Chapter 14, sec. 7. As noted in the dis-> .I

cussion above, the term “transactions  of federal concern*’ Is used to
cover matters. o*er  which the power of the Federal Government has
been  exercised. whether through legislation. through authorized admin-
istrative action, or in any other valid manner. The content of the
term is therefore to be found in the materials discussed ih various other
chapters, particularly Chapters 5. 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16. 17. 15,
and 19.

as See fns. 62. 63, and 64. sqra.
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